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by
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ABSTRACT
Aligning multiple biological sequences such as protein sequences or DNA/RNA sequences is a fundamen-
tal task in bioinformatics and sequence analysis. These alignments may contain invaluable information
that scientists need to predict the sequences’ structures, determine the evolutionary relationships between
them, or discover drug-like compounds that can bind to the sequences. Unfortunately, multiple sequence
alignment (MSA) is NP-Complete. In addition, the lack of a reliable scoring method makes it very hard
to align the sequences reliably and to evaluate the alignment outcomes.
In this dissertation, we have designed a new scoring method for use in multiple sequence alignment.
Our scoring method encapsulates stereo-chemical properties of sequence residues and their substitution
probabilities into a tree-structure scoring scheme. This new technique provides a reliable scoring scheme
with low computational complexity.
In addition to the new scoring scheme, we have designed an overlapping sequence clustering algorithm
to use in our new three multiple sequence alignment algorithms. One of our alignment algorithms uses a
dynamic weighted guidance tree to perform multiple sequence alignment in progressive fashion. The use of
dynamic weighted tree allows errors in the early alignment stages to be corrected in the subsequence stages.
Other two algorithms utilize sequence knowledge-bases and sequence consistency to produce biological
meaningful sequence alignments. To improve the speed of the multiple sequence alignment, we have
developed a parallel algorithm that can be deployed on reconfigurable computer models. Analytically, our
parallel algorithm is the fastest progressive multiple sequence alignment algorithm.
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1Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Majority of organisms on Earth, though diverse, share a significant biological similarity. There is an
abundance of biological sequence data showing that any two mammals can have as many as 99% genes
in common. Humans and fruit flies are two very different species that share at least 50% common genes.
These striking facts have been discovered largely through biological sequence analysis.
Multiple Sequence alignment is a fundamental task in bioinformatics and sequence analysis. In the
early 1970’s, Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequences were obtained using laborious methods based on
two-dimensional chromatography. Thus, the number of sequences is limited and often being studied and
annotated individually by scientists. By the late 70’s, Walter Gilbert [71] and Frederick Sanger [100]
proposed DNA sequencing by chemical degradation and enzymatic synthesis, respectively. Their works
earned a Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1980. Later, sequences are obtained by many newer methods such
as dye-based methods [88], micro arrays, mass-spectrometry, x-ray, ultracentrifugation, etc. Since the
development of Sanger’s method, the volume of sequences being identified and deposited is enormous. The
current commercial sequencing such as ”454 sequencing” can read up to 20 million bases per run and
produce the sequences in hours. With this vast amount of sequences, manually annotating each sequence
is infeasible. However, we need to categorize them by family, analyze them, find features that are common
between them, etc. The first step to solve this problem is finding the best way to starts with the sequence
fundamentals and then leads readers to the most modern and practical alignment techniques that have
been proven to be effective in biological sequence analysis.
1.1 Motivation
There are two popular trends in sequence analysis. One trend focuses primarily on applying rigorous
mathematical methods to bring out the optimal alignment of the sequences, thus leading to revelation of
possible hidden biological significance between sequences. The other trend stretches on correctly identifying
the actual biological significance between the sequences, where some or all biological features may have
already been known. These two trends emerge from specific tasks bioinformatics scientists are dealing with.
The first trend relates to predicting the sequence structures and homology, species evolution, or determine
the relationship between sequences in order to categorizing and organizing sequence databases. The second
2trend is to perform a daily task in which scientists want to arrange similar known features of the sequences
into the same columns to see how closely they are resemble of each other. The second trend can be seen
in evolution analysis, sequence structure and functional analysis or in drug design and discovery. In the
later case, for each specific virus sequence, drug designers search for possible drug-like compounds from
libraries of simple sequence models annotated with functional sites and specific drug-like compounds that
can bind [53, 96] . Hence, aligning a sequence obtained from a new virus against the library of sequences
may lead to a manageable set of sequences and compounds to work with.
Consequently, these two distinctive perspectives lead to different approaches to sequence alignment,
and the development of sequence alignment algorithms, in turn, allows scientists to automate these tremen-
dous and time consuming tasks.
1.2 The Organization of This Study
Multiple sequence alignment study involves many aspects of sequence analysis, and it requires broad
and significant background information. Therefore, we present each aspect as a chapter starting with
existing methodologies and following by our contributions.
The rest of this chapter provides basic information on biological sequences.
Chapter 2 provides fundamentals in pair-wise sequence alignment.
Chapter 3 describes popular existing quantitative models that have been designed for to quantify
multiple sequence alignment. In this chapter we present our new quantitative model along with its analysis
and evaluation.
Chapter 4 describes practical clustering techniques that have been used in multiple sequence align-
ment, following by our new method for categorizing biological sequences into related groups for more
reliable and effective alignment.
Chapter 5 describes, characterizes and relates many multiple sequence alignment models including
two of our new alignment algorithms.
Chapter 6 describes the latest methods developed to improve the run-time efficiency of multiple
sequence alignment. A large section of this chapter is devoted to our parallel alignment model on recon-
figurable networks.
Chapter 7 describes our implemented web-server for sequence analysis.
Lastly, Chapter 8 summarizes our contributions in this study and provides insights into our future
research directions.
31.3 Sequence Fundamentals
DNA is the fundamental that characterizes a living organism and its genome, i.e. its genetic informa-
tion set. DNA contains thousands of genes which carry the genetic information of a cell. Each gene holds
information of how to build a protein molecule, which serves as building blocks for the cell or performs
important tasks for the cell functions. The DNA is positioned in the nucleus, which is organized into
chromosomes. Since DNA contains the genetic information of the cell, it must be duplicated before the
cell divides. This technique is called duplication. When proteins are required, the corresponding genes
are transcribed into RNA (transcription), the non-coding parts of the RNA are removed, and the RNA is
transported out of the nucleus. Proteins are built outside of the nucleus based on the code in the RNA.
Thus, DNA sequence determines protein sequence and its structure; and the protein structure dictates the
protein function. In this section, we will present the fundamentals of sequences and their basic components.
1.3.1 Protein
Proteins (also known as polypeptides) are organic compounds consisting of amino acids linked with
peptide bonds forming a linear polypeptide chain and folded into a globular form. The linear sequence
of amino acids in the protein molecule represents its primary structure. The secondary structure refers
to regions of local regularity within a protein fold such as α-helices, β-turns or β-strands. The size of a
protein sequence ranges from a few to several thousand residues. Figure 1.1 shows both the structure and
the primary sequence of the yeast 1M2V protein.
Figure 1.1. The yeast Sec23/24 heterodimer 1M2V: (a) protein structure and (b) primary sequence
4Table 1.1. Common Amino Acids
Name
3-Letter 1-Letter
Alanine Ala A
Arginine Arg R
Asparagine Asn N
Aspartic acid Asp D
Cysteine Cys C
Glutamic Acid Glu E
Glutamine Gln Q
Glycine Gly G
Histidine His H
Isoleucine Ile I
Leucine Leu L
Lysine Lys K
Methionine Met M
Phenylalanine Phe F
Proline Pro P
Serine Ser S
Threonine Thr T
Tryptophan Trp W
Tyrosine Tyr Y
Valine Val V
Unknonwn or ”other” X
Table 1.2. Ambiguous Amino
Acids
Ambiguous Amino Acids
3-Letter 1-Letter
Asparagine or aspartic Asx B
Glutamine or glutamic acid Glx Z
Leucine or Isoleucine Xle J
1.3.2 DNA/RNA
Both deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA) contain three basic components:(i)
a five-carbon sugar, which could be either ribose (as in RNA) or deoxyribose (as in DNA), (ii) a series
of chemical groups derived from phosphoric acid molecules, and (iii) four different nitrogen compounds
having the chemical properties of bases. The DNA has four bases which are adenine (A), thymine (T),
guanine (G) and cytosine (C), and RNA has adenine (A), uracil (U), guanine (G) and cytosine (C) in
RNA. Adenine and guanine are double-ring molecules known as purine, while other bases are single-ring
molecules known as pyrimidine.
DNA is a linear, double-helix structure, and is composed of two intertwined chains made up of nucleotides.
Unlike DNA, RNA is a single-stranded and contains ribose as its sugar. There are three types of RNA:
messenger RNA (mRNA), transfer RNA (tRNA) and ribosomal RNA (rRNA). rRNA and tRNA are parts
of protein synthesizing engine, and mRNA is a template for protein synthesis. During the process of
producing a amino acid chain, the nucleotide sequence of a mRNA is read from one end to the other in a
group of three successive bases. These groups are called codons. Each codon is either a coding for a an
amino acid or a translation terminate signal. There are 64 (4x4x4) possible codons for the bases.
5Figure 1.2. This figure shows the four fundamental wobble base pairs
1.3.3 Sequence Formats
Protein/DNA/RNA sequences are represented in many different formats such as AB1, ACE, CAF,
EMBL, FASTA, FASTAQ, GenBank, PHD, SCF, NEXUS, GFF, Stockholm, SwissProt, etc. In general,
the sequence formats can be grouped into fours groups: sequencing specific, bared sequence, sequence with
features, and alignment sequence. The sequencing specific formats such as AB1 from Applied Biosystems
or ACE are used by companies which perform sequencing. The sequence data are obtained in fragments,
called reads, and are assembled together. Many sequence formats are specifically designed for different
sequencing technologies.
The bared sequence format often represents the sequence residues themselves along with an identi-
fication or sequence name. The most classic sequence format is FASTA format (or Pearson format), a
text-based format where each sequence is preceded with its name and comments, and the sequence base
pairs or amino acids are represented using single-letter codes. Multiple sequences can be included in a file,
where each line should be fewer than 120 characters. A comment line starts with character ’;’ and should
only be intended for human. The sequence name, should starts with > character, and an asterisk ’*’ marks
the end of a sequence and can be omitted. Each sequence should be separated by a new line. Following is
an example of sequences in FASTA format:
Example 1 >MCHU - Calmodulin - Human, rabbit, bovine, rat, and chicken
ADQLTEEQIAEFKEAFSLFDKDGDGTITTKELGTVMRSLGQNPTEIDGDGQVNYEEFVQMMTAK×
6Figure 1.3. BLOSUM62 Substitution matrix
Figure 1.4. Transcription and Translation process: DNA→ RNA → Protein (the ”central dogma” of
biology
>gi|5524211|gb|AAD44166.1| cytochrome b [Elephas maximus maximus]
LCLYTHIGRNIYYGSYLYSETWNTGIMLLLITMATAFMGYVLPWGQMSFWGATVITNLFSAIPYI
EWIWGGFSVDKATLNRFFAFHFILPFTMVALAGVHLTFLHETGSNNPLGLTSDSDKIPFHPYYTI
In the early 1990s, the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), which houses the
GenBank and genome sequencing data, defined a standard to uniquely identify the sequence. The header of
the sequence, which contains the sequence name should include a unique sequence identification. Figure 1.5
shows some sequence headers being used by different groups.
7Figure 1.5. NCBI’s sequence formats
Sequences with feature formats allow feature data of the sequence to be included. Figure 1.6 shows
a segment of sequence represented in GenBank sequence format. It includes almost everything about the
sequence such as the authors of the sequence, the sequence itself, the journal in which it is published, etc.
The alignment sequence formats such as GCG, MSF, Clustal, Phylis, etc. are used to represent
sequence alignments. These formats allow the residues from different sequences to be in the same column
if they are aligned in the alignment, thus help visualize the alignment of the sequences. For example,
Figure 1.7 shows 2 sequences in Phylis and Clustal formats.
1.3.4 Motifs
Motifs are short and conserved subsequences of amino acids that characterize a specific biochemical
function. Motifs are capable of regulating particular function of a protein, or can determine a sub-structure
of a protein. Some sequence motifs are continuous such as the C2H2 zinc finger motifs. However, some
motifs are discontinuous and the order in which they occur may be completely different. Thus, identifying
these motifs from the sequence is not a simple task. An example of these motifs is the GCM (glial cells
missing) motif, found in humans, mice and fruit flies, identified by Akiyama et al. [1]. The GCM motif
has the following form: WDIND*.*P..*...D.F.*W***.**.IYS**...A.*H*S*WAMRNTNNHN, where each (.)
represents a single amino acid or a gap, and each * indicates one member of a closely-related family of
amino acids.
Since homologous sequences tend to maintain sequence similarity within core-domains [18] and active
sites [50], homologous sequences can have low overall sequence similarity [52]. In sequence alignment
studies, the terms motif and motifs have broader spectrum, they also refer to conserved segments of
8Figure 1.6. Illustration of GenBank sequence format
sequences that are observed in many sequences without the actual knowledge of the segments’ biological
functionality.
1.3.5 Sequence Databases
Today, there are many sequence databases available. Proteins sequences can be found in SWISS-
PROT [11], TrEMBL [11], UniProt [6], PIR [124], and PDP [9] databases. Similarly, DNA and RNA
sequences are in Genbank [8], PDB, HOMSTRAD [73], and RefSeq [93] databases. As of 16-Jun-2011 of
TrEMBL contains 15,400,876 protein sequence entries comprising 4,982,458,690 amino acids. These entries
are automatically annotated and not reviewed. The shortest reported sequence is Q16047-HUMAN from
humans containing 4 amino acids (F,P,D, and F), and the longest reported sequence is Q3ASY8-CHLCH
containing 36,805 amino acids. TrEMBL’s average sequence length is 322 residues. On the other hand,
Swiss-Prot is manually annotated and reviewed. It contains 529,056 fully annotated sequence entries,
2.7% of the entries are predicted and about 0.4% of the entries are uncertain. The shortest sequence in
Swiss-prot is GWA-SEPOF(P83570) obtained from cuttlefish which contains 2 amino acids (G and W),
and the longest sequence is TITIN-MOUSE(A2ASS6) containing 35,213 amino acids. Swiss-prot’s average
sequence length is 355 residues.
9Figure 1.7. This figure shows (a) Phylis format and (b) Clustal format
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Chapter 2
PROTEIN/DNA/RNA PAIRWISE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT
Given a set of biological sequences, it is often a desire to identify the similarities shared between
the sequences. This information will give further information about the functionality, originality, or the
evolution of the species where these biological sequences are obtained. Theoretically, the best identification
technique would be the one that correctly and perfectly aligns all the residues and substructures sharing
similar biological and functional features between the sequences and structures. These aligned residue
blocks in the sequence alignments suggest possible biological relationships between these sequences and
can easily be verified with prior knowledge on these biological data. With some known data, we can logically
infer them over to other biological entities involved in the alignment. Without any known information, the
alignment of similarities in the sequences obtained from different species could lead to possible discovery of
unknown biological meaning. In reality, that technique has yet to exist due to many factors such as the lack
of information about the functionality of each region in a sequence, how the regions are correlated, how
the two sequences have evolved, or which parts of the sequences are simply random mutations. In practice,
many alignment algorithms are design around the two concepts: global alignment and local alignment. In
global sequence alignment, all sequences maintain a correspondence over their entire length. On the other
hand, in the local alignment only the most similar part of the sequences is aligned. It depends on what is
being identified; each concept has its own advantages.
2.1 Sequence Alignment Fundamentals
Sequence alignment problems can be generalized as follows: Let W = {α1, · · · , αi, · · · , αn}, i > 0, be
a set of amino acid symbols or nucleotide symbols. A sequence si = αi · · ·αj · · ·αk︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
is a string of n amino
acid symbols. An alignment is a transformation of k > 1 sequences {s1, s2, · · · , sk} into {s′1, s′2, · · · , s′k},
where s′i is the i
th sequence si with GAP (-) symbols inserted such that maximizing the similar regions
across the sequences. In biological perspective, the gaps represent residue symbols being deleted from the
sequences during the course of evolution. In general, when a gap is inserted into a sequence a penalty is
applied to the alignment. The weight of the penalty depends on the location of the insertion.
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For example, let the sequences to be aligned be s1 : GLISV T and s2 : GIV T , then a possible align-
ment is
A(s1, s2) =
 s′1 : G L I V S Ts′2 : G − I V − T
Three common pair-wise alignment techniques are dot-matrix [34], dynamic programming [77, 107],
and word method [24]. Each method provides a host of advantages. For example, the dot-matrix provides a
good visualization of an alignment; the dynamic program technique guarantees an alignment with optimal
score; and the word method (k-tuple) is a time-efficient alignment method that provides reasonable sequence
alignments. In this chapter, we will explore the details of these algorithms.
2.2 Dot-Plot Matrix
The Dot-Matrix method [34] provides a visualization of potential matching of subsequences between
any two sequences. This method is performed as follows:
(i) For any pair of given sequences of lengthsm and n, the sequences are mapped into the two perpendicular
edges of an mxn matrix.
(ii)A scoring scheme is used to mark the similar between any two residues of the two sequences.
For simplicity, a dot would be placed on the diagonal lines where the two residues are the same, otherwise,
that slot is left unmarked. When allmxn slots have been considered, dots that resemble contiguous diagonal
lines in the matrix represent the similar sections between two sequences. Obviously, two identical sequences
will have a diagonal line starting at the beginning joint of the two sequences. Figure 2.2 shows a dot matrix
created from aligning sequence ACACACTA against sequence AGCACACA. These two sequences share
the same subsequence ACACA. Since this method plots any matching residues between two sequences, it is
common that the dot matrix would have many plotted diagonals, and some of these lines are subsequences
of longer diagonals. These short diagonals are considered noise. They hinder the capability to recognize the
other diagonals and should be removed. The most popular filtering technique is to filter out any diagonal
with length less than k, where k is arbitrary number or could be derived from the length of the diagonal
in the dot matrix. In general, k is set to the same size of the feature being identified.
Besides providing visualization of possible matches between sequences, another advantage of this
method is the capability to show the possible repeated segments between sequences. These segments could
be carrying significant biological information sharing between the two sequences such as stem-loops (also
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Figure 2.1. Dot plot matrix of two sequence ACACACTA and sequence AGCACACA. The connected
diagonal lines indicate matching segments.
known as hairpin loops) or inverted repeats. These are subsequences that are reversed of others subse-
quences downstream. For example: 5’. . . GCCGCGGGCCGAAAAAACCCCCCCGGCCCGCGGC
. . .3’ is an RNA stem-loop. To identify these motifs, a sequence is aligning against itself using dot-matrix.
With a filtering window size equal to the length of the motifs being identified, the dot-plot matrix will
reveal these repeated segments. Figure 2.2 shows a dot-plot matrix of a human CalM sequence against
itself with a window size k = 7 to reveal its fourth EF-hand motifs. [EF-motif contains 2 perpendicular
helices E and F wrapping around Ca2+ with a helix loop].
The human CalM sequence is:”MADQLTEEQI AEFKEAFSLF DKDGDGTITT KELGTVMRSL
GQNPTEAELQ DMINEVDADG NGTIDFPEFL TMMARKMKDT DSEEEIREAF RVFDKDGNGY
ISAAELRHVM TNLGEKLTDE EVDEMIREAD IDGDGQVNYE EFVQMMTAK”
Another advantage, as seen in [87], of dot plot matrix method is to identify the structural information
of a sequence. Similar to identifying inverted repeats, a dot-plot matrix is created for a sequence and
its reversed sequence. Lines that are perpendicular to the imaginary diagonal represent the stem-loop or
hairpin loop. A stem-loop is, common in RNA, a palindromic pattern that exists when two regions of the
same molecule base-pair forming a double helix that ends in unpaired loop. In terms of complexity, the
dot-plot method takes O(nxm) for plotting the matrix, O(nxm) for filtering the noise, and O(nxm) space
for the matrix. Thus, the overall time and space complexity for dot-plot is O(nxm). Despite the fact that
the dot-plot method is great to identify features being shared between two sequences, it does not provide
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Figure 2.2. Structures of the CALM3 protein. Based on PyMOL rendering of PDB 1a29.
a quantitative similarity measurement between the two sequences. Thus, a simple task such as identifying
a pair of the most resembled sequences out of three sequences may not be possible because the sequences
do not often share the same segments.
2.3 Dynamic Programming
Dynamic programming (DP) is defined by Richard Bellman in 1953 based on an optimal policy such
that any subsequence decision must constitute an optimal policy with regard to the result of the first
decision, regardless of whatever the first decision is. In sequence alignment term, regardless of the first
symbols being chosen to align, all other subsequence aligning symbols guarantee that they yield the optimal
alignment score. Dynamic Programming is utilized to produce the global alignment was first introduced
in the Needleman-Wunsch’s algorithm [77], and a local alignment version is in the Smith-Waterman’s
algorithm [107]. Similar to the dot-plot technique, two sequences are mapped to the two perpendicular
side of an mxn matrix. DP then starts from the joined corner of the sequences to calculate all possible
matching scores of the residues in the two sequences in the adjacent slots. The process repeated until the
scores of all slots are computed. The DP technique takes O(nxm) for space and time complexity, if the
scoring scheme takes constant time to compute.
2.3.1 Needle-Wunch’s Algorithm
Given two sequences a and b of lengths m and n, respectively. Their alignment matrix score H is
calculated as follows:
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Figure 2.3. Dot plot matrix of human CalM against itself to reveal motifs.
H(i, 0) = 0,≤ i ≤ m
H(0, j) = 0,≤ j ≤ n
H(i, j) = max

H(i− 1, j − 1) + w(ai, bi) Match/Mismatch
H(i− 1, j) + w(ai,−) Deletion
H(i, j − 1) + w(−, bj) Insertion
 , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n
Where:
ai is the ith symbol in sequence a
m = |a| is the length of a
n = |b| is the length of b
H(i, j) is the maximum similar score between the subsequence of a of length i, and the subsequence of b
of length j.
w(c, d), c, d ∈ Σ ∪ {′−′}, is the matching score between two residues.
And, the alignment is the trace-back route from the right most end of highest score slot to the starting
slot.
2.3.2 Example
Given two sequence:
G A A T T C A G T T A (sequence #1)
G G A T T C C G A (sequence #2)
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Figure 2.4. Generating a scoring the matrix for sequence ”GAATTCAGTTA” and sequence
”GGATTCCGA”
and a scoring scheme where a matching pair of symbols get a score of 1, mismatch get a score of 0, and
gap penalty is 0. Figures 2.3.2 and 2.3.2 show the steps of Needleman-Wunch’s algorithm. And one of
the optimal alignment results is shown in Figure 2.3.2
2.3.3 Smith-Waterman’s Algorithm
From the evolution perspective, two related sequences could evolve independently with many inde-
pendent mutations lowering the similarity between the sequences. Aligning the sequences with noised
information often fails to produce a biologically meaningful alignment. In these cases, the local DP align-
ment, which proposed by Smith and Waterman, identifies the longest segment pair that yields the best
alignment score is more preferable. In the Smith-Waterman’s algorithm, the longest segment pair between
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Figure 2.5. Back-tracking,((a), (b), and (c)), to obtain the optimal alignment (d)
Figure 2.6. Global alignment of the two sequences
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two aligning sequences that yield the optimal alignment is identified by comparing all possible segments
of all lengths between the two sequences via DP technique. The main difference between this technique
and Needleman-Wunsch’s is that negative scores are set to zeroes. This modification produces an align-
ment score matrix with positive scores. Thus, the backtracking procedure of the algorithm starts at the
highest positive score cell and proceeds until it encounters a cell with zero score. The longest segment pair
identified in these backtracking steps is the optimal scored local alignment of the two sequences.
Given two sequences a and b of lengths m and n, respectively. The alignment matrix score H is built
as follows:
H(i, 0) = 0,≤ i ≤ m
H(0, j) = 0,≤ j ≤ n
H(i, j) = max

0
H(i− 1, j − 1) + w(ai, bj) Match/Mismatch
H(i− 1, j) + w(ai,−) Deletion
H(i, j − 1) + w(−, bj) Insertion

, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n
Where:
ai is the ith symbol in sequence a
m = |a| is the length of a
n = |b| is the length of b
H(i, j) is the maximum similar score between the subsequence of a of length i, and the subsequence of b
of length j.
w(c, d), c, d ∈ Σ ∪ {′−′}, is the matching score between two residues.
The back-tracking steps in Smith-Waterman is similar to those of Needleman-Wunsch’s, however, it
starts from the matrix cell with maximum score. Using the same example 2.3.2 with the scoring scheme,
+1 for a match, -2 for a gap and -2 for a mismatch, we will get a local alignment of ATTC as in figure 2.3.3.
It is important to note that the back-tracking steps will trace the paths that lead to the highest score;
therefore, the alignment of ”A” to ”A” from the fifth row and fourth column (as in Figure 2.3.3) is not on
one of these paths.
To align sequences that share multiple conserved regions (motifs), the Smith-Waterman’s algorithm
can be repeated on the un-aligned segments until all residues in the sequences are aligned. However, this
technique is time consuming and does not guarantee an overall optimal alignment.
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Figure 2.7. Smith-Waterman’s local alignment of two sequences: ”G A A T T C A G T T A ” and ”G G
A T T C C G A”
2.3.4 Affine gap penalty
Statistically, the occurrence of d consecutive deletions/insertions is more likely than the occurrence of d
isolated mutations. One way to enforce this concept is to penalize the opening gap, the first insertion/delete
of a segment, more than consecutive insertions/deletion. This is called the affine gap penalty [41], and it
is calculated as:
w(g) = o+ (l − 1)e (2.1)
where w(g) is the weight, or penalty of gap g, o is opening gap cost, l is the total length of the gap,
and e is the cost of each insertion/deletion. In general, o ≤ e ≤ 0.
2.4 Word Method
Word methods, also known as the k − tuple methods [24], are heuristic methods that find a series of
short and non-overlapping subsequences (”words”). These methods do not guarantee to find the optimal
alignment solution between sequences; however, they are fast and significantly more efficient than dynamic
programming and dot-plot methods. Thus, they are more practical to query large databases of sequences.
In general, the word methods are as follows:
First, a window of side k is chosen, normally k ≥ 3 for protein sequences or k ≥ 11 for DNA and RNA
sequences. This k-window is then applied to one end of a sequence to obtain a k-length subsequence called
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a word. The window is then moved to the other end, one symbol as a time, to obtain all k-length words in
sequential order. The next step is to search these words from other sequences for either exact matches (as
in FASTA) or highest scoring words (as in BLAST). Sequences that yield a matching score greater than
a predefined threshold λ are considered highly homologous. The following example illustrates how to use
the word method in sequence alignments.
Example: Given:
Sequence 1 =ACACACTA, Sequence 2 =AGCACACA and k = 3
The 3-word list generated for sequence 1 is as follows: ACA, CAC, ACA, CAC, ACT, and CTA.
ACACACTA
CAC
ACA
CTA
CAC
ACT
ACA
Figure 2.8. This figure shows all available words of size 3
When these words are searched against sequence 2, the first matching word is ”CAC”.
ACACACTA
AGCACACAsequence 2
sequence 1
Figure 2.9. This figure shows an exact word matched
Using the exact match scoring scheme as in FASTA, ”CAC” and or ”ACA” are the matched words of
size 3. In practice, a ”hit and extend” tactic is used where each matching words can then be extended until
there are no more matching symbols. Considering the ”hit and extend” scheme, the first longest sharing
sub-segment is ”CACAC”, in which ”CAC” is extended with two more matching symbols ”AC” (similarly,
”ACACA” is extended from ”ACA”).
The searching time can be significantly reduced when a hashing mechanism is applied where each
word and its location in a sequence is stored in a hashing table. With 20 amino acid symbols for protein
sequences and 4 for RNA and DNA, each table lookup would yields O(1) order.
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The exact word matching scheme may not be able to detect significant similarity such as wobble
base-pairs. Wobble base pairs are fundamental in RNA secondary structure and are critical for proper
translation of genetic codes. There are four main wobble base pairs: guanine-uracil, inosine-uracil, inosine-
adenine, and inosine-cytosine (or G-U, I-U, I-A, and IC). And due to the codon ”wobble”, DNA sequences
may have the form ”XXyXXyXXy” where ”X” is conserved and ”y” is not. For instance, the following two
codes ”GGuUCuACgAAg” and ”GGcUCcACaAAA” for the same peptide sequence (Gly-Ser-Thr-Lys) will
not match any k-tuple of size 3 or longer. In this case, a high scoring matching scheme would be preferable.
In this scheme, a word that yields the highest score by summing each pair of matching symbol scores is
selected. Effectively, if the following scoring scheme is used:
Score = 2 for X-X, i.e. conserved nucleotide exact match.
Score = 1 for y-x or x-x, i.e. any pair of un-conserved nucleotide.
Score = 0 for X-Y, i.e. any conserved nucleotide mismatched.
Then GGuUCuACgAAg and GGcUCcACaAAA are identical.
2.5 Searching Sequence Databases
Most application of pair-wise alignment is not only about finding the similarly between two sequences,
but rather taking a sequence and querying it against thousands of other sequences to find any sequence
to be homologous. One of the early popular search algorithms is FASTA [65], which is a fast version of
dot-plot method. Recently, it has been replaced by BLAST [3], a more efficient algorithm.
2.5.1 FASTA
Application of the dot-plot method is seen in FASTA [65] (stand for FAST-All). FASTA and BLAST
are heavily used for searching databases for similar sequences. The FASTA procedure is as follows for any
given an input sequence A,B and a word size k.
Step 1: Dot-plot A and B for words with size k
Step 2: Re-score the diagonals using scoring matrix such as PAM matrix [23] for protein and identity
matrix for nucleotide sequences. Retain d diagonals with highest scores (in the original design, d = 10).
Trimming the ends of those diagonals to include only those contribute to the highest score. These are
identified core regions.
Step 3: Join the diagonals by the Needleman-Wunsch’s algorithm. For protein sequences k = 2 is frequently
used, and for DNA sequences, k can be in the range from 1 to 6. FASTA uses a lookup table to speedup
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processing time. The lookup table is similar to a hash table, where each symbols is mapped into a location
in the table such as ”A” is 1, ”R” is 2, etc. And the values in the table represent the location in the
sequence where the symbol occurs.
Figure 2.10 illustrates these steps of FASTA.
Figure 2.10. (a)-filtering dot-plot; (b)- being reevaluated by score matrix; (c) - filtering highest scored
diagonals starting from the core-region - identified by an arrow; (d)- assembling the diagonals
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2.5.2 BLAST
FASTA has been a good searching tool. As the sizes of the sequence databases increase, the need for
better and faster algorithm arises leading to the development of BLAST [3]. BLAST is a heuristic search
method which applies the word method to search a database for sequences that are homologous to the
query sequence. It finds matching segments between two sequences (or a sequence and the database) with
a score greater than or equal to S, a predetermined cut off score. BLAST handles this task by searching for
sequences that have maximal segment pair (MSP) scores greater than a threshold T . BLAST defines the
maximal segment pair to be the highest scoring pair of identical length segments chosen from 2 sequences.
The MSP is local maximal such that its score cannot be improved by either extending or shortening both
segments. Given a query sequence and a word size w, BLAST generates a list of overlap words of size w.
Typically, w = 3 for protein sequences and 4 ≥ w ≤ 11 for DNA sequence. A target sequence is scanned for
these words with a score greater than or equal to threshold T . If there is a hit, it is extended to determine
whether a segment pair whose score of at least S can be found. If such segment is found, it is extended
until the total score of the segment begins to decrease. This segment pair is called a high scoring segment
pair (HSP). Thus, the MSP is the highest score HSP. A low threshold T results in more hits and slows
down the search. When aligning two random sequences of length m and n, (n in this case the total length
of all sequences in the database) the probability of finding a segment pair with a score greater than or
equal to S is defined to be:
E = 1− e−y (2.2)
where y = Kmne−λS , and K and λ are statistical parameters represent the natural scales of for
the search space and the scoring system. K and λ depend upon substitution matrix, gap penalties, the
frequencies of the symbols in the sequence. Typically, λ = 0.3184 and K = 0.13.
This threshold is often referred as an E-value, and a typical good E-value should be 10−5 or lower.
Smaller E-value indicates that the MSP is highly unique and not due to errors.
The probability of finding c or more distinct segment pairs with scores at least S is:
P = 1− e−y
c−1∑
i=0
yi
i!
(2.3)
Hence, this probability and the E-value determine the degree of confidence on a BLAST result.
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BLAST cannot not guarantee the MSP to be the optimal local alignment; however, the trade off is
the greatly improvement of the algorithm speed that needed to search large databases of sequences.
In latter chapters we will discuss the suffix structures and construction techniques that allow a large
database of sequences to be stored and retrieved quickly to accommodate sequence searches.
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Chapter 3
QUANTIFYING SEQUENCE ALIGNMENTS
The concept of measuring the evolution is to calculate the number evolutions or the number of
derivation levels of species from their original ancestors. Hypothetically, to do this, the entire hierarchy of
evolution and the species involved must be identified and correctly organized. In the real world, a complete
evolution information is not available, and nobody knows for sure when, how, why, and what species really
involved in the evolution. Thus, the task of measuring evolution is often derived from the genetic and
genomic information that are obtained from certain species, which often comes in the form of sequences.
In this chapter, we will study existing methods that have been used to measure species distances and
similarities.
3.1 Evolution and Measuring Evolution
In term of sequence evolution, whether the sequence is DNA, RNA, or Protein, the measurement
often relies on the sequence primary information. In general, the measurement is focused on four features:
sequence similarity, homology, divergence, and convergence. These features involve the sequences, their
structures and functionalities.
The simplest of the four is measuring the similarity between sequences. For any given set of sequences,
a statistical analysis of sequenced similarity can be derived from the number of common nucleotides in the
sequences. However, this measurement has limited used for the randomness involved. For example, finding
a highly similarity between a non-functional sequence segment against a functional motif of a sequence
may not provide any practical use.
Observing divergence and convergence from groups of nucleotides, segments of sequences, or sequences
themselves often lead to discovery of important information such as key elements of a sequence, structures
or functions. Therefore, identifying and measuring divergence and convergence between sequences are
fundamentals in sequence analysis. Commonly, divergence and convergence often derived on the probability
a nucleotide, or amino acid residue, diverges or converges into another.
Lastly, homology measurement is a technique to identify the distance between the sequences and
one of their ancestors. And this is the ultimate goal of measuring the evolution. Most often, homology is
measured based on available biological information and information derived from the other three measuring
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Figure 3.1. A Human Calmodulin wraps around its binding domain in the plasma membrane. Ca2+
atoms are depicted as circles.
techniques. For example, Calmodulin (CalM: CALcium MODULated proteIN), a calcium-binding protein
expressed in all eukaryotic cells to meditate inflammation, metabolism, short-term and long-term memory,
nerve grown and immune response, etc, is well known to have approximately 148 amino acids long with
four EF-hand motifs, each of which binds a Ca2+. When comparing Calmodulin against other sequences
that results in identical, or highly similar, segments matching the four EF-hand motifs would give a better
confidence that these sequences are homologous. Figure 3.1 depicts of a human CalM 3D structure showing
the Calmodulin wrapping its binding domain in the plasma membrane.
Next, we will look into how the evolution can be measured.
3.1.1 Jukes and Cantor’s Model
In 1966 Jukes and Cantor [55] developed a method modeling the probability of a nucleotide, or a
polypeptide, being mutated to, or substituted by, another. This method assumes the rate of substitution
or evolution is the same for all four nucleotides (similar for amino acids) as in Figure 3.2, i.e., unrelated
DNA/RNA sequences should be 25% identical by chance. The main goal is to find the actual number of
mutations that really occur from an ancestor sequence leading to two sequences of fixed length n with k
different nucleotides, or k substitutions. In other words, it is to find the number of steps that make these
two sequences differed, or the distance between them. For example, observing the following two sequences:
a and b
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Figure 3.2. This figure shows the possible paths a nucleotide can be mutated to with the same
probability α in Jukes and Cantor’s model
a : A A C C A C A C A A C C A C T A A A G A A C C T A C A
b : A A G T A C A G T A C T G C T G A T G G A G C A A C T
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 C 1 0 0 1
In this representation, 1s represent an incident of mutation. There are 12 substitutions between the two
sequences of length 27, which is about 44 percent, (12 is also the distance, or edit distance, between these
two sequences). Assuming each nucleotide is equally likely to change to another nucleotide, it is almost
certain that the number of mutations is more than 12 since C could change to T then change to G, etc.
Jukes and Cantor method estimates the total actual number of mutations is about 18 (t = 66 percent),
not 44 percent.
The Jukes and Cantor equation is defined as:
d = −3
4
ln(1− 4
3
p), (3.1)
where t is the distance between two sequences, and p is the fractional dissimilarity defined as the ratio of
number of mismatched positions over the length of the sequences.
The terms substitution and mutation referenced in this chapter are used interchangeably, and they both
convey the same meaning of a residue symbol being replaced by another symbol.
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3.1.2 Measuring Relatedness
The most basic task to identify the evolution process is to calculate the evolution distances between
the involved species. Initially, species that yield the most confidence in being homologous are grouped
together. These groups are then being considered as new taxonomic units, and the grouping process is
repeated until all taxonomic units are joined together. The most fundamental task in this process is
measuring the evolution distance, or scoring the homogeneousness between species. In terms of sequence
analysis, the scoring is often based on the similarity, divergence, and convergence between the sequences.
At the sequence residue level, either nucleotides or amino acids, there are available biological and scientific
information permitting scientists to rank any pair of matching residues. However, functional units and
structures of the sequences are often made of more than one residue and may depend on each other, thus
making the ranking very difficult since the units and the dependency between them are being determined.
The most popular approach to solve this problem is to accumulate the residue similarity scores, divergent
scores and convergent scores, and then normalize these scores based on some weighing schemes. Therefore,
the weighing scheme should be refined by experts for each instance of measurement to fit the data and
their expected or desired results. Any revealed information obtained from sequence alignment should be
incorporated back to further refine the alignment.
3.2 Substitution Matrices and Scoring Matrices
Quantifying the distance between sequences often relies on the probability of one residue being mu-
tated to another. Proteins have 20 different amino acids and DNA/RNA has four different nucleotides.
For convenience, these mutation/substitution probabilities are often pre-calculated for general uses. The
values of these matrices are different and depend on which method is being employed.
3.2.1 Identity Scores
This method is probably the simplest scoring scheme. Protein polypeptides and DNA/ RNA nu-
cleotides are classified into two types: identical and non-identical or matched and unmatched. The matched
pairs are given a positive score (usually 1) and the unmatched pairs get 0 score.
In case of DNA/RNA, a matched gets a score of 1 and a mismatched gets a score of -1,000 (or any
negative penalty score) as in the following Table 3.1
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Table 3.1. DNA/RNA scoring matrix used by NCBI
A T G C
A 1
T -1000 1
G -1000 -1000 1
C -1000 -1000 -1000 1
3.2.2 Substitution/Mutation Scores
Substitution scoring scheme is based on the observed residue substitution, or mutation, frequencies
seen in sequence alignments. Despite the contradicting fact that alignments must exist before the fre-
quencies can be observed and profiled, the frequencies can be used to align the sequences with relatively
reliable results; especially, when the frequencies are obtained from carefully aligning all of the sequences in
several families and then construct phylogenetic trees for each family. Each phylogenetic tree is examined
to identify the substitution occurred on each branch. A mutation or substitution is more likely to occur
between residues with similar biochemical properties. For instance, Isoleucine(I) and Valine(V) get a pos-
itive score by this scheme to indicate a likelihood that they would easily mutate to each other. While the
hydrophobic Isoleucine(I) will get a negative score with hydrophilic Cystine(C) as their probability of being
substituted is very unlikely. A table combining all of these scores is often called a substitution matrix or a
scoring matrix. One of the early matrix is Dayhoff’s [23, 45] matrix or Point (Percentage) Accepted Mu-
tation (PAM) matrix, developed for protein sequences. The substitution matrix score for all amino acids
are generated from observing the likelihood of a particular mutation such as A to D with low successive
mutation, i.e., A to x to y to D, where x and y are some other residues over time. The scoring matrix M
contains the probabilities of a residue being mutated to another. Mi,j is defined to be the probability of
an amino acid in row i mutating to an amino acid in column j after a particular evolution period. For
example, matrix 2 PAM represents the two-percentage of acceptable point mutations per 108 years. The
mutation matrix can be generated for any specific evolution period. Thus, PAM is based on mutations
that occurred in an overall alignment of sequences, and its sensitivity is based on the distances between
sequence pairs. In general, PAM250 - targeting sequences with 250 PAM apart or 250 mutations per 100
amino acids of sequence - is considered a good matrix to use in protein sequence databases searches. The
log-odds [20, 31, 75] are applied to the actual values of PAM to normalize it so that PAM1 matrix has one
point of mutation per a hundred amino acids. The odds ratio is an approach to determine whether the
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probability of a certain event is the same for two groups. The odds ratio of 1 indicates that the event is
equally likely in both groups. The log-odds is the natural logarithmic of odds ratio. For independent event
X and Y as follows:
Y=1 Y=0
X=1 n11 n10
X=0 n01 n00
The log-odds formula for two independent events X and Y is:
L = log(
p11p00
p10p01
) = log(
n11n00
n10n01
) (3.2)
where pij = nij/n, with n = n11 + n10 + n01 + n00
The likelihood of a protein substituting amino acid a for b is defined as a ratio of two properties:
R(a, b) =
P (a, b|match)
P (a, b|random) , (3.3)
where P (a, b|match) is the probability of a being substituted for b with the assumption that their positions
are biologically equivalent, and P (a, b|random) is the probability of a and b aligned randomly as observed.
These ratios for all amino acid symbols are expressed as log values and scaled up to the nearest integers.
The formula for generating the value in the substitution matrix is:
M(a, b) = dλlogR(a, b)e, (3.4)
where λ is a scaling factor. Table 3.2 shows the PAM250 matrix.
Similarly, Blocks Substitution Matrix (BLOSUM) [2, 29] is also designed for scoring alignments be-
tween divergent protein sequences used in database search developed along with BLAST. BLOSUM was
first mentioned in [23]. Instead of considering each residue independently, BLOSUM considers the signifi-
cance of local alignment blocks, or highly conserved regions, and their content residues. The exact method
is to scan the database for conserved blocks of each protein family and count the relative frequencies of
amino acids and their substitutions. The log-odds score is calculated for each possible substitution of
the 20 standard protein amino acids. Each BLOSUM matrix is calculated from grouping sequences with
x percentage of similarity from a database. For instance, BLOSUM80 represent the substitution matrix
generated from sequences that are more than 80% identical to the query sequence. The following formula
is used to generate the BLOSUM score:
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Table 3.2. 250 PAM substitution matrix
C 12
G -3 5
P -3 -1 6
S 0 1 1 1
A -2 1 1 1 2
T -2 0 0 1 1 3
D -5 1 -1 0 0 0 4
E -5 0 -1 0 0 0 3 4
N -4 0 -1 1 0 0 2 1 2
Q -5 -1 0 -1 0 -1 2 2 1 4
H -3 -2 0 -1 -1 -1 1 1 2 3 6
K -5 -2 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 1 1 0 5
R -4 -3 0 0 -2 -1 -1 -1 0 1 2 3 6
V -2 -1 -1 -1 0 0 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 4
M -5 -3 -2 -2 -1 -1 -3 -2 0 -1 -2 0 0 2 6
I -2 -3 -2 -1 -1 0 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 4 2 5
L -6 -4 -3 -3 -2 -2 -4 -3 -3 -2 -2 -3 -3 2 4 2 6
F -4 -5 -5 -3 -4 -3 -6 -5 -4 -5 -2 -5 -4 -1 0 1 2 9
Y 0 -5 -5 -3 -3 -3 -4 -4 -2 -4 0 -4 -5 -2 -2 -1 -1 7 10
W -8 -7 -6 -2 -6 -5 -7 -7 -4 -5 -3 -3 2 -6 -4 -5 -2 0 0 17
C G P S A T D E N Q H K R V M I L F Y W
Mij =
1
λ
log(
pij
qi ∗ qj ), (3.5)
where pij is the the probability the two amino acids i and j replacing each other in a homologous sequence.
qi and qj are the background probabilities of randomly finding the i and j in a sequence. λ is a scaling
factor that converts the scores to integers for the ease of calculation.
There is an equivalent relationship between PAM and BLOSUM. For example, PAM100 is roughly
equivalent to BLOSUM90, so as PAM120 to BLOSUM80, PAM160 to BLOSUM60, PAM200 to BLOSUM52
and PAM250 to BLOSUM45. Table 3.3 represent the BLOSUM45 derived from sequence blocks clustered
at the 45% identity level.
GONNET matrix [36] is another matrix developed by Gonnet, Cohen and Benner in 1992 using
exhaustive protein pair-wise Needle-Wunsch’s alignment algorithm with PAM matrix on entire existing
protein sequence database at the time. GONNET matrix is shown in table 3.4.
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Table 3.3. BLOSUM 45 substitution matrix
G 7
P -2 9
D -1 -1 7
E -2 0 2 6
N 0 -2 2 0 6
H -2 -2 0 0 1 10
Q -2 -1 0 2 0 1 6
K -2 -1 0 1 0 -1 1 5
R -2 -2 -1 0 0 0 1 3 7
S 0 -1 0 0 1 -1 0 -1 -1 4
T -2 -1 -1 -1 0 -2 -1 -1 -1 2 5
A 0 -1 -2 -1 -1 -2 -1 -1 -2 1 0 5
M -2 -2 -3 -2 -2 0 0 -1 -1 -2 -1 -1 6
V -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -2 -2 -1 0 0 1 5
I -4 -2 -4 -3 -2 -3 -2 -3 -3 -2 -1 -1 2 3 5
L -3 -3 -3 -2 -3 -2 -2 -3 -2 -3 -1 -1 2 1 2 5
F -3 -3 -4 -3 -2 -2 -4 -3 -2 -2 -1 -2 0 0 0 1 8
Y -3 -3 -2 -2 -2 2 -1 -1 -1 -2 -1 -2 0 -1 0 0 3 8
W -2 -3 -4 -3 -4 -3 -2 -2 -2 -4 -3 -2 -2 -3 -2 -2 1 3 15
C -3 -4 -3 -3 -2 -3 -3 -3 -3 -1 -1 -1 -2 -1 -3 -2 -2 -3 -5 12
G P D E N H Q K R S T A M V I L F Y W C
Table 3.4. GONNET matrix generated from SWISS-PROT database
C 12
S 0 2
T 0 2 2
P -3 0 0 8
A 0 1 1 0 2
G -2 0 -1 -2 0 7
N -2 1 0 -1 0 0 4
D -3 0 0 -1 0 0 2 5
E -3 0 0 0 0 -1 1 3 4
Q -2 0 0 0 0 -1 1 1 2 3
H -1 0 0 -1 -1 -1 1 0 0 1 6
R -2 0 0 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 2 1 5
K -3 0 0 -1 0 -1 1 0 1 2 1 3 3 -1
M -1 -1 -1 -2 -1 -4 -2 -3 -2 -1 -1 -2 -1 4
I -1 -2 -1 -3 -1 -4 -3 -4 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2 2 4
L -2 -2 -1 -2 -1 -4 -3 -4 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2 3 3 4
V 0 -1 0 -2 0 -3 -2 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 2 3 2 3
F -1 -3 -2 -4 -2 -5 -3 -4 -4 -3 0 -3 -3 2 1 2 0 7
Y 0 -2 -2 -3 -2 -4 -1 -3 -3 -2 2 -2 -2 0 -1 0 -1 5 8
W -1 -3 -4 -5 -4 -4 -4 -5 -4 -3 -1 -2 -4 -1 -2 -1 -3 4 4 14
X -3 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -4 -1
C S T P A G N D E Q H R K M I L V F Y W X
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3.3 Gaps
Gaps are artificial insertions into sequences to move similar segments of aligning sequences into align-
ment. It is widely believed that through evolution, segments of a sequence are missing due to several
factors, either biologically, physically or chemically, which leads to homologous sequences with different
lengths. The missing segments are considered deleted from the sequence, and the sequences retaining these
segments are considered inserted with such segments. Thus, to correctly align homologous sequences the
missing segments must be accounted for. This is why gaps are inserted into the sequences to get the
similar remaining regions aligned. The probability of a segment that is missing from a sequence is rarely
studied due to the fact that the exact and true evolution progression including the corresponding pro-
tein/DNA/RNA sequences of species involved are unknown. Thus, it is improbable to determine whether
segments of a sequence are missing from the original one, are inserted by combining with other sequences
of other species or are mutated under some conditions. Sometimes, it is not clear whether the sequences
being aligned are homologous or not. The alignment of the sequences may lead to a conclusion.
These problems revolve in a circle, and MSA is an attempt to break that circle. Thus, inserting the
right number of gaps into the appropriate locations in the sequences will give the solution we are seeking.
Correctly placing the gaps into the sequences is a very difficult problem since there are tremendous possible
insertions, or deletions to be considered, and true model often is not available or exist for validating against
the resulting alignments. In 1980, Lesk and Chothia [62] showed that deletes/insertions are observed
primarily in unstructured coils or surface regions between secondary structure units of homologous protein
sequences (i.e., α-helices and β-strands) rather than within the units themselves.
We want to at least align similar motifs of the sequences together; thus gap insertions are not avoidable.
Nevertheless, unlimited gap insertions are biologically meaningless. As a result, the majority of MSA
algorithms penalize gap insertions to avoid unnecessary extension of the alignment. Thus, the overall
objective is to maximize the matches in the alignment and minimize inserted gaps.
The gap penalty is experimental value, depending on each specific MSA algorithm, and often left to
biologists to decide. Since gaps are artificial, quantifying a match between a residue and a gap is biologically
meaningless. Thus, quantifying methods that focus on the available information in the aligning sequences
such as known motifs and residue location and mutation constraints are preferable.
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3.3.1 Sequence distances
All of the matrices mentioned above serve only one purpose, which is how to measure a match between
two residue symbols. Almost all sequence analysis depends on some value that represents the distance or the
relatedness between two or more sequences, not the residues themselves. In terms of sequence alignment, a
pair of sequences will have the same lengths after being aligned. Since a pair of aligned sequence is a pair
of two strings of symbols, there are two main approaches to measure the sequence distance. A simple and
natural approach is to sum up all scores of each pair. If the score is the identity score, i.e., 1 for matched
and 0 for unmatched, then this is the edit distance, or Hamming distance. Edit distance is the number
of positions at which the corresponding symbols are different, i.e., the number of substitutions must be
done to transform one sequence into the other. The main drawback of this simple method is the biological
significance of the sequences is simply ignored which could lead to errors in sequence classification. If a
substitution matrix or mutation matrix is being used, the score then represents the compound of biological
quantitative measurements of all the residue pairs in the alignment. These sum scores are often called the
sum-of-pair score(SP) [15]. Mathematically, sum-of-pair score is define as:
Definition 1 The pair-wise alignment score of two induced sequences s′i and s
′
j, where s
′
i, s
′
j ∈ A is:
S(A) = S(s′i, s
′
j) =
∑|A|
k=1 S(s
′
i[k], s
′
j [k])
Where A is the alignment of sequences Si and sj , |A| is the total length of the alignment, S(s′i[k], s′j [k])
is a matching pair-wise score obtained from scoring matrix, and s′i and s
′
j are the residue symbols in the
aligned sequences si and sj (i.e. the sequences with gap (-) inserted), respectively.
3.3.2 Example
Given the following sequences to be aligned:
S1:MTEITAAM and
S2: MILIAAM.
After being aligned, a gap is inserted into the second sequence between I and A. The edit distance scoring
scheme gives a score of 3, and the scheme uses BLOSUM62 matrix give a score of 8 (assuming the gap-
mismatch is -9). Figure 3.3 illustrates these scores.
All of these scoring schemes are only applicable to a pair of residues. In the next Section we will
investigate other scoring schemes for groups of more than two residues.
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Figure 3.3. (a) shows the score by edit distance, and (b) shows the score by BLOSUM62 matrix
Figure 3.4. This figure illustrate the steps in assembling an MSA
3.4 Scoring Multiple Sequence Alignments
Aligning and scoring two sequences are quite primitive with these available substitution matrices
and pair-wise alignment algorithms. However, when more than two sequences involved in an alignment, it
opens up an entire world of ambiguity. There is no concrete biological information to help us identifying the
probability of k residues mutated to each other at any single sequence site. Without these measurements,
it is hard to determine whether an indel (insert/delete) would improve or worsen the alignment of the
sequences. And without such measurement, it is hard to determine which alignment of the same set of
sequences is the best. Figure 3.4 illustrates this idea, where two preassembled alignments are being aligned
together. Each column contains more than one residue symbol, and when matching one column against
another it requires a quantitative method to indicate which combination is the best.
One of the simplest scoring methods is the column score, which is similar to the identity score.
This method rewards a score of 1 for a column with the same residue symbols and 0 for containing any
divergent symbols. This method does not have any practical use except for detecting conserved columns
in an alignment. In this Section, we will explore available methods that have been developed to quantify
multiple sequence alignment.
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3.4.1 Sum-of-Pair Score
One of the most popular quantitative measurement for multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is the
sum of Sum-of-Pair score, or simply sum-of-pair(SP). It comes with many variations as in [5, 15, 56] To
calculate the SP score of n sequences, the scores of all
(
n
2
)
pair-wise alignments within the MSA are added.
This sum of pair method is the extension of sum-of-pair method mentioned in scoring pair-wise alignment
to cover all pair-wise scores. Formally, the SP score is defined as:
Definition 2 The multiple alignment score of n induced sequences s′1, s′2, · · · , s′n, where s′i, s′j ∈ A is:
S(A) = S(s′1, s′2, · · · , s′n) =
∑|A|
k=1
∑n
i,j,j 6=i S(s
′
i[k], s
′
j [k])
The following two examples will illustrate the SP method in details.
Example 1 Given the following sequences
S1: MTEITA
S2: MILIA
S3: TITIA
and their alignment A:
A(S1, S2, S3) =

S1 : M T E I T A
S2 : M I L I − A
S3 : T I T I − A
The SP score of this alignment is the sum of:
S(A) = [S(M,M) + S(M,T) + S(M,T)] + [S(T,I) + S(T,I) + S(I,I)] + [S(E,L) + S(E,T)+ S(L,T)] +
[S(I,I)+S(I,I)+ S(I,I)] + [S(T,-)+S(T,-)+S(-,-)] + [S(A,A)+ S(A,A)+S(A,A)]
The biggest problem with this scoring method is how to score a pair of matching between two gaps. In
practice, it is simply ignored.
Example 2 Aligning a segment of sequence si = · · ·MI · · · with pre-aligned sequences A = {sj =
· · ·LLM · · · and sk = · · · IMI · · · } yields more than one alignments. If BLOSUM62 substitution matrix
and a gap penalty of -1 are used to score the alignments, alignment of
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Figure 3.5. Traversal of a tree by SP measurement. The total visits on each edge is shown. Some edges
are visited more often than others
A(si, sj , sk) =

s′j : L L L
s′k : I M I
s′i : M − I
yields a score of -5, which is higher than the alignment of
A(si, sj , sk) =

s′j : L L L
s′k : I M I
s′i : M I −
yielding a score of -8.
If, instead, the gap penalty score is chosen to be -10, both of these alignments yield the same score.
From the evolution perspective, the SP method is deficient. Consider the following Figure 3.4.1, the
left tree represents the evolution tree of the sequences (the leaves), and the right tree represents the SP
accounting method for scoring the MSA. The score of a pair-wise alignment (A,B) evaluates the likelihood
evolutionary events on edges (A, u) and (u,B) of the tree. Similarly, the score of a pair-wise alignment
(C,D) evaluates the probability of evolution events on edges (C,w), (w, v) and (v,D) of the tree. A tick is
marked on an edge each time it being accounted while calculating the SP score.
In addition, the SP scoring method calculates all-pair scores of residues in a column at every step of
alignment, which increases the runtime of an MSA algorithm by O(n2) for aligning n sequences of length
n. Nevertheless, sum-of-pair is the most popular used scoring function. When the mismatched score and
gap penalty are negative values, the SP method seems to work well. The reason is the over-rewarded
mismatched scores become larger penalties.
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Figure 3.6. Circular traversal of a tree. The dotted arrow indicates the traversal path
3.5 Circular Sum Score
Circular Sum (CS) score [39] is an alternative measurement that corrects the redundancy in SP and
is based on a solution to the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). To calculate the CS score, a circular tour
through an evolutionary tree representing the sequences in the MSA must be identified. Given a set S of
n sequences, S = s1, · · · , sn, the CS score for its alignment is the cost of one half of all the edges in the
evolution tree T (S) being visited during a tour from s1 to sn and back to s1. The circular tour visits each
leaf once and each edge exactly twice. For example, the circular tour for the tree given in Section 3.4.1,
starting from A, is A to B, from B to C, from C to D, from D to E and then back to A.
Similar to SP method, the edges between two residues can be derived from any scoring matrix or
substitution matrix.
The CS score gives an upper-bound, the best score that a given set of sequences can be aligned.
One of the drawback of this method is both the evolution tree construction and the TSP are NP-
complete. Thus, CS scoring method has limited practical use.
3.6 Conservation Score Schemes
When multiple residues are grouped together, scoring them are no longer trivial. Each residue has its
own stereo-chemical property and biological meaning. Thus, most scoring schemes rely on the conservation
and diversity of the symbols instead.
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3.6.1 Wu and Kabat’s Method
In 1970 Wu and Kabat [126] proposed a method to measure sequence conservation. The method is
as follow:
S =
k
nl
×N (3.6)
where k is the number of amino acid types in a column, nl is the number of times the most abundant
amino acid symbol occurred in the column, and N is the number of sequences involved during that scoring
process. For example, the score for third column of the following alignment:
A(si, sj , sk) =

s′j : L L L
s′k : I M I
s′i : M − I
where k = 3 for 3 symbol types, nl = 2 since I occurs twice in that
column and N = 3 as three sequences involved. Thus, the score is:32 × 3 = 4.5
This method simply ignores the probability that some other non-conserved symbols could be mutated to
the majority symbols. And in the extreme case where there are n symbols of two types, one type has n2 +1
residues and the other has n2 − 1 symbols this method will simply ignores the other conserved half.
3.6.2 Jores’s Method
In 990, Jores et. al. [54] proposed a different scoring scheme to address the the problem in Wu and
Kabat’s method. Their scoring method is defined as:
S =
kpairs
npairs
× 1
2
N(N − 1) (3.7)
where 12N(N − 1) is the number of all possible pairs of amino acids in a column, kpairs is the number of
distinct pairs and npairs is the number of times the most frequent pairs occurs. Using same example in
3.6.1 and scoring the third column, we will have:
kpairs = 2 for two distinct pairs (L,I) and (I,I), npairs = 2 for (L,I) occurs twice. Thus, the score is:
S = 22 × 123(3− 1) = 3
This method carries the same critics as the sum-of-pair score where different symbol pairs get more counts
than the conserved ones. Both Wu and Jores method does not take gap penalty into account.
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3.6.3 Lockless and Ranganathan’s Method
Lockless and Ranganathan [69] propose a different scoring method where they measure the conserva-
tion of an amino acid in a position extends to the whole alignment. If a symbol a occurs in the sequence
database with a frequency qa, then the probability of a occurring na times in a column of N residues is
P (X = na) where X ∼ Bin(N, qa), where Bin(N, qa) is the binomial probability of a. For example, if
one half of the residues in SWISS-PROT [11] database were all As, then the probability of A occurring
eight times in a column with ten residues is the same as the probability of tossing a coin ten times and get
eight heads. The function to calculate the difference between the frequency of a at a specific column and
a across the alignment is defined as:
d(na, na) = ln(
P (X = na)
P (X = na
), (3.8)
where na is the average frequency of symbol a in the entire alignment. This gives d = 0 when the frequen-
cies of a in all columns are the same.
The conservation score is defined to be the root-mean square derivation overall protein amino acids,
such as:
S =
√∑
a
d(na, na)2. (3.9)
Due to its complexity, this method is rarely used in sequence alignment.
3.7 Diversity Scoring Schemes
The information theoretic entropy proposes Shannon in 1948 [102] is frequently employed to measure
diversity in alignment columns. In this section we will investigate scoring schemes based on this entropy.
First, we will start with the entropy background.
3.7.1 background
The Shannon entropy originates from combinatorics and information theoretics. The combinatoric
derivation can be seen as follows: Given 10 colored balls of 5 reds, 2 greens and 3 yellows. The total
distinct arrangements is 10!/(5!2!3!) = 2520. In general, with n symbols of k types, the total distinct
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permutations is given as:
W =
N !∏k
i=1 ni
, (3.10)
where ni is the frequency of the ith type. For large n, N! can be calculated using Sterling’s approximation:
lnN ! ' NlnN −N . Therefore:
lnW = −N
k∑
i
pilnpi, (3.11)
where pi = ni/N is the fractional frequency of type i. And the linearly transformation of this function
gives the Shannon’s entropy:
S = −
k∑
i
pilog2pi. (3.12)
3.7.2 Methods
In 1991, Sander and Schneider [99] defined a conservation score based on a normalized Shannon’s
entropy as:
S = −
k∑
i
pilnpi × 1
lnk
, (3.13)
where k is the number of symbol types (4 for DNA/RNA sequences and 20 for protein sequences).
Similarly, Shenkin et. al. [103] proposed their score as follow:
S = 2S × 6, (3.14)
where S is the Shannon’s entropy and k is the the number of symbol types. These two equations
are transformations of each other, thus, they are very similar. One problem with these functions is the
maximal diversity only occurs when all symbols types are represented evenly. Secondly, these functions
will get their max score when there is at least k sequences involved in a column.
Another scoring scheme based on Shannon’s entropy is Gerstein and Altman’s [33]. Their function
is designed to compare sequence conservation against structural conservation in multiple alignments of
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protein sequence structures. The function is define as:
S =
k∑
i
pilog2pi −
k∑
i
pilog2pi, (3.15)
where pi is the average frequency of residue symbol i in the alignment. k = 20 for protein sequences.
Like all the previously discussed scoring methods, these entropy functions rely on the frequency of
the symbols in sequence databases and ignore the stereochemical and biological properties of the residue
symbols, either hydrophobic or hydrophilic.
3.8 Stereochemical Property Methods
Scoring methods in this group are designed around the stereo-chemical properties of residue symbols
in a column. The stereo-chemical property is first classified by Taylor in 1986 [114]. The classification
is based on the residue conservation from the database and the Dayhoff’s mutation matrix [23]. The
classification is represented in a Venn diagram as depicted in Figure 3.7.
In 1987, Zvelibil et. al. [130] converted Taylor’s Venn diagram into a true-table of amino acids
against their properties as seen in Figure 3.8. The score is then defined as:
S = nconst × 110 , (3.16)
where nconst is the constant number of properties with same states that shared between residues in a
column. For example, E and D share the same 9 properties, nconst = 9, in the table except D is small and
E is not.
3.8.1 Valdar’s Method
In 2001, Valdar and Thornton’s [121] propose a scoring method to measure the conservation and the
frequency of residues in a column as follows:
S(x) = λ
n∑
i
n∑
j>i
wiwjM(si(x)sj(x)), (3.17)
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Figure 3.7. Taylor’s Venn Diagram of amino acid properties
Figure 3.8. The True table of Taylor’s Venn Diagram
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where n is the sequence length and λ scales S(A) to rage [0,1], that is,
λ =
1∑n
i
∑n
j>iwiwj
, (3.18)
where wi is the weight of sequence si such that
wi =
1
n
n∑
i
d(si, sj), (3.19)
where d(si, sj) is the distance between sequence si and sj and is calculated as
d(si, sj) = 1− 1
n× alignij ×
∑
x∈alignij
M(si(x), sj(x)), (3.20)
where alignij is the set of all positions that manifest an amino acid in one or both of si and sj , and
n× alignij is the size of this set.
Matrix M is a linear transformation of a substitution matrix m such that all values in M are in range
[0-1]. M is defined as:
M(a, b) =

max(a,b)−min(m)
max(m)−min(m), if a 6= gap and b 6= gap
0, otherwise
(3.21)
The generalized of this scoring method, called trident, is defined as:
S(x) = (1− t(x))α(1− r(x))β(1− g(x))γ . (3.22)
where t is a function of normalized symbol diversity relating to Shannan’s entropy [102], r is a function
of stereo-chemical diversity, g is a function of gap cost, and α, β, and γ are variables. Trident method is
far more complex than other methods due to the problem of selecting appropriate values for its variables
and the complexity of the three embedded functions.
In the next section, the newest scoring method is presented.
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3.9 A New Contribution: Hierarchical Expected matching Probability scoring metric
(HEP)
To align k sequences of length n optimally, we need to explore k dimensions of solution space to get
the optimal solution in O(nk) run time. In addition, the probability of aligning a residue a from sequence
si to a residue b from sequence sj is p(a|b) ≤ 1. The probability of a residue from each sequence aligned
into one column k is P (k) =
∏n
1 p(a|b), P (k)→ 0. This probability decreases exponentially as the number
of aligning sequence increases. Consequently, the scoring function should reward aligned column scores
proportionally with the matching probability function.
The Hierarchical Expected matching Probability (HEP) [82] is a scoring method that utilizes the
Amino Acid Class Covering Hierarchy (AACCH) used in Smith and Smith’s PIMA scoring to calculate
the probability of residues being aligned into a column. Thus, provide a scoring mechanism for measuring
group-to-group matches. Instead of using the ad hoc cardinalities proposed by Smith and Smith, the
cardinalities are generated from any given biological distance matrix, substitution matrix, or any set of
quantitative values.
3.9.1 Building an AACCH scoring Tree
Unlike many scoring methods, inspired by sum-of-pair, where all pairwise residue matching scores are
calculated at each step, HEP uses a scoring tree. The HEP scoring tree can be built using substitution
matrix such as PAM, BLOSSUM, or any scoring matrix. In HEP, the score of matching two residues are
assumed to be positive; thus, adjustment of residue matching weighting values is needed. A way to adjust
negative weights is scaling up the scores by adding the magnitude of the largest negative weight to all
other weights. For example, BLOSUM62 has a weight of -4 for matching C with E, or F with P, etc.; thus,
adding 4 to every entry in the substitution matrix making all entries positive. This scaling technique is
appropriate for scoring matrices that use log-odds probabilities such as PAM or BLOSUM. It is equivalent
to multiply the original probabilities with a constant factor before taking log-odds. The constant factor
has to be large enough for the smallest log-odds values to be zero.
Given an n × n scoring matrix M and a set of AACCH classes S, the scoring tree can be generated
as follows:
Procedure Build AACCH Scoring Tree:
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PIMA AACH
C I V L M F W Y H N D E Q K T GAR S
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Figure 3.9. Amino Acid Class Hierarchy (AACH) used in PIMA [106]. Upper case characters are amino
acids; lower case characters are amino acid classes. X is the wild-card character of any type, including a
gap.
INPUT: M - an n× n score matrix and an AACCH class S
OUTPUT: T - a tree score
T ← S if min(M) < 0 !positively adjust the score
for all i and j
Mi,j ← (Mi,j + abs(min(M))
endfor
endif
for all c ∈ T
ccardinality ← 0
endfor
for all c ∈ T
if size(c) = 1
ccardinality ←M(c, c)
else
for all (i, j) ∈ c, i 6= j
ccardinality ← (ccardinality +M(i, j))
endfor
ccardinality ← (ccadinality/ (size(c)×(size(c)−1)2×clevel )
endif
endfor
if Xcardinality > 0 ! adjusting the root
for all c ∈ Sdo
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Figure 3.10. HEP scoring tree generated from BLOSUM62 substitution matrix. The matching cardinality
of each amino acid class is shown at the bottom of the corresponding class symbol.
ccardinality ← (ccardinality −Xcardinality)
endfor
endif
for all c ∈ S and clevel > 1 !adjust level cardinality
if ccardinality < c(children)cardinality
ccardinality = min(c(children)cardinality)
endif
endfor
The leaves of the tree come from the given input values, and the cardinality of each amino acid class
is the average pair-wise sums scores of all pairs in the class dividing the level of the class. The tree root is
at level 5. An example scoring tree generated from BLOSUM62 is shown in Figure 3.10.
3.9.2 The scoring metric
The score of an alignment is the summation of all column scores in the alignment. In order to control
the extension of the alignment, the total columns score will be reduced by an extension factor. The
extension factor is chosen to be one over the logarithmic overall alignment length. With this factor, the
overall alignment score will gradually decreases proportionally to the logarithmic length extension of the
alignment. Thus, inserted gaps that cause the alignment to extend will be penalized, which restricts the
number of gaps inserting into an alignment to keep the alignment from unnecessarily extending.
Score(Ak) =
1
log2|Ak|
|Ak|∑
i=1
cScore(i) (3.23)
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where:
k: number of sequences, k ≥ 2
Ak: an alignment of k sequences
|A|: length of the alignment
The equation for calculating the column score is as follow:
cScore(i) =
 0, if column i matches only at tree root1
(k−1)Γi
∑log|Tcoli |
l=1
∑|Tl|
j=1
(count(nodej)−1)cj
l
(3.24)
The score (weight) of aligning column i of alignment p, p[i], and column j of alignment q, q[j], is the column-
score of column generated by merging all the residues in p[i] and q[j]. The alignment score equation then
becomes:
Score(Ak) = 1
log2|Ak|×(k−1)Γ×
∑|Ak|
i=1
∑log|Ti|
l=1
∑|T li |
j=1
(count(nodej)−1)cj
l ,
(3.25)
∀wl > 0
where:
|Ti|: the size of score tree for column i, i.e. the active scoring tree.
|T l|: the size of the score tree at level l.
cj : the cardinality of node j in the active scoring tree.
Γi: the cardinality at the first level of the scoring tree built for column i.
count(nodej): the number of residue matched at nodej in the active scoring tree.
The scoring tree is built before any alignment occurs, which reduces the complexity of alignment
algorithm by at least an order factor, comparing to sum-op-pair related scoring methods, for not calculating
the match score at every alignment step.
3.9.3 Proof of scoring metric correctness
The proof of HEP giving higher weights for columns with higher degree of conservation is as follows:
Given a column of k aligned sequences, k > 1, containing n residues, n ≤ k. Let cl > 0 be the
cardinality of two residues matching at level l, l ≤ log5, c1 > 1, and ci − ci+1 ≥ 0. The score of the column
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is 1 if all the residues are homogeneous; otherwise, the score of the column will be 1
(n−1)Γ × [(n−1−a1)cl+
(n− 1− a2)c1 + · · ·+ (n− 1− an
2
)c1 + · · ·+ (ai+aj−1)ctt · · ·+ (n−1)
0
5 ],∀ct ≥ 1 and a ≥ 1, i 6= j, 1 ≥ i, j ≤ n2
and 1 ≤ t ≤ logn.
Let c = min(cl) and α = c − cl+1. If there are only two types of residues (divergent of degree 2), the
column score will be (k − x− 1)c + (x− 1)c + nc−α2 , 1 ≤ x < k and α ≥ 0. To prove that the homogenous
column has a higher score, we need to prove (n − 1)c > (n − x − 1)c + (x − 1)c + (n−1)c−αl , l ≥ 2. Since
(n− 1)c > 2× [(n− x− 1)c + (x− 1)c],∀c > 1. To prove (n− 1)c > (n− x− 1)c + (x− 1)c + (n−1)c−αl is to
prove (l−1)l × (n− 1)c ≥ (n−1)
c
2 . This is true ∀l > 1.
Similarly, the proof can be extended to any degree of divergent d, d ≤ n. If there are d types of amino
acids at the leaf level of the scoring tree, the column score will be smaller than a similar tree with divergent
degree d − 1 because splitting one of the leaf groups into two groups from a d − 1 degree divergent tree
make it a d degree divergent tree.
3.9.4 Examples
Given the following sequences: s1 = NNN, s2 = NND, and s3 = NDE. A possible alignment is
A3 =

s1 NNN
s2 NND
s3 NDE
.
Using the AACH matching weight, where the matching of N with N = 5, N with D = 3, D with E = 3, N
with E = 2, we will have the following score:
score(A3) = 1log2(3)×(3−1)5 ([(3− 1)5] + [(2− 1)5 +
(3−1)3
2 ] + [
(2−1)3
2 +
(2−1)3
2 +
(3−1)2
3 ]) = 0.7952
(Figure 3.11 shows the active scoring tree using PIMA scoring cardinal scheme.) If instead, we used
the scoring tree built from BLOSUM62 substitution matrix, where matching N with N = 10, N with D =
3, D with E = 3, the alignment score would be:
score(A3) = 1log2(3)×(3−1)10 ([(3− 1)10] + [(2− 1)10 +
(3−1)3
2 ] + [
(2−1)3
2 +
(2−1)3
2 +
(3−1)2
3 ]) = 0.6360
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Figure 3.11. PIMA Active Scoring Tree for the 3rd column
NVV0: t i L D L g d a y
SFV1: t t L D L t n g f L P Q L
Motif II
Motif III
Figure 3.12. Matching a Leucine from NNV0 with a similar amino acid in sequence SFV1 [51]. The dotted
arrow shows a mismatch, the dashed arrow shows a better match, and the solid arrow shows the best
match.
3.9.5 Scoring metric and sequence weighting factor
Sequence weighting is a factor that should be included in a scoring method. Aligning a residue a from
motif x in sequence si to a similar residue b in the same core motif in sequence sj should have more weight
than aligning a to b in a different motif or to any other residue from other locations, as in Figure 3.12. This
depends on how much biological information about the sequences we have. In some instances, there are
groups of similar sequences among aligning sequences. Normalizing this redundancy will help reduce bias
in MSA results. However, biologists may include a subset of similar sequences into the aligning sequences
to guide the alignment toward known sequences. Normalizing and factorizing out the redundancy in this
case is not useful and may lead to unwanted results. Therefore, the weight factor should be from a function
that measures the significance of a residue in a motif to a motif rather than the redundancy of similar
sequences. If the weight function is known, it can be combined into the scoring metric. The column score
will be:
cScore(i) =
 0, if column i only matches at tree rootw(i)
(k−1)Γi
∑log|Tcoli |
l=1
∑|Tl|
j=1
(count(nodej)−1)cj
l
(3.26)
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where w(i) is the the motif weight of residues in column i and is calculated as
w(i) =

1, iff residues are from a similar motif and
are biological and locational order equivalent
α, iff residues are from similar motif and
are biological equivalent
β, otherwise
(3.27)
where 0 < β < α ≤ 1.
3.9.6 Evaluation Datasets
The effectiveness and reliability of HEP scoring function are evaluated through three comprehensive
tests. The first test is designed to test HEP’s capability to detect and rank residue conservation among
columns of a multiple sequence alignment. For this test, we utilize the theoretical sequence dataset created
by W. S. Valdar [121]. These theoretical residue conservation set is shown in Table 3.5. The second test is
to evaluate its reliability on scoring and ranking real biological benchmarks. For this test, we utilize three
multiple sequence alignment benchmarks: RT-OSM [51], BAliBASE3.0 (Benchmark Alignment dataBASE)
[115], and PREFAB4.0 [30]. Along with these benchmarks, the following multiple sequence alignment
tools: ClustalW, PIMA, DCA, DALIGN2, and MAFFT2, T-COFFEE [57, 74, 83, 106, 109, 118] are used
to generate alignments for the test. And the third test is to detect whether HEP scoring function can
lead to better multiple sequence alignment results. This test is performed by implementing and deploying
the HEP scoring function along with SP, Smith’s PIMA, Valdar’s scoring functions, described in previous
Sections, in a progressive multiple sequence alignment program. These three scoring function are chosen
for various reasons: SP is the most popular scoring functions and majority of other scoring functions are
variations of SP, Smith’s PIMA covering hierarchy is used in HEP scoring, and Valdar’s scoring function
is claimed to be the most reliable one.
Theoretical Residue Conservation Measurement In 2001, William Valdar developed a theo-
retical dataset [121] to evaluate scoring function’s capability on measuring residue conservation correctly.
This dataset is shown in Figure 3.5
Originally, column (d) in Table 3.5 was considered having higher conservation score than column (c)
without supporting justification. From multiple sequence alignment perspective, column (c) indicates that
phenylalanine (F) is conserved and shared by nine out of ten sequences. On the other hand, column (d)
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fails to indicate which amino acid is conserved among all the sequences. Analytically, the chance aspartic
acid (D) will be mutated to glutamic acid (E) is greater than the chance that aspartic acid (D) will change
to a phenylalanine (F), the probability for all five residues (either D or E) in column (d) mutating to other
amino acids is (pDE)5 =
∏5
1 pDE [where pDE is the probability that D is mutated into E], which is much
smaller than the probability of residue D in column (c) mutating to residue F. This result follows the
decomposition of the BLOSUM62 substitution matrix and its log-odd scoring function from [29]
S(a, b) =
1
λ
log
pab
fafb
(3.28)
where S(a, b) is the score of aligning residues a and b, λ = 0.347 is a constant, and fi is the background
frequency of residue i. All amino acid background frequencies are derived from the existing sequences [29].
With the background frequencies fD = 0.0539, fE = 0.0539 and fF = 0.469 obtained from [29], we found
that pDE = 5.8E− 3 and fDF = 9.0E− 4. Thus,
∏5
1 pDE = 6.56357E− 12¿ pDF = 9.0E− 4. Intuitively,
a column with 100% residue conservation (column j) should have a better conservation score than a column
with 40% residue conservation (column k). Thus, we rearrange these columns to the right order.
RT-OSM Dataset It is best to measure the reliability of a scoring method based on actual facts.
Therefore, we utilize the RT-OSM data-set selected by Hudak and McClure in 1999 [51]. The data-set
is shown in Figure 3.13. These are order-specific-motifs (OSM) sequences because they contain a set of
motifs occurring in a specific order among the sequences. These selected subsequences contain six different
motifs with lengths ranging from 1 to 5 amino acids. This data-set is perfect for evaluating the biological
reliability of scoring functions in this study. The function to be evaluated are: SP [15], Valdar’s [121],
Trident [121], Smith’s Pima [106], and HEP scoring functions.
BAliBASE 3.0 and PREFAB 4.0 Datasets The BAliBASE 3.0 (Protein REFerence Alignment
Benchmark) [115] is a reference benchmark of sequences that are manually aligned with details annotations.
The alignment of BAliBASE sequences are based on three-dimensional structure superposition, except the
transmembrane sequences. BAliBASE MSA reference benchmark consists of 247 reference alignments,
containing over 1,000 sequences. The BAliBASE is categorized into 9 reference sets, and 218 of the sets are
in the first 4 reference groups. The last five groups contain sequence sets few short and distanced sequences.
Similarly, PREFAB4.0 [30] benchmark contains 1932 alignments averaging 49 sequences of length 240. We
randomly select 150 reference alignments to use in our tests. Both BAliBASE3.0 and PREFAB4.0 use a
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Table 3.5. Each label column represents a residue position in a multiple sequence alignment. Amino acids
are identified by their one letter code and gaps by a dash (”-”). Note: column (k) comes from an alignment
of 10 sequences where column (j) comes from an alignment of only 4 sequences (no gaps in column (j)).
The column score order is (a) > (b) > (c) > (d) > (e) > (f), then (g) > (h) > (i), and (j) > (k) (adapted
from [121])
Columns
Seq. (a) > (b) > (c) > (d) > (e) > (f) (g) > (h) > (i) (j) > (k)
1 D D D D D D I P D L L
2 D D D D D D I P V L L
3 D D D D D D I P Y L L
4 D D D D D D I P A L L
5 D D D D D D L W T -
6 D D D E E E L W K -
7 D D D E E E L W P -
8 D D D E E E L W C -
9 D D D E E F V S R -
10 D E F E F F V S H -
I        II         III         IV         V       VI
HT13  pvkKa--   t-IDLkdaf   -LPQG-fk   qYMDDIll   shGL--   kFLGqii
NVV0  ikkK---   tiLDIgday   -LPQG-wk   -YMDDIyi   qyGFM-   kWLGfel
SFV1  pvpKp--   ttLDLtngf   -LPQG-fl   aYVDDIyi   naGYVv   eFLGfni
HERVC pvpKp--   tcLDLkdaf   -LPQR-fk   qYVDDLll   tvGIRc   cYLGfti
GMG1  mvrKa--   tkVDVraaf   -CPFG-la   aYLDDIli   --GLN-   kYLGfiv
GM17  v-pKkqd   ttIDLakgf   -MPFG-lk   vYLDDIiv   --NLK-   tFLG-hv
MDG1  lvpKksl   scLDLmsgf   -LPFG-lk   lYMDDLvv   --NLK-   tYLG-hk
MORG  vvrKk--   ttMDLqngf   -APFG-fk   lYMDDIiv   --GLK-   hFLG-hi
CAT1  lvdKpkd   eqMDVktaf   kSLYG-lk   lYVDDMli   --EMK-   rILGidi
CMC1  titKrpe   hqMDVktaf   kAIYG-lk   lYVDDVvi   ---KR-   hFIGiri
CST4  ftkKrng   t-LDInhaf   kALYG-lk   vYVDDCvi   inKLK-   dILGmdl
C1095 fnrKrdg   tqLDIssay   kSLYG-lk   lFVDDMil   itTLKk   dILGlei
NDM0  mihKt--   afLDIqqaf   gVPQGsvl   tYADDTav   tsGL--   kYLGitl
NL13  lipKp--   s-IDAekaf   gTRQGcpl   lFADDMiv   vsGYK-   kYLGiql
NLOA  fipKa--   afLDIegaf   gCPQGgvl   gYADDIvi   evGLN-   kYLGvi-
NTC0  vlrKp--   amLDGrnay   gVRQGmvl   aYLDDVtv   alGIE-   rVLGagv
ICD0  eipKp--   vdIDIk-gf   gTPQGgil   rYADDFki   rlDLDi   dFLGfkl
IAG0  fkkKt--   ieGDIks-f   gVPQGgii   rYADDWlv   elKITl   -FLGvnl
ICS0  wipKp--   ldADIsk-c   gTPQGgvi   rYADDFvi   emGLEl   nFLGfnv
IPL0  yipKs--   leADIr-gf   gVPQGgpi   rYADDFvv   srGLVl   dFVGfnf
Figure 3.13. The RT OSM sequences. The six motifs of the RT OSM are indicated by roman
numeral(I-VI). The bold and capitalized letters represent the core amino acids of each motif. Adapted
from [51]
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TC (Total percentage of matching Columns) score to evaluate the accuracy of an alignment result against
its reference alignment.
3.9.7 Evaluation Results
Each data set is designed for specific purpose, so each evaluation must be designed for each data-set.
For the theoretical sequence set, we rank the sequence columns using HEP and compare its results with
the predefined ranks. For the RT-OSM sequence set, we randomly shift the residues and remove the gaps
in the sequences to generate six alignments, each contains from one to six of the motifs aligned. It is widely
believed that the degree of functional constraint dictates the conservation region of a sequence. This also
means that a higher degree of conservation in an aligned region of a multiple sequence alignment result
indicates the functional importance of that aligned position. Thus, when the residue in the RT-OSM data
set are shifted around leaving only one or few of the motif regions intact, a reliable scoring method should
be able to detect the significance of these regions. The score should be higher for formations with more
intact motifs.
And for the BAliBASE3.0 and PREFAB4.0 benchmarks, we define a reliability score to evaluate the
scoring functions.
Ranking the Theoretical Set of Sequences All the columns of the theoretical sets are scored
by HEP method using three different scoring matrices and schemes. Table 3.6 summarizes the result of
our measurements, where HEP-PIMA is HEP score using Smith’s PIMA cardinality, HEP-P250 is HEP
score using generated PAM250 scoring tree, and HEP-BL62 is HEP score using generated BLOSUM62
scoring tree. The correct ranking of the column scores are: (a) > (b) > (c) > (d) > (e) > (f), then
(g) > (h) > (i), and (j) > (k). All three tests show that HEP scoring method correctly ranks the columns
in these orders. Column (b) and column (c) have the same degree of divergence, however, the mutation
probability between aspartic acid (D) and glutamic acid (E) are smaller than that between aspartic acid (D)
and phenylalanine(F). Thus, column (b) must have higher score than column (c). Although the difference
between these two columns is very small, all three variations of HEP method correctly measure it.
Ranking the RT OSM Sequences As mentioned earlier, we randomly shift the residues left,
right, or delete gaps between the RT-OSM sequences to generate 6 different alignments, each contains from
one to six of the motifs aligned. These alignments are scored by the following scoring methods: Sum-of-pair
(SP) [15], PIMA [106], Valdar [121], Trident [121], HEP-PIMA, HEP-P250, and HEP-BL62 (as described
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Figure 3.14. Motif detection accuracy on the RT-OSM data set. Score of 1.0 means a method correctly
detects and ranks all six motifs in the data set.
in previous Sections). The most reliable scoring method will give the highest score to the alignment with
the most intact motifs, and the lowest score to the alignment with the fewest intact motifs. Since the
scoring is done on the whole alignment, the columns around the motifs would contribute some weights to
the total alignment score. In addition, the fifth motif in the data-set is very diverse, which may contribute
a very minimal weight to some scoring methods. Therefore, we allow 2 percents of fluctuation in alignment
scores. Thus, if a scoring function gives scores within 2% range to two alignments: one contains four
motifs I to IV and the other contains five motifs I to V , we consider it to be correct. The motif detection
accuracy of a scoring function is defined to be the number of correctly identified motifs over all motifs in
the data set, i.e:
Accuracy =
# of motifs correctly identified
# all real motifs
Figure 3.14 shows the motif detection accuracy of these scoring methods. Both version of HEP scoring,
one uses BLOSUM62 substitution matrix and one uses PAM250 substitution matrix, are able to detect
all six motifs without the need of 2% score fluctuation. Allowing the 2% fluctuation improves the HEP
method using PIMA score [106] and Valdar’s method [121]. Overall, all three versions of HEP scoring
method consistently outperform other scoring methods.
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BAliBASE3.0 and PREFAB4.0 MSA Results The BAliBase3.0 and PREFAB4.0 benchmarks
come with a total column score function (TC) that can evaluate an alignment against a reference alignment
from the benchmarks. Thus, giving n sequences to k different MSA tools, we will get k different alignments.
Scoring these alignments against the benchmark using the total column score (TC) will generate k scores,
one for each alignment, indicating how close each alignment is to the reference alignment, i.e. the expected
alignment. Therefore, to evaluate the reliability of a scoring function, we define a reliability score to be
the number of the best alignments correctly identified over the total number of all alignments, i.e.:
R =
# alignments correctly identified
# total alignments
For example, if we give a set of n sequences to ClustalW, MAFFT, and T-COFFEE, we will get
three alignments A, B, and C respectively. Let’s further assume the reference total columns scores of
these alignments are TC(A) = 1, TC(B) = 0.8, and TC(C) = 0.3. These TC scores indicate A is exactly
identical to the reference alignment, B is close, and C is very different from the expected alignment. Thus,
any scoring function that scores alignment A with highest score will get one point, and all other function
get zero point. For n different sets of sequences, the reliability score is the number of points each scoring
function accumulates over n.
Since random alignments are often meaningless, we use MAFFT2 [57], ClustalW [117], T-COFFEE [83],
PIMA [106], and DALIGN2 [74] MSA tools to generate 5 multiple sequence alignments for each set of in-
put sequences. The alignment results of these tools are scored against the reference alignments in the
benchmark. Thus, for 247 reference tests in BAliBASE, we obtained 1235 resulting alignments. And for
150 selected data set from PREFAB4.0, we get 750 resulting alignments. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show the
reliability scores of the tested scoring methods on BAliBASE3.0 and PREFAB4.0, respectively.
Both BAliBASE3.0 and PREFAB4.0 benchmark tests indicate HEP scoring method with BLOSUM62
and PAM250 are more likely to identify and rank the multiple sequence alignments correctly. This feature
allows biologists to identify which alignment tools are more accurate and reliable for their multiple sequence
alignments. From these results, it seems that HEP scoring with BLOSUM62 is the most reliable method.
Implementation of HEP Scoring Method in Progressive Multiple Sequence Alignment
The benchmark test results suggest that HEP scoring is more sensitive and reliable than other tested meth-
ods. To further confirm that HEP can improve multiple sequence alignment results, we have implemented
HEP in a progressive multiple sequence alignment, which is the same alignment technique employed in
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Figure 3.15. Reliability scores on the BAliBASE3.0 benchmark
Figure 3.16. Reliability scores on 150 references of the PREFAB4.0 benchmark
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ClustalW, PIMA, T-COFFEE, etc. This technique can be summarized as follows:
(i) Perform all-pairwise sequence alignment to calculate the distance between the input sequences. (ii)
Build a dendrogram tree using either UPGMA [108] or NJ [98] hierarchical clustering methods. (iii) Pair-
wise align the sequences (or two groups of sequences) following the order of the dendrogram from the leaves
to the root.
In our implementation, ClustalW is utilized to perform steps (i) and (ii) since at the pairwise level
of sequence alignment HEP score acts exactly the same as sum-of-pair score used in this ClustalW. In
step (iii) two versions of Needleman-Wunsch’s [77] algorithm are implemented: one uses SP [15] scoring
method, one uses Smith’s Pima [106] method, one uses Valdar’s method [121], and the last one uses HEP
method. The Trident method is not implemented since its appropriate parameters are hard to determine;
Moreover, Trident method did not perform well in the previous BAliBASE3.0 and PREFAB4.0 tests.
When executing our progressive MSA, a set of input sequences will produces four alignment results.
The scoring matrix used in these tests is BLOSUM62, and the gap insertion/delete cost is -10 for the SP and
Valdar’s methods. We measure the accuracy of a test alignment by using the number of correctly aligned
columns of the test alignment divided by the total number of columns in the reference alignment. On all
tests, HEP scoring method shows better performance than other scoring methods. On the BAliBASE3.0
benchmark, alignment results that employed HEP scoring yield an average TC score about 7%, 5% and
4% higher than those using Smith’s Pima [106], SP [15], and Valdar [121] scoring methods, respectively.
Similarly, on the PREFAB4.0 benchmark, HEP yields an average TC score of 4%, 5%, and 3% higher.
These results are represented in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18. Thus, it is a strong indication that HEP
scoring method will improve multiple sequence alignment accuracy.
As a conclusion to this chapter, each scoring scheme is designed for a specific purpose and may work
on certain set of sequences. A scoring method that works with all sets of biological sequences may never
exist due to the unknown biological nature of the sequences and their evolution.
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Figure 3.17. BAliBASE Total Column (TC) scores
Figure 3.18. Total Column (TC) scores of 150 random sequence sets from PREFAB4.0
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Chapter 4
SEQUENCE CLUSTERING
It is natural to group closely-related sequences into clusters before performing multiple sequence
alignment. Scientists in the field have been debating on how to systematically detect and measure the
relatedness between sequences, i.e. the homologous features and functional similarities between sequences.
Figure 4.1 shows the mutation steps of residues in different species sequences during evolution. The
phylogeny tree indicates at any specific site which symbol is mutated to the other. (b) shows the original
symbol was either G or A, after some evolution time, G remains unchanged in sequence A and sequence
B; however, this symbol has been changed to C in the family (branch) containing sequences Seq3, Seq4,
and Seq5. Finally, C has been changed to A in the subfamily containing sequences Seq4 and Seq5.
There are many algorithms for clustering such as K-means [72], fuzzy C-means [27], hierarchical
clustering, and probabilistic clustering [28], etc. However, these methods mainly classify the sequences into
groups with smallest distance (edit distance/Hamming distance, Euclidean distance) and often marginalize
the biological implication between the sequences. K-Means finds k clusters by starting with k random seeds
(initial k-clusters) and grouping the nearest data points (sequences) to the cluster based on the distance
between the data points and the centroid of the cluster. Fuzzy-C-Means is almost identical to K-Means
method except a data point (sequence) is allowed to participate in more than one clusters. The probabilistic
clustering algorithms group the data points into clusters based on theirs distributions such as Gaussian or
Poisson. These clustering algorithms are not very reliable for sequence clustering and very time consuming,
for example, K-means is NP-Hard for d dimensions, and it yields a runtime of O(ndk+1logn) for fixed d
and k.
On the other hand, hierarchical clustering methods are relatively fast and more acceptable in sequence
clustering since they treat sequences in pairs to emphasize on the significance between them. The most
widely-used methods are Neighborhood Joining [NJ] method [76, 98] and Unweighted Pair Group Method
with Arithmetic mean,(also known as average linkage method)[UPGMA]. The weighted version of UPGMA,
[WPGMA] [108] also known as maximum linkage, is not popular.
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Figure 4.1. (a) is the input sequences, (b) substitutions on first column, and (c) substitutions on second
column
4.1 Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic mean - UPGMA
Like all other methods, Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic mean (UPGMA) requires the
knowledge of the distances between all taxonomies, sequences in this case. These distances naturally come
in the form of a matrix. UPGMA uses the distance matrix to construct a phylogenetic tree, or evolutionary
tree. In general, each sequence is treated as an Operational Taxonomic Unit (OTU). UPGMA starts with
two closest OTUs and combines them to build a new OTU. The distances between all other OTUs to
the new OTU are recalculated. The new distances are arithmetic means between the OTU to the all the
members of the new OTU. This process is repeated until all OTUs are merged.
Example: Given 4 sequences A, B, C, D and their distance matrix d as follows:
d =
A B C D
A 0
B 7 0
C 11 6 0
D 14 9 7 0
First, A and B are grouped together since their distance is minimal (dAB = 7) [ note: dCD = 7
could be chosen also]. Next the distances between all other OTUs to AB are calculated. For example, the
distance between C to AB and D to AB are:
dC(AB) = (dAC + dBC)/2 = (11 + 6)/2) = 8.5
dD(AB) = (dAD + dBD)/2 = (14 + 9)/2 = 11.5.
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Figure 4.2. This figure show each step of building the UPGMA phylogeny
Thus, the new distance matrix will be:
d =
AB C D
AB 0
C 8.5 0
D 11.5 9 0
Next, C is grouped with AB to build OTU ABC and the distance between D to ABC is calculated as:
MD(ABC) = (MAD +MBD +MCD)/3 = (14 + 9 + 7)/3 = 10.
Figure 4.2 illustrates each step to create an UPGMA phylogeny tree for this example. The final tree
is shown in (c). One of the weaknesses of UPGMA is its constant rate of evolution. UPGMA has runtime
complexity of O(n3).
4.2 Neighborhood Joining Method - NJ
Unlike UPGMA, the Neighborhood Joining method (NJ) is a bottom-up sequence clustering approach
to construct an unrooted phylogenetic tree with vary evolution rate. Initially, NJ treats all OTUs as a
star-tree and computes the average distance between an OTU to all other OTUs. NJ combines a pairs of
OTUs that are close to each other and far from all other OTU into a new OTU. The distance between all
other OTU to the new OTU is calculated. This process is repeated until only two OTUs remain. This
algorithm is detailed as follows: Given a set of n sequences and a distance matrix d.
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Step 1: Calculate the net divergence for each OTU to all other OTUs as:
ui =
∑
k dik/(n− 2)
Step 2: Calculate the new distance matrix M as:
Mij = dij − ui − uj
and join two closest neighbors, i.e. the pairs with minimal value from M.
Step 3: Calculate the distance between OTU i and OTU j to the new OTU ij as:
di,(ij) = (dij + ui − uj)/2
dj,(ij) = (dij + uj − ui)/2
Step 4: Compute distances between new OTU to all other OTUs as:
d(ij),k = (dik + djk − dij)/2
Step 5: Replace i and j by (i, j).
Step 6: Repeat from step 1 until only 2 OTUs remain.
Example: Given 4 sequences A, B, C, D and their distance matrix d as follows:
d =
A B C D
A 0
B 1 0
C 3 3 0
D 3 3 4 0
Step 1: The net divergence ui are:
uA = (dAB + dAC + dAD)/(4− 2) = (1 + 3 + 3)/2 = 3.5
uB = (1 + 3 + 3)/2 = 3.5
uC = (3 + 3 + 4)/2 = 5
uD = (3 + 3 + 4)/2 = 5
Step 2: Calculate new distance matrix
MAB = dAB − uA − uB = 1− 3.5− 3.55 = −6
MAC = dAC − uA − uC = 3− 3.5− 5 = −5.5
MAD = dAD − uA − uD = 3− 3.5− 5 = −5.5
MBC = −5.5
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Figure 4.3. Producing NJ tree - not drawn to scale. (a) is initial star tree; (b) shows the combined OTU
of A and B; (c) is the NJ tree with the new OTU AB; and (d) is the final NJ evolution tree
MBD = −5.5
MCD = −6
Therefore,
M =
A B C D
A
B -6
C -5.5 -5.5
D -5.5 -5.5 -6
Step 3: Choose the closest neighbors from matrix M. Either AB or CD can be chosen to group into a new
OTU since their values are smallest (-6). Let’s choose AB as a new OTU. The branch lengths from AB to
A and B are:
dA,(AB) = (dAB + uA − uB)/2 = (1 + 3.5− 3.5)/2 = 0.5
dB,(AB) = (dAB + uB − uA)/2 = (1 + 3.5− 3)/2 = 0.5
The combination is depicted as (b) in Figure 4.3.
Step 4:
d(AB),C = (dAC + dBC − dAB)/2 = (3 + 3− 1)/2 = 2.5
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d(AB),D = (dAD + dBD − dAB)/2 = (3 + 3− 1)/2 = 2.5
The new distance matrix is:
d =
AB C D
AB 0
C 2.5 0
D 2.5 4 0
The second iteration of the algorithm will produce:
Step 1:
uAB = (d(AB)C + d(AB)D)/1 = (2.5 + 2.5)/1 = 5
uC = (2.5 + 4)/1 = 6.5
uD = (2.5 + 4)/1 = 6.5
And step 2 gives
M(AB)C = d(AB)C − uAB − uC = 2.5− 5− 6.5 = −9
Thus, M =
AB C D
AB
C -9
D -6.5 -6.5
For step 3, C is chosen to group with AB, and the distances from C and AB to ABC are:
dC,(ABC) = (dC(AB) + uC − uAB)/2 = (2.5 + 6.5− 5)/2 = 2
d(AB),(ABC) = (dC(AB) + uAB − uC)/2 = (2.5 + 5− 6.5)/2 = 0.5
Step 4 gives the distance from D to the new cluster ABC as:
D(ABC),D = (d(AB)D + dDC − d(AB)C)/2 = (2.5 + 4− 2.5)/2 = 2
The algorithm terminates and produces the evolution tree (d) as seen in Figure 4.3.
NJ method has a run time complexity of O(n3).
NJ trees can be converted into rooted trees by estimating the median between the two furthest leaf
OTUs.
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Figure 4.4. This figure illustrates different alignment outcomes from the same input sequences. a) shows
the input sequences with the motifs in bold; b) shows the expected alignment; c) and d) show the alignment
based on different phylogeny guiding tree.
4.3 A new Contribution: Overlapping Sequence Clustering
It is very common to arrange sequences into related groups in sequence analysis. Most of existing
clustering algorithms are designed for large scale databases or large data set in which the distance between
each data element is known. On contrary, in multiple sequence alignment the distance between sequences
is not well defined; and distinctive clusters are not the goal either. Thus, conveniently NJ and UPGMA
often are the popular choices for clustering the sequences when needs arise. However, these algorithms are
not intended for sequence clustering, but rather predicting the phylogenetic tree of sequences. Alignment
techniques following this tree often omit shared features between the sequences since the first pair of
sequences dictates the alignment of the next. Figure 4.4 illustrates this concept.
Recently, we have devised a clustering algorithm specifically for multiple sequence alignment called
Overlapping Sequence Clustering (OSC) [79]. This technique is based on the facts that an organism can
inherit traits from different families. In this case, a sequence from an organism may share similarities
with many other sequences. Thus, clustering sequences based on these similarities make more sense than
hierarchical sequence clustering. This method uses local DP to find the best pairwise local alignments
between sequences. Then from the best scores local alignment, all sequences that yield local alignment
scores greater than a preset threshold g are grouped into a cluster. These clusters can be overlapped.
Following are details of this algorithm, which relies on the transitive closure of a set.
The transitive closure is defined as follows:
For any relation R, the transitive closure of R is the intersection of all transitive relations containing R
and is defined as:
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R+ =
⋃
i∈N
Ri (4.1)
where R0 = R and, for i > 0
Ri = Ri−1 ∪ {(sa, sc)|∃sb ∧ (sa, sb) ∈ Ri−1 ∧ (sb, sc) ∈ Ri−1} (4.2)
Similarly, the conditional transitive closure (CTC) is defined with a conditional membership exclusion
g, where Ri is defined as:
Ri = Ri−1∪{(sa, sc) > g|∃sb∧(sa, sb) ∈ Ri−1∧(sb, sc) ∈ Ri−1}∪{(sa, sb)|A(sa, sb)∩A(sb, sc) 6= {∅}∧(sb, sc) ∈ Ri−1}
(4.3)
Where A(si, sj) is the local alignment of two sequence si and sj
The Overlapped Sequence Clustering algorithm is define as follows:
Given a sequence set S, its local alignment A(S), the quantitative relation set Q between sequences and a
membership function (or threshold) g:
OSC Algorithm(S, Q, g):
Step 1: Sort the relations in ascending order.
Step 2: Let F = {∅} – cluster set
Step 3: C = {si, sj}
where si, sj ∈ S and (si, sj) ∈ Q and (si, sj) > g and (si, sj) > ∀(sk, sl) ∈ Q, and i, j 6= k
Step 4: Find CTC for C
Step 5:
If C 6= {∅} and |{S}| > 1
F = F ∪ {(C)}
S = S − {C}
Repeat step 2
Else:
Reducing cluster overlap by removing cluster membership of sequences that share the same local
alignment segment with more than one clusters.
Step 6:
output F ∪ (S) as sequence cluster set
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End
The membership function, or threshold g, can be arbitrary. It can simply be the kth best score of
the input. This algorithm starts with a pair of sequences that yields the highest local alignment score, or
shortest distance, as a cluster. It then iteratively finds all other sequences that locally aligned with any
sequence in the cluster that: (i) yield scores better than the predefined threshold g or (ii) have alignment
segments overlapped with a local alignment segment of any sequence in the cluster. This process is repeated
until no more clusters found. The remaining un-clustered sequences are grouped into a special cluster. The
(ii) condition extends the cluster membership to a sequence with low score but share a highly conserved
segment to join a cluster. However, this is an exclusive relationship and a sequence can only be a member
of one cluster. The cluster overlap reducing step enforces this requirement. This fast technique has a
runtime complexity of O(kn), where n is the number of sequences to be clustered and k is the number of
clusters.
Example:
Given sequences set S = {A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H, I}, threshold g = 7, and the following score matrix:
A B C D E F G H I
A
B 11
C 5 4
D 9 8 7
E 7 5 5 2
F 6 7 2 1 9
G 6 4 4 8 10 8
H 5 6 3 9 13 9 8
I 9 8 1 9 7 6 7 6
The first iteration starts with C = {E,H} for (E,H) = 13 is the highest score. A breadth first search
(BSF) from C adds {E,G}, {E,F}, and {H,D} by following E, and H, respectively. Thus, we will have
a cluster of {D,E,F,G,H}, S = {A,B,C}, and F = {{D,E, F,G,H}}.
The second iteration starts with C = {A,B} for (A,B) = 11 is the highest score in this iteration. A
BFS from C adds {A, I} and {D, I}. Thus, F = {{A,B,D, I}, {D,E, F,G,H}}, and S = {C}.
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Figure 4.5. This figure illustrates the clustering of the sequences to generate a sequence pattern. (a) is the
all-pairwise alignments, (b) is sequence clusterization, and (c) is sequence pattern identification, where S’
is the cluster pattern. The boxes represent the DP local alignment results.
Since (C) is the only sequence left in S, the algorithm terminates with three clusters {A,B,D, I},
{D,E, F,G,H} and {C}, where sequence D is a member of two clusters.
If we enforce the condition that a new member must have all relationships to all other members in the
cluster greater than the threshold, thenD would be disjoined from the first cluster. This condition increases
the run time complexity of the algorithm, however, it strengthens the relationships in each cluster, i.e.,
members are closer. In the worst case where all n sequences overlap in n clusters, the run-time complexity
of this clustering algorithm is O(n3); Hence, the run-time complexity of the phylogeny estimation is O(n4).
Figure 4.5 shows the application of OSC algorithm on the sequence in 4.4. It also shows a sequence
pattern generated from the cluster. This pattern can be used as a key to search databases for annotated
sequences with similar pattern. The x symbol represents a wildcard, which matches any other symbol.
The effectiveness of this clustering algorithm is illustrated in Chapter 5 where it is implemented in
our newly developed multiple sequence alignment algorithm.
It is possible to create an optimal phylogenetic tree, or a maximum parsimony tree, from a set of
sequences; however, this problem is NP-Complete [42]. Therefore, heuristic clustering and partitioning
seem to be the only realistic option. In the next chapter, we will investigate many popular multiple
sequence alignment algorithms.
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Chapter 5
MULTIPLE SEQUENCES ALIGNMENT ALGORITHMS
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is the extension of pair-wise sequence alignment as discussed in
Chapter 2 in which the number of sequences to be aligned are more than two. [Figure 5.1 shows an alignment
of BAliBASE [115] reference 1 ubiquitin set]. With this extension, the MSA problem becomes intractable,
in fact, finding the optimal solution for multiple sequence alignment is an NP-complete problem as proved
by Wang and Jiang in 1994 [123]. Thus, any attempt to develop a practical algorithmic method to find a
mathematical optimal solution for this problem is infeasible. To overcome this problem, various heuristic
approaches have been proposed leading to a large number of multiple sequence alignment programs based
on different strategies such as progressive, iterative, genetic, probabilistic, or hybrids of these methods.
Each strategy focuses on one or few features such as speed, sequence local similarity, sequence overall
similarity, sequence structure similarity, etc. In 1999 Thompson et. al. [116] performed a comprehensive
comparison of the ten most popular used MSA tools currently available (PIMA [SBPIMA and MLPIMA],
MUTAL, MULTIALIGN, PILEUP, CLUSTALX, DIALIGN, SAGA, HMMT and PRRP) at the time. As
expected, the tests were not able to distinctively identify the best tool. ClustalX, a progressive MSA were
fastest of all with an average reliability. Each method performs well on different reference set of sequences.
PRRP tends to perform well on some reference sets containing few sequences in the twilight zone, i.e.
sequences that share less than 25% identity.
There are many multiple sequence alignment algorithms have been proposed, many of them are
slightly different from each other. In this chapter, only distinctive multiple sequence alignment paradigms
are introduced.
Figure 5.1. Sample alignment of BAliBASE reference 1 [115] ubiquitin set. Red blocks represent alpha
helices and green blocks represent beta strands
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Figure 5.2. Illustration of the divide and conquer multiple sequence alignment (DCA)
5.1 Dynamic Programming
Multiple sequence alignment algorithms in this group are extensions of dynamic programming.
5.1.1 DCA
Divide and Conquer multiple sequence Alignment (DCA) algorithm is designed by J. Stoye [109] for
his dissertation. The basic idea of DCA is rather simple: each sequence is split into two sub-sequences
at location near the midpoint. The splits partition the problem into two sub-MSA problems with shorter
sequences. This process is repeated until the sequences become sufficiently short, i.e. shorter than a
predefined threshold L. These sub-multiple sequence alignments are then optimally aligned by dynamic
programming method. The alignments of these sub-problems are then concatenated yielding a multiple
sequence alignment for the original sequences. This algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
Determine the cutting position The most important task of DCA is how to identify the location
for splitting each sequence. A perfect set of cuts could lead to an optimal solution. DCA uses a heuristic
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based on additional-cost matrices to quantify the compatibility of the cut positions. The cut position is
calculated as follows:
For any given sequence s = s1s2 · · · sn of length n and a cut position c(0 ≤ c ≤ n), the prefix sequence
before the cut position c is denoted as s(≤ c) and the suffix is s(> c). Dynamic Programming is used to
compute the additional-cost of Csp,sq [cp, cq] for all pair of sequences (sp, sq) and for all cut positions cp of
sp and cq of sq. The additional-cost is defined as:
Csp,sq [cp, cq] = wopt(sp(≤ cp), sq(≤ cq)) + wopt(sp(> cp), sq(> cq))− wopt(sp, sq) (5.1)
this is the extra cost imposed by requiring the alignment of sp and sq to optimally align the two
prefixes and suffixes of the sequences rather than the sequences themselves. To extend the cut over all
sequences, the multiple-additional-cost is defined as follows:
C(c1, c2, · · · , ck) =
∑
1≤p≤q≤k
αp,qCsp,sq [cp, cq] (5.2)
where αp,q is the sequence dependent weight factor. The dependent weight factor is used with the sum-of-
pairs score [64] to increase the weight (or score) of a matching pair of residues. It is defined as:
αp,q =
 1 if maxScore = 01− λwopt(sp,sq)−minScoremaxScore otherwise (5.3)
where minScore and maxScore are the lowest and highest pair-wise scores of all the columns (positions)
in the alignment of sequences sp and sq, respectively, and wopt(sp, sq) is the optimal alignment score of sp
and sq, i.e. score obtained by aligning the sequences via dynamic programming algorithm.
The use of dynamic programming for aligning sequence fragments in DCA increases its processing
time exponentially preventing DCA to align more than few sequences (< 8 sequences). A faster version of
DCA is FDCA [91] which approximates the cut positions to reduce DCA search space. The approximation
is done by preempting any calculation of a tuple of cutting points whenever its partial sum is larger than
the minimum found so far. This technique extends the alignment capability of DCA up to 9 sequences.
In general, the suboptimal heuristic cuts often lead to unacceptable alignment results. Nevertheless,
DCA is probably the closest algorithm that directly implementing dynamic program technique.
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5.2 Progressive Alignment
Progressive multiple sequence alignment is introduced by Feng and Doolittle in 1987 [32]. The main
idea is that a pair of sequences with minimum edit distance is most likely to originate from a recently
diverged species. Thus, optimally aligned these sequences may review the most reliable hidden information.
The algorithm is as follows: (i) Calculate pair-wise alignment score and convert them into distances. (ii)
Construct a dendrogram, or a guiding tree, from the distances. UPGMA and NJ clustering methods are
suitable for this task. (iii) Sequentially align the sequences in their order of addition to the tree. Gap
insertions in pair-wise alignments are preserved. A number of alignment programs based on this technique
such as: CLUSTALW [117, 118], MULTALIN [21], PILEUP [created by Genetics Computer Groups(GCG),
which is commercially known as Accelrys], or PIMA. The different between these programs are minimal.
For example, PIMA [106] uses local DP for pair-wise alignments and WPGMA to build the guiding tree,
while others use global DP. MULTALIN and PILEUP use UPGMA method to construct their guiding trees,
while CLUSTAL uses NJ method (earlier versions of CLUSTALW used UPGMA), and KALIGN [59] uses
Wu-Manber [125] and Levenshtein edit distance to calculate distance matrix. Figure 5.3 shows an example
of progressive alignment.
The most advantage of progressive alignment algorithms is their capability of aligning a large number
of sequences. However, they do not give optimal solution since sequences are iteratively aligned in pair-wise
following the order of a guiding tree. Errors made in early stage of alignment will be propagated through
the final result.
5.2.1 Clustal Family
The most popular program in this group is the CLUSTAL family (including ClustalX and ClustalW)
[118]. It is fast and relatively reliable. Like all other progressive alignments, CLUSTAL starts by pair-wise
aligning all sequences via global DP with either PAM250 or BLOSUM62 (or any substitution matrix chosen
by the user). It guarantees the distances between two sequences are mathematically optimal. CLUSTAL
then uses these pair-wise alignment scores to build a neighbor joining tree (NJ) - the early version of
CLUSTAL uses UPGMA method. The sequences are then aligned following the tree from the leaves
inward. There are some parameters in CLUSTAL that make it more sensitive than other are the gap
penalties. For example, CLUSTAL assumes that short stretches of hydrophilic residues (e.g. 5 or more)
is an indication loops or random coil regions so it reduces the gap opening penalty for these stretches.
Similarly, it increases the opening gap penalty for any gap that are less than 8 residues apart based on the
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Figure 5.3. An example of progressive multiple sequence alignment. (a) is the input sequences, (b) is an
alignment guiding tree, (c) is external nodes alignment, and (d) is internal nodes alignment
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observation of alignments between sequences of known structures, which rarely has a gap within 8-residue
segments. The initial gap opening penalty is:
GOP + log(min(n,m))× s(a, b)× ID%, (5.4)
where GOP is the user defined opening gap penalty, m and n are sequence lengths, s(a, b), a 6= b is the
average mismatched score between any two residues, and ID% is the percentage identity scaling factor.
ID% is the ratio between the numbers of mismatched pairs over the total number of residue pairs.
The extended gap penalty is defined as:
GEP × (1.0 + |log( n
m
)|) (5.5)
where GEP is the user defined extended gap cost.
5.2.2 PIMA: Pattern-induced multi-sequence alignment
PIMA [105, 106] applies the progressive technique to align protein sequences. The main difference
between PIMA and other algorithms is the generation and usage of sequence patterns to align groups of
sequences from the internal nodes of the guiding tree. Initially, PIMA performs pair-wise local DP on input
sequences to obtain a distance matrix between all the sequences. A dendrogram (guiding tree) is then built
from the distance matrix using WPGMA method [108] (Weighted Pair Group Method using Arithmetic
averaging). PIMA then progressively aligns pairs of sequences from the leaf level of the tree. A sequence
pattern is generated for each pair-wise alignment using the amino acid class covering (AACC) to represent
the residues in each column. Thus, aligning any two nodes in PIMA is always a pair-wise alignment of
two sequences; either they are the actual input sequences, a sequence and a pattern or a pair of patterns
representing two pair-wise alignments. Pattern usage transforms the multiple sequence alignment into
a sequence of pair-wise alignments. The amino acid symbol patterns are shown in Figure 5.4, where X
represents a wild-card that matches any symbol, and [DE] represents either D or E, etc. Transformation
of a column into a pattern symbol is done as: (i)same symbols remain the same; (ii) different symbols are
replaced by the minimal covering set symbol; (iii) mixture of gap and other symbol is replaced by g, a gap
symbol. Figure 5.5 shows sequence pattern generated from a pair-wise alignment of two sequences, where
a gap is represented as g.
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Figure 5.4. The Amino Acid Class Hierarchy (AACCH) used in PIMA family; X represent a wild-card for
matching any symbol, including gap
Figure 5.5. A pattern generated from a pair-wise alignment
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5.2.3 PRIME: Profile-based Randomized Iteration Method
PRIME [127] is an extension of progressive where input sequences are progressively aligned as in
CLUSTAL. Next, a distance matrix is generated from the multiple alignment result to construct a phy-
logenetic tree. A random branch of the tree is cut to partition the sequences in the alignment into two
groups. Then Needleman-Wunsch’s dynamic programming is used to align these two groups - in this case,
two columns being compared rather than two residues. This process is repeated until convergent, i.e. no
better alignment score found. In its earlier version, PRRN [40], affine gap penalty and anchoring technique
are employed. The anchoring technique keeps conserved columns untouched during progressive alignment,
and the group-to-group alignments are done on segments around the anchors.
The group-to-group gap opening penalty is defined as:
g(ai, bj) =
∑
1≤p≤m
∑
1≤q≤n
wp,q.(−v).γ(ap,i, bq,j) (5.6)
where ai and bj are the column ith of group a and column jth of group b; wq,p is the weighted sum-of-pair
score of two sequences represented as rows p and q; m and n are the numbers of sequences in the two
aligning groups (same as the number of rows in the two columns ai and bj), p and q are the pth and qth
rows in the aligning column; v is a constant opening gap cost (a positive value); and γ(a, b) = 1 if either a
or b is a gap ”-”, otherwise, γ(a, b) = 0 .
5.2.4 DIALIGN
Similar to T-COFFEE, DIAlign [74] combines both global pair-wise alignments and local pair-wise
alignment features. Multiple sequence alignments of DIAlign are composed of equal-length segments pairs
that exhibit statistical significant similarity. The segments are obtained from local pair-wise alignments.
This technique is similar to FASTA alignment. For distantly related sequences, DIAlign use global align-
ment method similar to Needleman’s algorithm to align them. For mixture of related and unrelated
sequence, DIAlign aligns only segments of sequences that are statistical significant. A greedy approach is
used to search and align similar segments across the sequences. Gaps are not penalized in DIAlign, and
segments statistical insignificant are not aligned.
Tabu Search Tabu search [35, 38] is an iterative heuristic search scheme that is capable of solving
combinatorial optimization problems. Tabu search is deterministic and capable of avoiding local optima
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by keeping a list of prohibit solutions, or a tabu list. The Tabu Search for multiple sequence alignment
[97] is carried out in two phases.
Phase 1: input sequences are progressively aligned to provide the initial solution for the search.
The tabu MSA then moves the gap regions, either locally in a sequence or across multiple sequences, to
neighboring columns to generate a new alignment. The alignment is then evaluated with T-COFFEE
objective function and added into the tabu list preventing tabu search from repeating the same move. The
highest score alignments in tabu list are remove after x number of iterations so they can be back in the
solution space. The moves are repeated until convergent, i.e. no new solution with worse score than the
tabu list found, or k iterations have been performed.
Phase 2: the steps in this phase are similar to those in phase 1 with a modification so that the best
moves are kept in the potential solution list, or elite list. The solution is then obtained by applying the
moves from the elite list.
Score =
∑N−1
i=1
∑N
j=i+1Wij ∗ Score(Aij)∑N−1
i=1
∑N
j=i+1Wij ∗ Len
(5.7)
where N is the number of sequences; Len is the length of the alignment; wij is the percent identity between
two aligned sequences Si and Sj ; Aij is the pair-wise projection of sequences Si and Sj obtained from the
multiple alignment; and Score(Aij) is the overall level of identity between Aij and the corresponding
pair-wise alignment
5.3 Consistency and Probabilistic MSA
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are used as a statistical models of the sequence family primary
structure consensus as in [7, 58]. The probability that a region being a codon is calculated as:
Prob(c1, ·ck) =
∏k
i=1 p(ci)
where p(ci) is the probability of codon ci. The codon probability is the relative frequencies of the 64
codons from a DNA sequence database. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a finite state machine with the
triple (A,B,
∏
), where A is the transition probabilities, B is the output probabilities, and
∏
is the initial
state probabilities. For any given time t ≥ 1, A,B, and∏ are defined as follows:
A = {aij = P (qj at t+1|qiatt)}, where P (a|b) is the conditional probability of a given b, t ≥ 1 is time,
and qi ∈ Q
B = {bik = P (ok|qi)}, where ok ∈ Σ, i.e. B is the probability that the output is ok with given state qi.
And pi is calculated as:
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Figure 5.6. POA algorithm: (a) input sequences, (b)directed graphs for the sequences, (c) graph fusion
of sequence S1 and S2, (d) alignment of S1 and S2, (e) graph fusion of S3 to alignment (S1,S2),(f) final
partial order graph and final multiple sequence alignment
Π = {pi = P (qi at t = 1)}.
5.3.1 POA: Partial Order graph Alignment
Generally, HMM-based methods represent an MSA as a directed acyclic graph known as partial-order
graph. In this representation, same symbols in each column are coded as a node in the graph. Each
node has k outgoing edges to all distinct symbols in the next column. In terms of Markov model, the
observed states are the individual alignment columns. An efficient version of dynamic programming, called
Viterbi algorithm, is used to successively align the sequences to grow the MSA. This step is similar to
progressive alignment. However, the use of a graph allows the earlier alignment to be updated. POA
and PSAlign [43, 110] are developed based on this technique. In POA, each sequence is converted into a
directed graph. The graphs are then combined on identical residue symbols. This process is repeated until
all graphs are merged together. Figure 5.6 illustrate each step of POA.
5.3.2 PSAlign
Similarly, PSAlign [110] is a polynomial time solvable multiple sequence alignment program developed
based on a finding the shortest preserving alignment. This method starts by pair-wise alignment the
sequences similar to those in T-Coffee [83] and Probcons [25] to incorporate the sequence consistency into
the pair-wise scores. Instead of using NJ or UPGMA algorithms to build the guiding tree, it simply builds
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Figure 5.7. PSAlign algorithm: (a) input sequences, (b) minimum spanning tree, (c) undirected graph
constructed from pair-wise alignments and spanning three, (d)partial order graph, (e) final alignment
result
the minimum spanning tree. An undirected graph is built based on the tree where the leave nodes are the
residues in the sequences. An edge is added between two residues of two sequences if they are aligned in
the previous pair-wise alignment step. The next step is to find the optimal alignment of the topological
partial order graphs. Figure 5.7 illustrate this algorithm.
The main different between PSAlign and POA is the use of pair-wise alignments while generating the
partial order graphs. The advantage of employing partial order graph technique is the speed. It has been
shown that POA can align 5000 sequences in 4 hours on a Pentium II computer [43].
5.3.3 ProbCons: Probabilistic consistency-based multiple sequence alignment
ProbCons [25] algorithm is based on the probabilistic consistency of the sequences. It is a pair-
hidden Markov model-based progressive alignment algorithm that uses Needleman-Wunsch’s algorithm
with no gap penalty (maximum expected accuracy) rather than traditional Viterbi algorithm. The emission
probability of a residue is based on BLOSUM62 substitution matrix and the transitional probabilities, which
is corresponding to the gap penalty. The transitional probabilities obtained by unsupervised expectation
maximization (EM) [28] method.
Given the input sequence set S, the algorithm is as follows
Step 1: For every pair of sequences x and y ∈ S, a posterior probability matrix represents the probabilities
of two residues, one from sequence x and one from sequence y, are paired in an alignment, and it is
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Figure 5.8. Basic pair-HMM for aligning two sequences x and y. State M emits two letters that being
aligned from each sequence. State Ix and Iy each emits a letter in sequence x and y that are aligned to a
gap.
calculated as follows:
Px,y = P(xi ∼ yj ∈ a ∗ |x, y) (5.8)
where xi and yj are residues at location i and j in the sequences, and a∗ is a pair-wise alignment of x and
y generated by the model.
Step 2: The expected accuracy of an alignment a is defined to be the expected number of correctly
aligned pairs of residues, divided by the length of the shorter sequence:
EA(accuracy(a, a∗)|x, y) = 1
min|x|, |y|
∑
xi∼yj∈a
P(xi ∼ yj ∈ a ∗ |x, y) (5.9)
It then computes the alignment a that maximizes the expected accuracy by dynamic programming, and
set E(x, y) = Ea∗(accuracy(a, a∗)|x, y).
Step 3: The probabilistic consistency transformation is applied to all pair-wise comparisons to estimate
the match quality scores P(xi ∼ yj ∈ a ∗ |x, y), which is calculated as:
P ′xy ←
1
|S|
∑
z∈S
PxzPzy (5.10)
step 4: Construct a guide tree for the sequences through hierarchical clustering such as NJ or UP-
GMA. Alignments are scored using the sum-of-pair method and P ′ matrix.
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Figure 5.9. Generating extended pair-wise alignment in T-Coffee. (a) sequence SeqA is aligned to sequence
SeqC via immediate sequence SeqB. (b) new pair-wise alignment for sequence SeqA and sequence SeqC
Step 5: progressively align the sequences specified by the tree order. Gap penalty is set to zero.
Step 6: Randomly partition the alignment into two groups of sequences and realign until convergent.
5.3.4 T-COFFEE: Tree-based Consistency Objective Function For alignment Evalua-
tion
T-COFFEE [83] is a progressive multiple sequence alignment. It starts by using ClustalW and
LALIGN [48] (LALIGN is a fast version of Smith and Waterman’s algorithm - LALIGN has two versions
NAlign and PAlign, one for protein sequences and one for nucleotide sequences) to generate a primary
pair-wise sequence alignment library that combines both global pair-wise alignment (ClustalW) and local
pair-wise alignment (LALIGN). Duplicate pairs are removed and remaining pairs of the duplicates get
double weights. An extended library is built based on triplets of the primary library where a new pair-wise
alignment is created if two sequences aligned via the third sequence, as seen in Figure 5.9. The extended
library is a list of weighted pair of residues. From the extended library, progressive alignment is performed
to generate the final multiple sequence alignment. T-Coffee algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5.10. 3D-
COFFEE [89] is an extended version of T-COFFEE in which the three dimension structure alignment of
every sequence pair is obtained from server [http://www.cryst.bioc.cam.ac.uk/ fugue/], and the superpo-
sition, [locations where two structures overlapped], of the two sequences are used to increase the weights
of residues pair in the extended library.
Example Using the same sequences in Figure 5.9:
sequence a : SRTRFSAVQDEFSLCLEAFET
sequence b: SRTRQDELEAFE
sequence c: MRRRTRKRRVLSQDLE LEAFERQQ
Assuming the alignment score of {a,b} is 88, {a,c} is 100 and {b,c} is 77. The triplet weight is calculated
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Figure 5.10. T-Coffee multiple sequence alignment schema
as: aligning of a2 = R to c4 = R gets a weight of 100, and aligning of a2 = R to c4 = R through b2= R
gets a weight of min({a, b}, {b, c}) = min(88, 77) = 77. These mentioned residues are displayed in bold.
5.3.5 MAFFT: MSA based on Fast Fourier Transform
MAFFT [57] is a time efficient progressive multiple sequences based on fast Fourier transform (FFT)
method. The general idea of fast Fourier transform is to find peaks in data and then use matrix transfor-
mation to combine all the peaks into a matrix form. The transformation is similar to matrix multiplication
where only the peak regions remain. Applying to the multiple sequence alignment problem, fast Fourier
transform greatly reduces the solution space and speedups the process. The MAFFT technique is as fol-
lows: Each nucleotide a, or amino acid, is represented as a normalized vector whose components are the
volume value v(a) and polarity value p(a) as: vˆ(a) = [v(a)− v]/δv and pˆ(a) = [p(a)− p]/δp, where overbar
represent the average over the number of different symbols (20 for protein and 4 for DNA/RNA), δv and
δp are the standard derivation of polarity and volume.
The correlation between two sequences is defined as :
c(k) = cv(k) + cp(k) (5.11)
for any pair of sequences, cv(k) and cp(k) are:
cv(k) =
∑
1≤n≤N,1≤n+k≤M
vˆ1(n)vˆ2(n+ k) (5.12)
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cp(k) =
∑
1≤n≤N,1≤n+k≤M
pˆ1(n)pˆ2(n+ k) (5.13)
where N and M are the lengths of the sequences. In FFT form, cv(k) is represented as cv(k) ⇔
V1 ∗ (m).V2(m) where Vi is the FFT transformation of vˆi(m), ⇔ denotes transformed pairs, and the aster-
isk represents complex conjugation.
MAFFT uses a windows size of 30 residues to scan every pairs of sequences for homologous segment
pairs, i.e. the peaks in c(k) is greater than 0.7. Dynamic programming is then used to optimally align these
segments. This technique is extended two groups of sequences to align multiple sequences. The vector for
the group is defined as:
vˆgroup1(n) =
∑
i∈group1
wi.vˆi(n) (5.14)
and
pˆgroup1(n) =
∑
i∈group1
wi.pˆi(n) (5.15)
where wi is the weighting factor for sequence i as in CLUSTALW.
The substitution matrix used in MAFFT is a normalized of PAM200, which is calcualted as:
Mˆab = [(Mab − average2)/(average1− average2))] + Sa (5.16)
whereMab is PAM200, average1 =
∑
a faMaa, average2 =
∑
a,b fa.fb.Mab, fa is the frequency of occurrence
of symbol a, and Sa is gap extension penalty. Sa is 0.06, fa is 0.25 and Sop is 2.4 for gap opening penalty.
5.3.6 AVID
AVID [13] is an iterative alignment approach using anchoring technique as seen earlier. It used Smith
and Waterman’s algorithm to find maximal local alignment segments. These segments are used to build
a suffix tree, and the maximal repeated segments are found by solving the suffix tree problem [44]. These
segments are then used as anchors. This technique is repeated for segments around the anchors.
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Figure 5.11. Representing 3 sequences in de Bruijn graph
5.3.7 Eulerian path MSA
The Eulerian path method [129] maps segments of sequences into nodes of a connected graph and
find the Eulerian path through the graph nodes. In this method, a window size k is used to generated a
list of words from each sequence similar to those in FASTA. The words are then used to build a de Bruijn
graph, (as in Figure 5.11), which is a directed graph representing sequences of symbols. This graph has mk
vertices, where m is the number of symbols in the sequences and k is the word size. Each vertex has exactly
m incoming and m outgoing edges. The graph is then transformed into a new graph with superpaths [92].
A superpath is a path equivalent to all sub-paths going from vertex x to vertex y.
Figure 5.12 illustrates the transformation of sub-paths into superpaths, where Px,y in (a) represents
superpath of Px and Py after detachment of path xy; and (b) shows x-cut. The superpath transformation
eventually shortens all paths from x to y to a single path. The alignment is obtained by finding the Eulerian
path for the transformed graph.
5.4 Genetic Algorithms
Alignment methods in this group revolve around the genetic algorithm [37, 46] to solve the multiple
sequence alignment problem. The GA algorithm mimics the natural selection of the nature where the most
fitness species have better chance of survive, thus generating more offspring. There are many implementa-
tions such as GA [17], GA-DP [128], SAGA [84], RBT-GA [111], GA-ACO [61], and in [14, 67, 78],etc.
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Figure 5.12. Superpath transformation: (a) detachment and (b) x-cut
5.4.1 SAGA: sequence alignment by genetic algorithm
SAGA [84] optimizes its multiple sequence alignment by applying genetic algorithm (GA) [37, 46]. The
SAGA algorithm starts with an initial population containing some random alignments of the sequences.
These initial alignments represent the first generation, g0, of the alignments. In generation n, n > 0, SAGA
ranks each member in the population using the sum-of-pair method as its objective function and applies
the GA algorithm to select pairs of parents from generation Gn−1 to create new offsprings for the nth
generation. A pair of parents with a good fitness score, based on the objective function, is allowed to have
more offsprings. The offsprings are created from any combination of crossover, gap insertion and block
shuﬄing techniques. The crossover allows blocks of the parents to be swapped as in Figure 5.14; the gap
insertion method creates a child by inserting gaps into a parent alignment; and the block shuﬄing allows
a block of gaps to be shuﬄed to its left or right locations. The population is kept constant by replacing
the population members with new offsprings. No duplicated members are allowed in the population. The
algorithm terminates when no new offspring with better fitness score can be found in the n+kth generation.
n and k are predefined parameter by users before executing the algorithm. This algorithm is depicted in
Figure 5.13
Similarly, GA and RBT-GA (Rubber Band Techniques with GA) utilize genetic algorithm as their
engine. The term ’rubber band’, used in RBT-GA method, represents a path from location (0,0) to location
(m,n) in a back-tracking matrix similar to the one created in dynamic programming. The optimal rubber
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Figure 5.13. SAGA alignment scheme. At any generation Gi the parents P i are crossed breed or mutated
by a random operation X to generate a new set of children P i+1
Figure 5.14. Illustration of SAGA, where the two parents are crossed breed. The dotted boxes represent
the consistent alignment between the two parents
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band is exactly the same as the DP back-tracking path. Instead of finding the optimal solution via DP, the
rubber band technique iteratively selects pairs of residues from the aligning pairs of sequences as anchor
points (poles) and tries to find the best scored path between the anchors.
Genetic algorithm with ant colony optimization (GA-ACO) combines the GA technique with ant
colony optimization (ACO) [26] to prevent local optima. The ACO is an iterative heuristic algorithm that
simulates ants’ behavior. When an ant moves, it secretes pheromone on its path for other ants to follow.
The amount of pheromone secreted is proportional to the goodness or amount of the food being found.
The pheromone decays over time. Ants follow paths with the highest intensity of pheromone. Overtime,
only frequent paths remain. When applying ACO to GA, k ants are assigned to random columns of the
parent alignments in GA for traversing across the sequences. After x iterations, the remaining paths are
aligned, preserved, and passed to future offspring generations.
5.4.2 GA and Self-organizing Neural Networks
The GA-SNN [66] utilizes self-organized neural networks and genetic algorithm to align a set of
sequences. A self-organizing neural network is composed of two layers, an input layer and an output layer.
Each node/neuron in the input layer is connected to every node in the output layer with a certain weight.
The nodes/neurons in the output layer are interconnected to their neighbors. Figure 5.15 depicts a neural
network used in this method. The neural networks are used to identify conserved regions in the sequences
allowing genetic algorithm to select offsprings that have these motifs aligned. The neural networks identify
the sequence motifs as follows:(i) generates a list of words using window sliding method with length 3 for
each input sequence; (ii) feeds the words into the input nodes of the neural networks. (iii) classifies the
words that emerge from the third sub-network as motifs and gives them more weights.
The decision of which word is allowed to emerge from the third sub-network is based on the weight
of the pattern. When the words are fed into the neural networks, the input nodes/neurons calculate the
distances between the words and classified them into groups at the top level. Each word in these groups
are passed down to the next level for further classification. The distances between the words are defined to
be the average distance between their overlapped words of length 2 (each word is split into two overlapping
words for comparison). The words are then classified and grouped similarly to the technique done at the
top-level sub-network. A pattern arrives at the bottom of the neural networks will be pair-wise aligned to
the pattern stored at that node. The pattern with the highest alignment pair-wise sum-of-pair score at
the node is kept as a winner, or a motif.
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Figure 5.15. Neural networks
5.4.3 FAlign
FALIGN [16] combines both progressive and iterative refinement algorithms into MSA. This method
requires users to identify and define the motif regions in the sequences. The sequences are split at the motifs’
boundaries across all sequences into segments, and each segment of the sequences is aligned progressively.
The segments are assembled back after being aligned to generate an alignment. FALIGN uses BLOSUM62
score matrix and sum-of-pair score. The last step of the algorithm is randomly and iteratively shifting the
gaps and residues in non-motif regions to improve the alignment score.
5.5 New Contributions
This Section is devoted to our multiple sequence alignment algorithms designed and implemented for
this project. Each algorithm will be described in detailed and followed by its evaluation comparing to
popular existing algorithms.
5.5.1 KB-MSA: Knowledge-based Multiple Sequence Alignment
KB-MSA method [79] utilizes the existing biological sequence knowledge databases such as Swiss-Prot,
UniProt, or Homstrad, etc to guide sequence alignment. The algorithm schema is depicted in Figure 5.16,
which follows these steps:
Step 1: globally pair-wise align the sequences by Needleman and Wunsch’s algorithm [77] and catego-
rize them into semi-related groups using the overlapping clustering algorithm as described in Section 4.3.
Step 2: choose a representative sequence, or pivot, from each cluster to query knowledge database.
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Step 3: query the knowledge database for annotated sequences with best hit scores, or scores that
are higher than some predefined threshold α. The biological annotated blocks from these sequences are
extracted to generate a set of meta-sequences.
Step 4: locally pair-wise align the semi-related sequences in each group to their meta-sequences by
Smith and Waterman’s algorithm [107]. Sequences that yield low alignment scores will be aligned with
other meta-sequences and regrouped to their highest alignment scored group where the meta-sequences
come from. Subsequences that are identical, or similar, to the annotated blocks of the meta-sequences are
marked as significant blocks and given extra weights for further alignments. Gap insertions in significant
blocks are kept intact.
Step 5: remove meta-sequences, choose new pivots, and repeat step 2 to step 5 until a stopping criteria
is met. The stopping criteria is either: (i) no new annotated blocks found from knowledge database, (ii) no
more sequence regrouping occurred in the last iteration, or (iii) steps 2-5 have been performed x iterations,
where x is predefined by the user.
Step 7: align the sequences in their own groups by arranging the equivalent significant blocks together.
Significant blocks from the sequences are considered equivalent when they are identified from the same
annotated block of a meta-sequence.
Step 8: represent each cluster as a partial order graph, where each significant block is a node in the
graph.
Step 9: built a guiding tree from pair-wise cluster alignment scores via Unweighted Pair Group Method
with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) [108].
Step 10: pair-wise align the clusters following the guiding tree.
Step 11: use MAFFT [57] to align non-significant blocks to improve alignment score.
Assembling the Sequence Alignment Step 8, 9 and 10 of the KB-MSA algorithm deserve more
details, while other steps are straight forward. When all the sequence clusters have been refined and their
sequence members have been marked, a partial order graph is built for each cluster (step 8). Each node
of the graph represents segments from different sequences in the cluster that resemble a specific biological
annotated block from knowledgebase queried sequence. In other terms, each graph node is the best match
between the sequences and the actual biological data, and they should not be altered. This partial order
graph representation is different from [43] where each node represents a single residue.
For example, assuming the input sequences are: (obtained from BAliBASE [115])
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Figure 5.16. Knowledge-based multiple sequence alignment scheme. Initially, the input sequences are
partitioned into semi-related groups. The groups’ representative sequences are used to search for any
available biological information from sequence knowledge-bases. The sequences are given different weights
and re-grouped based on the discovered knowledge.
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1ABOA WCEAQTKNGQGWV PSNY ITPV N
1Y CSB WWWARLNDKEGY V PRNLLGLY P
1PHT WLNGYNETTGERGDFPGTY V EY IGRKKISP
1IHV A AV V IQDNSDIKV V PRRKAKIIRD
1V IE Y AV ESEAHPGSV QIY PV AALERIN
where each sequence is prefixed with its name. After applying steps 1-8 of KB-MSA algorithm,
two clusters (1ABOA, 1YCSB, 1PHT) and (1IHVA, 1VIE) are created and annotated with features as in
Figure 5.17. In this example, both clusters have the same partial order graph representation.
After generating a partial order graph for each cluster of sequences, the next step (step 9) is to
generate a guiding tree indicating which pair of clusters is closest. To do this, all pair-wise distances (or
1
alignment score) between the clusters must be computed. The Needleman and Wunsch’s algorithm [77] is
modified to use a node sliding technique to find the best matching score between any two nodes. In this
technique, a node is slid against another, one residue column at a time to find the best matching location,
i.e. the location at which the sum of all column scores is maximum. Figure 5.18 shows the sliding steps
between two beta strand nodes of previous example (Figure 5.17). The overlapping columns are enclosed
in the rectangle. To avoid the complication of gap penalty incurring in non-overlapping columns, the
Hierarchical Expected matching Probability (HEP) [82] is used to calculate the matching score between
columns of two nodes. The sliding technique allows the arrangement of residues in each graph node remain
intact throughout the alignment process.
Scoring the matches To determine whether a sequence yields a good enough alignment score
with a biological feature obtained from the knowledgebase, its significant threshold must be measured.
The significant threshold is the feature average median score (FAMS) and is defined as 12 of the average
alignment score of the feature to itself. Any sequence aligning with the biological feature and yielding an
average significant matching score (ABSMS) less than this threshold is considered insignificant.
For any given ith significant feature sigi queried from the knowledgebase and its matching pair-wise
optimal local alignment A(x, y), the average biological significant matching score (ABSMS) is defined as:
S(sigi, A(x, y)) =
S(A(x, y)) + S(A(y, y))
S(A(sigi, sigi)) + S(A(y, y))
(5.17)
where x is a segment from feature sigi and y is a segment from the aligning sequence, A(x, y) is
an optimal pair-wise alignment between two segments x and y, and S(A(x, y)) is the alignment score of
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Figure 5.17. Clusters alignment by partial order graph, where bold texts represent beta strand blocks,
italics represents alpha-helix blocks, and others are non-significant blocks. (a) and (b) show the two
clusters to be aligned, each sequence in the cluster is preceding by its name, (c) is the partial order graph
represents clusters (a) and (b), (d) is the fusing graph of (a) and (b). These sequences are obtained from
BAliBASE
A(x, y). Note, all matches between two gap symbols are not scored.
For example, assuming the following optimal pair-wise local alignment:
A =
 L F V AL F − A is derived from the beta strand feature containing residues: ”NLFVAL” (top) and
another sequence (bottom). For simplicity, let assume the matching score of the same residues is 1, different
residues is 0, and a gap is -1. Thus, the feature average median score (FAMS) is 12 = 0.5, and the alignment
score (S(A)) is 2 for:
A =

L F V A
L F − A
1 +1 −1 +1 = 2 ( = alignment score)
Similarly, the score of aligning the beta strand to itself is 6 (there are six residues in the strand), and the
segment from the sequence to itself is 3 (there are 3 residues from the sequence appearing in the alignment).
The average biological significant matching score (ABSMS) is: S = 2+36+3 = 0.55. Since S = 0.55 is greater
the feature average median score (0.5), the segment of the sequence involved in this alignment is marked
as significant.
A Consistency Variation of KB-MSA When sequence knowledge databases are not available,
KB-MSA can be modified slightly to utilize the consistency information from the input sequence. To do
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Figure 5.18. Finding the max matching score between two partial order graph nodes by sliding techniques.
The overlapping columns are enclosed in the rectangle. Non overlapping columns are considered matching
with gaps
Figure 5.19. Creation of an annotated sequence for KB-MSA consistency database. (a) shows the input
sequences and the final annotated pattern for seq1 having three featured blocks f1, f2, and f3 with weights
1/3, 2/3, and 1/3 respectively; (b) shows the immediate pair-wise local alignments of seq1 and their weight
marking vectors
this, a temporary database containing simulated sequences representing the consistency information across
the input sequences must be built. The consistency database can be built through the following steps:
Step 1: perform all-pair-wise local sequence alignment by dynamic programming.
Step 2: for each sequence, annotate aligned segments as significant blocks (or consistency blocks).
Step 3: calculate matching weight vector for each sequence
Step 4: generate a pattern for each sequence containing annotated significant blocks and their weights.
Figure 5.19 illustrates the process of creating a consistency database for KB-MSA. Every time a
residue in a sequence is identified as a part of a local pair-wise alignment, 1 is added to its weight vector w.
The differences in the weight vector indicate where the cuts should be. Each significant block is represented
as a triplet containing the block residues, the block featured identification and the block weight factor.
The weight factor is the total number of blocks being identified in the pair-wise local alignment divides
the number of all input sequences. The weight factor is set to 1 for all featured blocks of sequences from
knowledge database. This is the main difference between the sequences from the two types of databases.
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The technique of using sequence consistency information in multiple sequence alignment is funda-
mentals in T-COFFEE, PROBCONS, and MAFFT. However, the consistency blocks in this algorithm
represent the common contiguous residues across many sequences, unlike T-COFFEE or PROBCONS and
MAFFT, where the sequence consistency is a library of local/global pair-wise alignment scores or matrices
of transitional probabilities.
Alignment Benchmarks To validate the accuracy and reliability of the alignment generated by
knowledge-based multiple sequence alignment algorithm (KB-MSA), the BAliBASE [115], PREFAB [30],
HOMSTRAD [73], and SABmark [122] multiple sequence alignment benchmarks are utilized.
BAliBASE alignment benchmark contains 214 reference alignments that are corrected and verified
alignments based on 605 structures from the Protein Data bank (PDB). These references are partitioned
into nine reference sets. Each set is designed for a different type of alignment problem. Ref1 alignments
contain similar length sequence subsets with no large insertions or extensions. Each subset contains fewer
than 6 sequences with similar percent of identity. Ref2 alignments contain highly divergent sequences.
Ref3 references contain pairs of subfamilies with less than 25% identity between the two subfamilies in
each pair. Ref4 references contain long terminal extensions, and Ref5 references contain large internal
insertions and deletions. References 6-8 are designed for transmembrane regions, inverted domains, and
repeat sequences. The first 5 references are fully inspected and verified thus making them an appropriate
benchmark for evaluating the new alignment algorithms. The accuracy of an alignment is accessed based
on the number of columns across the sequences correctly aligned.
The second utilized benchmark is the PREFAB [30] which contains 1682 alignments. These alignments
are generated by pair-wise align two sequences with known 3D structures and include up to 24 high scoring
homologous sequence to these pairs. The accuracy of an alignment is accessed based on the pair of sequences
with known 3D structures.
The third benchmark used in SABmark [122], which contains two subsets: the superfamily and the
twilight. Each superfamily group represents SCOP superfamily with 25-50 percent identity. Each group in
the twilight subset contains sequences with 0-25 percent identity. These two subsets are extended to include
non-homologous sequences as false positives. SABmark accesses a multiple sequence alignment accuracy
by taking the average pair-wise alignment scores against the reference alignment pair-wise reference set.
The fourth alignment benchmark used is HOMSTRAD(HOMologous STRucture Alignment Database) [73]
which contains 130 protein families and 590 aligned structures that are selected from x-ray structure anal-
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ysis. Despite that HOMSTRAD is not designed as a benchmark, its sequences are clustered and aligned
by families makes it a good candidate for multiple sequence alignment.
Results and Discussions In these evaluation tests, default parameters are used on CLUSTALW [118],
MAFFT [57], PROBCONS [25], and T-COFFEE [83]. BLOSUM62 substitution matrix is used to quantify
residue matches with a gap penalty of -4 for pair-wise alignments. In addition, the biological annotated
features being queried from the knowledge database are sequence secondary structures (beta-strand and
alpha-helices) and motifs. Since majority of the benchmark sequences are from protein data bank (PDB),
the SWISSPROT [11], (built on PDP), sequence knowledge database is used in these benchmark tests.
It is possible that the knowledge database may contain incomplete sequence information, i.e., biological
knowledge of some sequences are not available. To simulate this situation, benchmark tests is performed
with 10% (KB-MSA 10%) sequence knowledge where maximum of 10 percent of the sequences being used
to query the sequence knowledge database are used. The 10% is obtained from our experiments (ranging
from 50%, 30%, 20%, 10%, 5%) on HOMSTRAD random datasets at which majority of alignment accuracy
drops significantly.
The first five fully verified references (Ref1, Ref2, Ref3, Ref4 and Ref5) from the BAliBASE [115] are
used. Figure 5.20 shows the average BAliBASE benchmark alignment scores. The KB-MSA tested with
full support of SWISSPROT database yields the highest score among all the tested algorithms. It surpasses
CLUSTALW and T-COFFEE by an average score of 10% and PROBCONS and MAFFT by 8% and 7%,
respectively. The KB-MSA 10% represents KB-MSA tested with partial knowledge database in which only
10% of all aligning sequences are allowed to query the database. These sequences are chosen at random to
simulate a partial knowledge database where at most 10 percent of the queries get any valid result from the
database. CB-MSA is a derivation of KB-MSA, in which the sequence knowledge database is replaced with
the consistency database. Without the actual biological sequence knowledge database, CB-MSA algorithm
is still comparable to CLUSTALW and T-COFFEE on the BAliBASE benchmark tests.
Similarly, the same tests are performed on the sequence subsets of SABmark. The result is shown
in Figure 5.21. With the full support of the SWISSPROT knowledgebase, the new algorithm (KB-MSA)
outperforms other algorithm by a margin between 8-15%. With the simulation of 10 percent query hits, the
KB-MSA (KB-MSA 10%) loses some accuracy; however, it still yields comparable accuracy as PROBCONS
- The most accurate existing alignment algorithm. Without the support of sequence knowledge database,
the consistency-based (CB-MSA) algorithm is comparable to T-COFFEE, CLUSTALW and MAFFT.
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Figure 5.20. KB-MSA tested against ClustalW, T-Coffee, PROBCONS, and MAFFT on BAliBASE bench-
mark. With complete sequence knowledge, KB-MSA increases average alignment score by more than 9%.
With 10% sequence knowledge, KB-MSA yields about 4% improvement
Figure 5.21. KB-MSA testing against ClustalW, T-Coffee, PROBCONS, and MAFFT on SABmark bench-
mark. With complete sequence knowledge, KB-MSA increases average alignment score by at least 8% on
the original datasets and more than 6% on false positive datasets
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Figure 5.22. KB-MSA testing against ClustalW, T-Coffee, PROBCONS, and MAFFT on HOMSTRAD.
With complete sequence knowledge, KB-MSA increases average alignment score about 10% on datasets
with less than 20% sequence identity
Sequences in the HOMSTRAD and PREFAB benchmarks are categorized into test groups based on
their percent identity, or sequence similarity percentage. Each group contains sequences that are in 20
percent identity range. Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23 show the results of these two benchmark tests. From
these results, the new alignment algorithm with full knowledgebase support (KB-MSA) outperforms all
other algorithms on datasets containing sequences with low percent identity. These improvements are
derived directly from the sequence knowledgebase where other algorithms do not have access to. This
advantage is fading out as the sequence percent identity increases. For datasets with sequence percent
identity greater than 40%, the new algorithm accuracy is comparable to other testing algorithms. The KB-
MSA with 10% knowledgebase support yields similar average alignment score to PROBCONS in most cases,
and the KB-MSA using consistency database (CB-MSA) performs relatively comparable to CLUSTALW
and T-COFFEE in many cases.
Observing the experimental data from the benchmark tests, the knowledge-based multiple sequence
alignment algorithm (KB-MSA) performs consistently well on almost all datasets, especially, when the
aligning sequences share at most twenty percent identity. In the PREFAB benchmark tests, it is reasonable
to expect that the new algorithm will perform much better on datasets in the twilight zone since scoring is
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Figure 5.23. KB-MSA testing against ClustalW, T-Coffee, PROBCONS, and MAFFT. With complete
sequence knowledge, KB-MSA increases average alignment score at least 7% on datasets with less than
20% sequence identity
done only on the core-pair of each dataset. And the KB-MSA should get a near perfect score if it queries
the database with the cored-pair. However, KB-MSA is not able to detect the cored-pairs from these
groups. On datasets with high percentage of sequence identity, most tested algorithms perform very well,
and the little extra sequence knowledge many not contribute much to the alignment outcomes.
Comparing the three consistency-based algorithms (CB-MSA, PROBCONS, and T-COFFEE),
PROBCONS comes out to be the best in the group, while the different between CB-MSA and T-COFFEE
are not very clear.
5.5.2 PADT: Progressive multiple sequence Alignment based on Dynamic weighted
Tree
[P]rogressive multiple sequence [A]lignment based on [D]ynamic weighted [T]tree (PADT) [80] is a
special variation of progressive multiple sequence alignment that has been employed in T-COFFEE [83]
and CLUSTALW [118]. What makes this algorithm distinctively different from other is the capability to
change its sequence alignment order to reflect the best pair-wise matching whenever new information are
available; thus correcting alignment errors as soon as they are found.
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Initially, the biological information and local pair-wise alignment scores are obtained for all input
sequences. The biological information can be obtained by querying sequence knowledge databases such as
SWISS-PROT or TrEMBL [11], etc. To combine this information, each residue in the sequences will be
represented as a triplet, (r, α, β), containing the residue r, the local alignment score α, and the biological
score β. This information are utilized to enhance the global pair-wise alignments and estimating the
sequence alignment guiding tree. Moreover, the guiding tree in our algorithm can dynamically reorder its
branches depending on the result of alignments on lower branches.
The PADT’s Algorithm The algorithm to align n input sequences is as follows:
Step 1: each sequence is represented as an array of triplets. The ith triplet of sequence j represents
the residue ith of sequence and two values α and β. These values represent the local alignment score and
biological score of this residue, respectively. Initially, these scores are zero.
Step 2: for each input sequence, extract its sequence biological information. Residues being identified
as parts of a conserved or functional region are given β = 1 score for its biological score.
Step 3: perform all pair-wise sequence alignments via Smith-Waterman’s method [107] to identify the
longest common subsequence between any pair of sequences. Residues included in the common subsequence
are given scores of α. These α scores are accumulative. And a residue with local alignment score of n× α
indicates that this residue is common to all pair-wise local alignments.
Step 4: perform global all pair-wise sequence alignments via the weighted Needleman-Wunsch’s algo-
rithm as described earlier. The inverse of these alignment scores represents the distance matrix between
the sequences.
Step 5: estimate the phylogenetic tree by using the distance matrix generated in step 4. The phylo-
genetic tree can be estimated by either the Neighbor Joining (NJ) or Weighted/Unweighted Pair Group
Method with Arithmetic mean (UPGMA/WPGMA) algorithms as discussed in Chapter 4. Branches of
the guiding tree that are less than ² distance apart are considered interchangeable.
Step 6: align the sequences following the order specified by the estimated phylogenetic tree from the
tree leaves to the tree root via the Needleman-Wunsch’s algorithm with weighted scoring scheme described
earlier. On any section of a tree where there are more than two interchangeable branches, all pair-wise
alignments between these branches are performed. The highest score pairs is selected and gap-refined; the
process is repeated until all branches are aligned.
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Scoring method Traditionally, Needleman-Wunsch’s algorithm (Needleman & Wunsch, 1970)
maps two sequences x and y of lengths n to the two connecting side of a scoring matrix H with size
(n+ 1)× (n+ 1). The values in first row and column of the matrix are set to the corresponding gap cost,
i.e. H[0, i] = H[i, 0] = i× gap, where gap is the gap-aligned penalty (a negative value). A pair of residues
from row ith and column jth is the maximum of three values:
H[i, j] =

H[i− 1, j − 1] + s(xi, yj)
H[i− 1, j] + gap
H[i, j − 1] + gap
where s(xi, yj) is the substitution score (or pair-wise residue score) between residues at row i and
residue at column j.
To incorporate the local alignment scores and the biological scores into this dynamic pair-wise align-
ment, the pair-wise score between two triplets (xi, αi, βi) and (yj , αi, βj), representing residues yj and xi,
is defined as:
s((xi, αi, βi), (xj , αj , βj)) = s(xi, yj) + [
αi+αj
2 +B(βi, βj)]× s(xi, yj)
where B(βi, βj) is the biological score of the two residues yj and xi, which is defined as:
B(βi, βj) =
 1 if βi 6= 0 and βj 6= 00 otherwise
To align two pre-aligned groups of sequences, the sum-of-pair scoring method is used in place of
substitution matching score and the average local alignment score is extended to the average of all local
alignment scores in the two aligning columns. The sequence group column biological score is set to 1 if any
of the residues in a column has a biological score of 1; otherwise, it is set to zero. This group biological
score helps dynamic programming to favor matching between two columns that each has at least a residue
with biological significance. These biological scores (β) and local alignment scores (α) are used as weight
control parameters. They can be increased or decreased to adjust the weights of these two features.
Dynamic Alignment Guiding Tree Similar to traditional method, an alignment guiding tree is
built from either UPGMA [108] or neighbor-joining (NJ) [98] method from all pair-wise sequence distances.
However, in this method, the branches of the alignment guiding tree that are less than ² distance apart are
considered interchangeable. These branches indicate that the pair-wise distances between these sequences
are small. Thus, when the sequences are aligned, these distance will change depending on gap insertions and
the arrangement of the columns these alignments. In this design, the branches are allowed to be reordered
dynamically based on the best pair-wise alignment of any two branches. This step is done by performing
all pair-wise alignments at the tree level where there are more than two interchangeable branches. The best
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Figure 5.24. This figure illustrates the changeability between branches of an alignment guiding tree.
Assuming the distances from A, B, C, and D to G are all less than ², then A, B, C, and D are interchangeable.
aligned pair is selected for gap refinement. The process is repeated until all the branches at this level are
aligned. Therefore, this guiding tree guarantees that alignments at any tree level yield highest pair-wise
alignment scores. ² is defined to be one half of the average distance between all internal nodes of the
alignment guiding tree. Nevertheless, this value is a parameter and can be changed to extend or restrict
the changeability range on the tree levels. Figuratively, the interchangeability is shown in Figure 5.24,
where the distances from branches A, B, C, and D to G are all less than ². Thus, the pair-wise alignment
preceding branch A may make it closer to either C or D. Thus, A, B, C, and D are interchangeable.
The gap refinement step is as follows: for any alignment with more than two sequences, gaps inserted
prior to the last pair-wise alignment are rearranged to improve the alignment score. These gaps, while
needed in alignment steps prior to the last alignment, may not be so significant after the last alignment;
thus, rearrange them may improve the alignment score. Gaps are randomly selected and moved to the
nearest border of a contiguous conserved region. The border is indicated by the difference in residue
biological scores β, or their local alignment scores α, between two adjacent residues. In case both biological
score and local alignment score exist, both borders indicated by these scores are tested. A gap will be
repositioned to the location that improves the alignment score.
5.6 Test Data and Alignment Methods
Five different existing progressive alignment tools, CLUSTALW [118], DIALIGN [74] ,T-COFFEE [83],
MUSCLE [30] and PROBCONS [25], are used to test the new algorithm performance. Among these,
CLUSTALW and MUSCLE utilize global alignment method; DIALIGN employs local alignment technique;
T-COFFEE combines both global and local strategies; and PROBCONS employs global technique with
hidden Markov model. These alignment algorithms are performed on the same datasets from three differ-
ent reference benchmarks: the Reverse-Transcriptase Order-Specific-Motifs (RT-OSM) sequences [51](as
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seen in Figure 3.13), BAliBASE3.0 [115], and PREFAB (Protein REFerence Alignment Benchmark version
4.0) [30]. Details of these benchmarks are described earlier in Chapter 3.
In the next Section, we will describe the experimental results of the new multiple sequence alignment
algorithm.
5.7 Results
All alignment tools are performed with their default parameters. The parameters used in the new
alignment method (PADT) are: the local alignment score α is set to 1n , where n is the number of input
sequences, β is set to 1 for residues with biological significance, gap penalty is -10, and the substitution
scores are from and BLOSUM62(Henikoff & Henikoff,1992).
The new algorithm PADT (Progressive multiple sequence Alignment based on Dynamic weighted
Tree) is implemented to generate two alignments from the same input sequences: one is constructed from
following the phylogeny tree created by UPGMA method [108], and the other is constructed from following
the tree created by neighbor-joining (NJ) method [98].
5.7.1 Measuring Alignment Quality
There are two popular quantitative methods for measuring such conformity are Total Columns
(TC) [115] and percentage of conserved regions, or motifs, correctly aligned. TC score is most the popular
in many alignment benchmark tests. TC score is the percentage of reference aligned columns that are
correctly aligned by other methods.
5.7.2 RT-OSM Results
The RT-OSM (Reverse-Transcriptase Order-Specific-Motifs) [51] test is designed to find alignment
algorithms that are sensitive to sequence motifs. These motif regions can be very short, thus making it
very hard to detect. This is biological information should be integrated into multiple sequence alignment
technique, if it is available. In RT-OSM benchmark, all motifs have been annotated. As expected, both
versions of the algorithm (PADT-NJ is the new multiple sequence alignment utilizing neighbor-joining phy-
logeny estimation method and PADT-UPGMA is the new multiple sequence alignment algorithm utilizing
the UPGMA phylogeny estimation method) yield highest alignment scores. The result is shown in Figure
5.25.
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Figure 5.25. Percentage of motifs aligned by PADT-NJ, PADT-UPGMA, CLUSTALW, T-COFFEE,
PROBCONS, MUSCLE, and DIALIGN on RT-OSM sequence set PADT-NJ and PADT-UPGMA sur-
pass PROBCONS by 5% and 7% respectively
BAliBASE Results Besides the RT-OSM test, all tests on the first five reference sets (Ref #1 to
Ref#5) of BAliBASE benchmark are performed. These reference sets have been confirmed and verified
and contain more than 200 reference alignments. Ref#4 and Ref#5 contain alignments with large N/C
insertions and extensions. These are reference sets that many global alignment algorithms do not perform
very well, while local alignment algorithms do best. The results of BAliBASE tests are shown in Figure 5.26
and Figure 5.27. The new algorithm using neighbor-joining method (PADT-NJ) achieves a significant
improvement in Ref#2 (about 9%) and slightly better than other algorithms in two other categories. It
seems that the new algorithm performs relatively well on datasets with large insertions and extensions
(BAliBASE Ref#4 and Ref#5). The average total column score of PADT-UPGMA is comparable with
the DIALIGN - an alignment based on local strategy, while the PADT-NJ achieves 6% improvement in
Ref#5 datasets.
PREFAB Results Similarly, 60 reference tests on PREFAB benchmark are selected and categorize
into three different groups. The first group contains sequences with less than 20% identity, the second group
contains sequences with 20-40% identity, and the third group contains sequences with 40-60% identity. The
same evaluations techniques done on BAliBBASE benchmarks are performed on these datasets. The results
are shown in Figure 5.28.
Since PREFAB reference sets are automatically generated, these sequences do not have any biological
information neither they have any actual reference alignment. Thus, total column score cannot be used.
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Figure 5.26. Total column (TC) score by PADT-NJ, PADT-UPGMA, CLUSTALW, T-COFFEE, PROB-
CONS, MUSCLE, and DIALIGN on BAliBASE Ref#1, Ref #2, and Ref#3. PADT-NJ gains at least 9%
improvement on Ref#2.
Figure 5.27. Total column (TC) score by PADT-NJ, PADT-UPGMA, CLUSTALW, T-COFFEE, PROB-
CONS, MUSCLE, and DIALIGN on BAliBASE Ref#4 and Ref#5. PADT-NJ gains 6% on Ref#5 over
DIALIGN.
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Figure 5.28. Quality score by PADT-NJ, PADT-UPGMA, CLUSTALW, T-COFFEE, PROBCONS, MUS-
CLE, and DIALIGN on PREFAB datasets. On the first group, PADT-UPGMA gains 4% improvement
over DIALIGN, and more than 10% improvement over others.
To measure the accuracy of the new alignments, the quality score (Q score) that is provided along with
PREFAB benchmark is used. Q score is applied only to the initial pair of sequences in each reference
alignment of PREFAB. Q score is the number of correctly aligned residue pairs from the new alignment
divided by the number of aligned residue pairs in the reference alignment.
In these tests, the new alignment algorithm (PADT) relies only on the local alignment consistency
between the sequences. Surprisingly, both versions of PADT perform comparable to DIALIGN and better
than all others on sequences with less than 20% identity. For sequences with higher identity, PADT is
comparable to PROBCONS and are among the most accurate alignment algorithms.
Overall, the new method shows a significant improvement in datasets with low percent identity,
especially, when extra biological information is available. The phylogeny estimation methods and the
datasets also play important roles in the alignment accuracy. On the RT-OSM and BAliBASE benchmarks,
estimating the sequence phylogeny by neighbor-joining method seems to give better alignment results.
However, on the PREFAB datasets, UPGMA method is more favorable.
There are many other multiple sequence alignment algorithms have been developed, however, most
of them do not get much attention due to their practical limitations and their source code availability and
accessibility.
In the next chapter, we will explore alignment models and techniques that have been designed and
developed to improve the run-time complexity of general multiple sequence alignment algorithms.
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Chapter 6
MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT ON HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTING
MODELS
The current advancement of sequencing technology has created a vast amount of sequences to be
categorized, stored and analyzed. However, multiple sequence alignment, one of the most used tools
for sequence analysis, is already passing its practical threshold due to large number of sequences to be
aligned and the NP-Completeness nature of the alignment problem. A practical solution to this problem
is to perform independent subtasks of the alignment problem simultaneously on parallel or distributed
computers. In this chapter, we will start by describing the basics of parallel computing models and
then investigate multiple sequence alignment algorithms that have been parallelized to speed up multiple
sequence alignment process.
6.1 Parallel Systems
There are many types of parallel computing systems that have been deployed to solve computationally
intensive problems like sequence alignment and classification. The most models are described below.
6.1.1 Multiprocessor
Multiprocessor systems consist of multiple processing nodes connected through a network. Each
processing node contains one or more processors or multi-core chips that share a limited on-board memory.
This memory is called local memory or distributed memory. The processing nodes may share a common
memory. With these systems, each individual processing node can perform different task on different set
of data. Communication among processing nodes relies primary the network connections. These systems
are classified as Multiple-Instruction, Multiple-Data (MIMD) systems.
6.1.2 Vector
Vector processors have special instructions that can perform the same instruction on several data
elements. For example, a vector instruction can add one array of scalar to another simultaneously, while
a regular scalar instruction has to iterate through the elements in the arrays individually. These systems
are classified as Single-Instruction, Multiple-Data (SIMD) systems.
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6.1.3 GPU
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is very popular in portable and desktop computers for rendering
computer graphics. GPU instructions are specialized for graphics manipulation and processing. Currently,
it is common to utilize GPU for general purpose processing. GPUs must work in conjunction with a host
system as co-processors.
6.1.4 FPGA
Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are a type of reconfigurable computing systems. Hardware
logic on FPGAs is configurable, which allows custom operations and data types to be programmed into
the chip for each processing element on board. FGPAs act as co-processors and are utilized as hardware
accelerators. FPGA processing elements are locally interconnected, thus providing a very low overhead
communication environment.
6.1.5 Reconfigurable Mesh
Reconfigurable Mesh (R-Mesh) computing system is a k-dimension grid of processing elements. Com-
munication between the processing elements is primary through a grid network, which is either electrical
or optical. The difference in the network medium leads to different communication protocols for this com-
puting model. Generally, R-Mesh processing elements can perform a few simple operations and contain
minimal amount of local memory.
6.2 Exiting Parallel Multiple Sequence Alignment
In general, independent operations can be performed simultaneously on different computing elements
to speedup the time it takes to complete a task. The trade-off between time and processing hardware
may not be feasible if the overhead communication between the elements exceeds the computing saving
time. Similarly, if the task is not deterministic, parallelizing them may not be effective; and it is the major
issue of most multiple sequence alignment paradigms, except progressive multiple sequence alignment as
described in Section 5.2.
In general, progressive multiple sequence alignment algorithm follows three steps:
(i) Perform all pair-wise alignments of n input sequences.
(ii) Compute a dendrogram indicating the order in which the sequences are aligned.
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(iii) Pair-wise align two sequences (or two pre-aligned groups of sequences) following the dendrogram
starting from the leaves to the root of the dendrogram.
A quick analysis of these three steps reveals that:
• Step (i) has O(n4) run-time complexity for performing n(n−1)2 pair-wise alignment by dynamic pro-
gramming, which is of order O(n2).
• Step (ii) yields an order of O(n3) run-time complexity for either UPGMA or neighbor-joining (NJ)
methods [see Sections 4.2 and 4.1].
• Step (iii) performs (n − 1) pair-wise alignments of pre-aligned groups of sequences, in the worse
case. Each of these pair-wise alignments yields an order of O(n4) for utilizing dynamic programming
(O(n2)) and sum-of-pair scoring (O(n2)) [see Section 3.4.1]. Thus, the run-time complexity of this
step is O(n5).
Progressive multiple sequence alignment algorithms are widely parallelized, mostly because they per-
form n(n−1)2 independent pair-wise alignments as in step (i). These individual pair-wise alignments can be
designated to different processing units for computation as in [47, 60, 63, 68, 85, 86, 94, 95, 101, 112].
These parallel progressive multiple sequence alignment implementations are across many computing
architectures and platforms. For example, Lima et al. [63] implemented a DP algorithm on Field-
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). Similarly, Oliver et al. [85, 86] distributed the pair-wise alignment of
the first step in the progressive alignment, where all pair-wise alignments are computed, on FPGA. Liu
et al. [68] computed DP via Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) using CUDA platform, [112] used CRCW
PRAM neural-networks, [47] used Clusters, [60] used 2D R-Mesh, [94] used Network Mesh, or [95] used
2D PR-Mesh computing model.
The two most notable parallel versions of dynamic programming algorithm are proposed by Huang [49]
and Chun-Shi and Aluru [4, 47]. Huang’s algorithm exploits the independency between the cells on the
anti-diagonals of the DP matrix, where they can be calculated simultaneously. There are m + n anti-
diagonals on a matrix of size (m × n). Thus, this parallel DP algorithm takes O(n) processing units and
completes in O(m+ n) time.
Independently, Chun-Hsi et. all [47] and Aluru [4] propose similar algorithms to partition the DP
matrix column-wise and assign each partition to a processor. All processors are synchronized to calculate
their partitions one row at a time. For this algorithm to perform properly, each processor must hold a
copy of the sequence that is mapped to the rows of the matrix. Since these calculations are performed
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row-wise, the values from cells ci−1,j−1 and ci−1,j are available before the calculation of cell ci,j . The value
of ci,j−1 can be obtained by performing prefix-sum across all cells in row ith. Thus, with n processors,
the computation time of each row is dominated by the prefix-sum calculations, which is O(logn) time on
PRAM models. Therefore, the DP matrix can be completed in O((m + n)logn), or O(nlogn) for n ≥ m,
time using O(n) processors.
Recently, Sarkar, et al. [101] implement both of these parallel DP algorithms [4, 49] on a Network-
on-Chip computing platform [22].
In addition, the construction of a dendrogram can be parallelized as in [68] using n Graphics Pro-
cessing Units (GPUs) and completing in O(n3) time.
Furthermore, there are attempts to parallelize the progressive alignment step, step (iii)] as in [113]
and [70]. In [113], the independent pre-aligned pairs along the dendrogram are aligned simultaneously.
This technique gains some speed-up, however, the time complexity of the algorithm remains unchanged
since all the pair-wise alignments eventually must be merged together. Another attempt is seen in [70],
where Huang’s algorithm [49] is used. When an anti-diagonal of a DP alignment matrix in lower tree level
in step (iii) is completed, it is distributed immediately to other processors for computing the pair-wise
alignment of a higher tree level. This technique can lead to an incorrect result since the actual pair-wise
alignment of the lower branch is still uncertain.
Overall, the major speedup achieved from these implementations comes from two parallel tasks:
performing n(n−1)2 pair-wise alignments simultaneously and calculating the dynamic programming matrix
anti-diagonally (or in blocks). These two tasks can only reduce the overall run time complexity of the
original algorithm by an order to O(n4), regardless of how many processing units are used. The bottle-
neck resides in step (iii), where the pair-wise group alignments are done sequentially following the guiding
tree, and each alignment requires all the column pair-wise scores be calculated.
The remaining of this chapter is devoted to our newly developed parallel sequence alignment algo-
rithms. These algorithms depend on a reconfigurable computing model, so we start by describing the
model before going into details of the algorithms
6.3 Reconfigurable-Mesh Computing Models - (R-Mesh)
A Reconfigurable Mesh (R-Mesh) computing is a two-dimensional grid of processing units (PUs), in
which each processing unit contains 4 ports: North (N), South (S), East (E), and West (W). These ports
can be fused or defused in any order to connect one node of the grid to its neighboring nodes. These
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configurations are shown in Figure 6.1. Each processing unit has its own local memory, can perform simple
arithmetic operations, and can configure its ports in O(1) time.
Figure 6.1. Allowable configurations on 4 port processing units; (a) shows the ports directions; (b) shows
the 15 possible port connections, where the last five port configurations in curly braces are not allowed in
Linear R-Mesh (LR-Mesh) models.
There are many reconfigurable computing models such as Linear R-Mesh (LR-Mesh), Processor Ar-
ray with Reconfigurable Bus System (PARBS), Pipelined R-Mesh (PR-Mesh), Field-programmable Gate
Array (FPGA), etc. These models are different in many ways from construction to operational run-time
complexities. For example, the PR-Mesh model does not function properly with configurations containing
cycles, while many other models do. However, there are many algorithms to simulate the operations of
one reconfigurable model onto another in constant time as seen in [12, 19, 81, 90, 104, 119].
In the scope of this study, we will use a simple electrical R-Mesh system, where each processing
unit, or processing element (PU or PE), contains four ports and can perform basic routing and arithmetic
operations. Most reconfiguration computing models utilize the representation of the data to parallelize
their operations; and there are various data presentation formats [120]. Commonly, data in one format can
be converted to another in O(1) time [120]. For clarity, we will describe the unary representation format
being used in this study, which is denoted as 1UN. The 1UN format is defined as:
Definition 3 Given an integer x ∈ [0, n − 1], the unary 1UN presentation of x in n-bit is: x =
(b0b1, · · · bn−1), where bi = 1 for all i ≤ x and bi = 0 for all i > x [120].
For example, a number 3 is represented as 11110000 in 8-bit 1UN representation.
In addition to the 1UN unary format, we will be utilizing the following theorem for some of the
operations:
Theorem 1 The prefix-sum of n values in range [0, nc] can be found in O(c) time on an n × n R-Mesh
[120].
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In terms of multiple sequence alignment, the number of bits used in the 1UN notation is correlated
to the maximum length of the input sequences. In the following section, we will describe the designs of
R-Mesh components to use in dynamic programming algorithms.
6.4 Pair-wise Dynamic Programming Algorithms
This section begins with the description of several configurations of R-Mesh needed to compute various
operations in pair-wise dynamic programming algorithm. Following the R-Mesh constructions are new
constant-time parallel dynamic programming algorithms for Needleman-Wunsch’s, Smith-Waterman, and
the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) algorithms.
6.4.1 R-Mesh Max Switches
One of the operations in dynamic programming algorithm requires the capability to select the largest
value from a set of input numbers. Following is the design of an R-Mesh switch that can select the maximum
value from an input triplet in the same broadcasting step. For 1-bit data, the switch can be built as in
Figure 6.2(a) using one processing unit, (adapted from [10]). The unit configures its ports as {NSEW},
where the North and West are input ports and the others are output ports. When a signal (or 1) comes
through the switch, the max bit will propagate through the output ports. Similarly, a switch for finding
a maximum value of four input bits can be built using 4 processing units with configurations: {NSW,E},
{NSE,W}, {NE,S,W}, and {NSW,E} as in Figure 6.2(b). To simulate a 3-input max switch on positive
numbers, one of the input ports loads in a zero value. These switches can be combined together to handle
the max of three n-bit values as in Figure 6.3. This n-bit max switch takes 4× n, (i.e. O(n)) processing
units and can handle 3 to 4 n-bit input numbers. All of these max switches allow data to flow directly
through them in exactly one broadcasting step, and they will be used in the design of our algorithm,
described latter.
6.4.2 R-Mesh Adder/Subtractor
Similarly, to get a constant time dynamic programming algorithm we have to be able to perform a
series of additions and subtractions in one broadcasting step. Exploiting the properties of 1UN represen-
tation, we are presenting an adder/subtractor that can perform an addition or a subtraction of two n-bit
numbers in 1UN representation in one broadcasting time. The adder/subtractor is a k×n R-Mesh, where
k is the smaller magnitude of the two numbers. The R-Mesh adder/subtractor is shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.2. Two 1-bit max switches. (a) - fusing {NSEW} to find the max of two inputs from North and
West ports; (b) - construction of a 1-bit 4-input max switch.
Figure 6.3. An n-bit 3-input max switch, where the rectangle represents a 1-bit 4-input max switch from
Figure 6.2.
To perform addition, one addend is fed into the North-bound of the R-Mesh, and another addend
is left-shifted one bit and fed into the West-bound. The left-bit shifting operation removes the bit that
represents a zero, which in turn reduces one row of the R-Mesh. Similarly, there is no need to have extra
rows in the R-Mesh to perform additions on the right trailing zeros of the second addend. Therefore, the
number of rows in the R-Mesh adder/subtractor can be reduced to k, where k + 1 is the number of 1-bits
in the second addend. Each processing unit in the adder/subtractor fuses {NE, SW} if the West input is
1, otherwise, it will fuse {NS, E, W}. The first configuration allows the number to be incremented if there
is a 1-bit coming from the West, and the second configuration maps the result directly to the output ports.
Figure 6.4 shows the addition of 3 and 3 represented in n-bit 1UN. In this case, the R-Mesh needs only 3
rows to compute the result. Similarly, for subtractions, the minuend is fed into the South bound (bottom)
of the R-Mesh, the subtrahend is 1-bit left-shifted and fed into the R-Mesh from the West bound (left), the
East bound (right) is fed with zeros, or no signals. The output is obtained from the North border (top).
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Figure 6.4. An n-bit adder/subtractor that can perform addition or subtraction between two 1UN numbers
during a broadcasting time. For additions the inputs are on the North and West borders and the output
is on the South border. For subtractions, the inputs are on the West and South borders and the output is
on the North border. The number on the West bound is 1-bit left-shifted. The dotted lines represent the
omitted processing units that are the same as the ones in the last rows. This figure shows the addition of
3 and 3. Note: the leading 1 bit of input number on the West-bound (left) has been shifted off. The right
border is fed with zero (or no signal) during the subtract operation.
This adder/subtractor can only handle numbers in 1UN representation, i.e. positive values. Thus,
any operation that yields a negative result will be represented as a pattern of all zeros. When this
adder/subtractor is used in a DP algorithm, one of the two inputs is already known. For example, to
calculate the value at cell ci,j , three binary arithmetic operations must be performed: ci−1,j−1 + s(xi, yj),
ci−1,j + g, and ci,j−1 + g, where both the gap g and the symbol matching score s(xi, yj) between any
two residue symbols are predefined. Thus, we can store these predefined values to the West ports of the
adder/subtractor units and have them configured accordingly before the actual operations.
For biological sequence alignments, symbol matching scores are commonly obtained from substitution
matrices such as PAM [23], BLOSUM [45], or similar matrices, and gap cost is a small constant in the
same range of the values in these matrices. These values are one or two digits. Thus, k is very likely is a
2-digit constant or smaller. Therefore, the size of the adder/subtractor unit is bounded by O(n), in this
scenario.
6.4.3 Constant-Time Dynamic Programming on R-Mesh
The dynamic programming techniques used in the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS), Smith-
Waterman’s and Needle-Wunsch’s algorithms are very similar. Thus, a DP R-Mesh designed to solve one
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problem can be modified to solve another problem with minimal configuration. We are presenting the
solution for the latter cases first, and then show a simple modification of the solution to solve the first case.
Smith-Waterman’s and Needle-Wunsch’s Algorithms Although the number representation
can be converted from one format to another in constant time [120], the DP R-Mesh run-time grows
proportionally with the number of operations being done. These operations could be as many as O(n2).
To eliminate this format conversion all the possible symbol matching scores, or scoring matrix, (4x4 for
RNA/DNA sequences and 20x20 for protein sequences) are pre-scaled up to positive values. Thus, an
alignment of any pair of residue symbols will yield a positive score; and gap matching (or insert/delete) is
the only operation that can reduce the alignment score in preceding cells. Nevertheless, if the value in cell
ci−1,j (or ci,j−1) is smaller than the magnitude of the gap cost (g), a subtraction will produce a bit pattern
of all zeros (an indication of an underflow or negative value). This value will not appear in cell ci,j since
the addition of the positive value in cell ci−1,j−1 and the positive symbol matching score s(xi, yi) is always
greater than or equal to zero.
In general, we do not have to perform this scale-up operation for DNA since DNA/RNA scoring
schemes traditionally use only two values: a positive integer value for match and the same cost for both
mismatch and gap.
Unlike DNA, scoring protein residue alignment is often based on scoring scoring/substitution/mutation
matrices such as that in [23, 45], etc. These matrices are log-odd values of the probabilities of residues
being mutated (or substituted) into other residues. The difference between the matrices are the way the
probabilities being derived. The smaller the probability, the less likely a mutation happens. Thus, the
smallest alignment value between any two residues, including the gap is at least zero. To avoid the com-
plication of small positive fractional numbers in calculations, log-odd is applied on these probabilities.
The log-odd score or substitution score in [23] is calculated as s(i, j) = 1λ log(
Qij
PiPj
), where s(i, j) is the
substitution score between residues i and j, λ is a positive scaling factor, Qij is the frequency or the
percentage of residue i correspond to residue j in an accurate alignment, and Pi and Pj are background
probabilities which residues i and j occur. These probabilities and the log-odd function to generate the
matrices are publicly available via The National Center for Biotechnology Information’s web-site 1 along
with the substitution matrices themselves. With any given gap cost, the probability of a residue aligned
with a gap can be calculated proportionally from a given gap cost and other values from the un-scaled
scoring matrices by solving the log-odd function. Thus, when a positive number β is added to the scores in
1http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
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these scoring matrices, it is equivalent to multiply the original probabilities by aβ, where a is the log-based
used in the log-odd function.
A simple mechanism to obtained a scaled-up version of a scoring matrix is: (a) taking the antilog of
the scoring matrix and −g, where g is the gap cost (a positive value) and −g is the equivalent log-odd
of a gap matching probability; (b) multiplying these antilog values by β factor such that their minimum
log-odd value should be greater than or equal to zero; (c) performing log-odd operation on these scaled-up
values.
When these scaled-up scoring matrices are used, the Smith-Waterman’s algorithm must be modified.
Instead of setting sub-alignment scores to zeros when they become negative, the scores are set to β if they
fall below this scaled-up factor (β).
We will use the scaled-up scoring matrices to eliminate the representation of signed numbers in our
following algorithm designs. However, if there is a need to obtain the alignment score based on the original
scoring matrices, all we have to do is score the alignment result using the original scoring matrices.
Having the adder/subtrator units and the switches ready, the dynamic programming R-Mesh, (DP
R-Mesh), can be constructed with each cell ci,j in the DP matrix containing 3 adder/subtractor units and
a 3-input max switch allowing it to propagate the max value of cells ci−1,j−1, ci−1,j and ci,j−1 to cell ci,j
in the same broadcasting step. Figure 6.5 shows the dynamic programming R-Mesh construction. The
adder/subtrator units are represented as ”+” or ”-” corresponding to their functions.
Figure 6.5. A dynamic programming R-Mesh. Each cell ci,j is a combination of a 3-input max switch
and three adder/subtractor units. The ”+” and ”-” represent the actual functions of the adder/subtractor
units in the configuration.
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A 1× n adder/subtractor unit can perform increments and decrements in the range of [-1, 0, 1]. As
a result, a DP R-Mesh can be built with 1-bit input components to handle all pair-wise alignments using
constant scoring schemes that can be converted to [-1, 0, 1] range. For instance, the scoring scheme for
the longest common subsequence rewards 1 for a match and zero for mismatch and gap extension.
To align two sequences, ci,j loads or computes its symbol matching score for the symbol pair at row i
column j, initially. The next step is to configure all the adder/subtractor units based on the loaded values
and the gap cost g. Finally, a signal is broadcasted from c0,0 to its neighboring cells c0,1, c1,0, and c1,1 to
activate the DP algorithm on the R-Mesh. The values coming from cells ci−1,j and ci,j−1 are subtracted
with the gap costs. The value coming from ci−1,j−1 is added with the initial symbol matching score in
ci,j . These values will flow through the DP R-Mesh in one broadcasting step, and cell cn,n will receive the
correct value of the alignment.
In term of time complexity, this dynamic programming R-Mesh takes a constant time to initialize the
DP R-Mesh and one broadcasting time to compute the alignment. Thus, its run-time complexity is O(1).
Each cell uses 10n processing units (4n for the 1-bit max switch and 2n for each of the three
adder/subtrator units). These processing units are bounded by O(n). Therefore, the n × n dynamic
programming R-Mesh uses O(n3) processing units.
To handle all other scoring schemes, k × n adder/subtractor R-Meshes and n× n max switches must
be used. In addition, to avoid overflow (or underflow) all pre-defined pair-wise symbol matching scores
may have to be scaled up (or down) so that the possible smallest (or largest) number can fit in the 1UN
representation. With this configuration, the dynamic programming R-Mesh takes O(n4) processing units.
Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) The complication of signed numbers does not exist in
the longest common subsequence problem. The arithmetic operation in LCS is a simple addition of 1 if
there is a match. The same dynamic programming R-Mesh as seen in figure 6.5 can be used, where the
two subtractors units are removed or the gap cost is set to zero (g = 0).
To find the longest common subsequence between two sequences x and y, each max switch in the DP
R-Mesh is configured as in Figure 6.6. The value from cell ci−1,j−1 is fed into the North-West processing
unit, and the other values are fed into the North-East unit. Then, ci, j loads in its symbols and fuses
the South-East processing unit (in bold) as NS, E, W if the symbols at row i and column j are different;
otherwise, it loads 1 into the adder unit and fuses N,E,SW. These configurations allow either the value
from cell ci−1,j−1 or the max value of cells ci−1,j and ci,j−1 to pass through. These are the only changes
for the DP R-Mesh to solve the LCS problems.
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Figure 6.6. A configuration of a 4-way max switch to solve the longest common subsequence (lcs). The
South-East processing unit (in bold) configures NS, E, W if the symbols at row i and column j are different;
otherwise, it configures N,E,SW. This figure shows a configuration when the two symbols are different.
This modified constant-time DP R-Mesh used O(n3) processing units. However, this is an order
of reduction comparing the current best constant parallel DP algorithm that uses an R-Mesh of size
O(n2)×O(n2) [10] to solve the same problem.
6.4.4 Affine Gap Cost
Affine gap cost (or penalty) is a technique where the opening gap has different cost from an extending
gap [41]. This technique discourages multiple and disjoined gap insertion blocks unless their inclusion
greatly improves the pair-wise alignment score. The gap cost is calculated as p = o + g(l − 1), where
o is the opening gap cost, g is the extending gap cost, and l is the length of the gap block. To handle
affine gap cost, we need to extend the representation of the number by 1 bit (right most bit). This bit
indicates whether a value coming from ci−1,j or ci,j−1 to ci,j is an opening gap or not. If the incoming
value has been gap-penalized, its right most bit is 1, and it will not be charged with an opening gap again;
otherwise, an opening gap will be applied. The original ”-” units must be modified to accommodate affine
gaps. Figure 6.7 shows the modification of the ”-” unit. The output from the original ”-” unit is piped into
an n × n + 1 R-Mesh on/off switch (described in Section 6.4.5), an adder/subtractor, and a max switch.
When a number flows through the ”-” unit, an extending gap is applied. If the incoming value has not
been charged with gap to begin with, its right most bit (i.e. selector bit denoted as ”s”) remains zero,
which keeps the switch in off position. Therefore, the value with extra charge on the adder/subtractor is
allowed to flow through; otherwise, the switch will be on, and the larger value will be selected by the max
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switch. A value is not from diagonal cells must have its selector bit set to 1 (right most bit) after a gap
cost is applied to prevent multiple charges of an opening gap.
Figure 6.7. A configuration to select one of the two inputs in 1UN notation using the right most bit as a
selector s. When s = 1 the switch is turned on to allow the data to flow through and get selected by the
max switch. When the selector s = 0, the on/off switch produces zeros and the other data flow will be
selected. ² = o− g, o ≥ g, is the difference between opening gap cost o and extending gap cost g.
The modification of the dynamic programming R-Mesh to handle affine gap cost requires additional
2 adder/subtractor units, 2 on/off switches, and one 2-input max switch. Asymptotically, the amount of
processing units used is still bounded by O(n4) and the run-time complexity remains O(1).
6.4.5 R-Mesh On/Off Switches
To handle affine gap cost in dynamic programming, we need a switch that can select, i.e. turn on
or off, the output ports of a data flow. The on/off R-Mesh switch can be configured as in Figure 6.8,
where the input value is mapped into the North-bound (top). The right most bit of the input is served
as a selector bit. The R-Mesh size is n × n + 1, where column i fuses with row n − i to form an L-shape
path that allows the input data from the Northbound to flow to the output port on the Eastbound. The
processors on the last column will fuse the East-West ports allowing the input to flow through only if they
receive a value of 1 from the input (Northern ports). Since the selector bit travels a shorter distance than
all the other input bits, it will arrive in time to activate the opening or closing of the output ports.
This R-Mesh configuration uses (n × n + 1), i.e., O(n2), processing units to turn off the flow of an
n-bit input in a broadcasting time.
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Figure 6.8. An n × n + 1 R-Mesh represents an n-bit on/off switches. By default, all processing units
on the last column (column n + 1) configure {NS,E,W}, and fuse {NSEW} when a signal (i.e. 1) travels
through them. All cells on the main anti-diagonal cells of the first n rows and columns fuse {NE,S,W},
cells above the main anti-diagonal fuse {NS,E,W}, and cells below the main anti-diagonal fuse {N,S,EW}.
Figure (a) shows the R-Mesh configuration on a selector bit of 1 (s=1) and Figure (b) shows the R-Mesh
configuration on a selector bit of 0 (s= 0).
6.4.6 Dynamic Programming Back-tracking on R-Mesh
The pair-wise alignment is obtained by following the path leading to the overall optimal alignment
score, or the end of the alignment. In the case of the Needleman-Wunsch’s algorithm, cell cn,n holds this
value; and in the case of the Smith-Waterman’s algorithm, cell ci,j with the maximum alignment score is
the end point. The cell with the largest value can be located in O(1) time on a 3-dimension n × n × n
R-Mesh through these steps:
1. Initially, the DP matrix with calculated values are stored in the first slice of the R-Mesh cube, i.e. in
cells ci,j,0, 0 < i, j ≤ n.
2. ci,j,0 sends its value to ci,j,i, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n, to propagate each column of the matrix to the 2D R-Meshes
on the third dimension.
3. ci,j,i sends its value to c0,j,k, i.e. to move the solution values to the first row of each 2D R-Mesh slice.
4. Each 2D R-Mesh slice finds its max value c0,m,k where m is the column of the max value in slice k
5. c0,m,k sends m to ck,0,0, i.e. each 2D R-Mesh slice sends its max value column number m to the first 2D
R-Mesh slice. This value is the column index of the max value on row k in the first slice.
6. The first 2D R-Mesh slice, ci,j,0, finds the max value of n DP R-Mesh cells whose row index is i and
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column index is ci,0,0 (i.e. value m received from the previous step). The row and column indices of the
max value found in this step are the coordinates of the max value in the original DP R-Mesh.
These above steps rely on the capability to find the max value from n given numbers on an n × n
R-Mesh. This operation can be done in O(1) time as follows:
1. initially, the values are stored in the first row of the R-Mesh.
2. c0,j broadcasts its value, namely aj , to ci,j , (column-wise broadcasting).
3. ci,i broadcasts its value, namely ai, to ci,j (row-wise broadcasting).
4. ci,j sets a flag bit f(i, j) to 1 if and only if ai > aj ; otherwise sets f(i, j) to 0.
5. c0,j is holding the max value if f(0, j), f(1, j), · · · , f(n− 1, j) are 0. This step can be performed in O(1)
time by ORing the flag bits in each column.
The location of the max value in the DP R-Mesh can be obtained in O(1) time because each step in
the process takes O(1) time to complete.
To trace back the path leading to the optimal alignment, we start with the end point cell ce,d found
above and following these steps:
1. ci,j , (i ≤ e, i ≤ d), sends its value to ci,j+1, ci+1,j , ci+1,j+1. Thus, each cell can receive up to three values
coming from its Noth, West, and Northwest borders.
2. ci,j finds the max of the inputs and fuses its port to the neighbor cell that sent the max value in the
previous step. If there are more than one port to be fused, (this happens when there are multiple optimal
alignments),ci,j randomly selects one.
3. ce,d sends a signal to its fused port. The optimal pair-wise alignment is the ordered list of cells where
this signal travels through.
Each operation in the back-tracking process takes O(1) time to complete, and there are no iterative
operations. Therefore, the back-tracking steps requires n3 processing units and takes O(1) time.
6.5 Progressive Multiple Sequence Alignment on R-Mesh
In this section, we start by describing a parallel algorithm to generate a dendrogram, or guiding tree,
representing the order in which the input sequences should be aligned. Then we will show a reworked
version of sum-of-pair scoring method that can be performed in constant time on a 2D R-Mesh. Finally,
we will describe our parallel progressive multiple sequence alignment algorithm on R-Mesh along with its
complexity analysis.
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6.5.1 Hierarchical Clustering on R-Mesh
The parallel neighbor-joining (NJ) [98] clustering method on R-Mesh is described here; other hierar-
chical clustering mechanisms can be done in a similar fashion. The neighbor-joining takes a distance matrix
between all the pairs of sequences and represents it as a star-like connected tree, where each sequence is
an external node (leaf) on the tree. NJ then finds the shortest distance pair of nodes and replaces it with
a new node. This process is repeated until all the nodes are merged.
Followings are the actual steps to build the dendrogram:
1. Initially, all the pair-wise distances are given in form of a matrix D of size n×n, where n is the number
of nodes (or input sequences).
2. Calculate the average distance from node i to all the other nodes by ri =
∑n
1 Dij
n−2 .
3. The pair of nodes with the shortest distance (i, j) is the pairs that gives minimal value of Mij , where
Mij = Dij − ri − rj .
4. A new node u is created for shortest pair (i, j), and the distances from u to i and j are: diu =
Dij
2 +
(ri−rj)
2 ,
and dj,u = dij − diu.
5. The distance matrix D is updated with the new node u to replace the shortest distance pair (i, j), and
the distances from all the other nodes to u is calculated as Dvu = Div + djv −Dij .
These steps are repeated for n− 1 iterations to reduce distance matrix D to one pair of nodes. The
last pair does not have to be merged, unless the actual location of the root node is needed.
Step 1 and 4 are constant time operations on an n× n R-Mesh, where each processing unit stores a
corresponding value from the distance matrix. Since the progressive multiple sequence alignment algorithm
only uses the dendrogram as a guiding tree to select the closest pair of sequences (or two groups of
sequences), the actual distance values between the nodes on the final dendrogram mostly are insignificant.
Consequently, the values in distance matrix D can be scaled down without changing the order of the nodes
in the dendrogram. In addition, if these values are not to be preserved, the calculations in step 4 can be
skipped.
Before proceeding to step 2, we should reexamine some facts. First, the maximum alignment score
from all the pair-wise DP sequence alignments are bounded by b2, where b is the max pair-wise score
between any two residue symbols. An alignment score of b2 occurs only if we align a sequence of these
symbols to itself. b + 1 ≤ n is the number of bits being used to represent this value in 1UN. Similarly,
the maximum value in distance matrix D generated from these alignment scores are also bounded by b2.
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Thus, the sum of n of these distance values is bounded by b4. These facts allow us to calculate the sums
in step 2 in O(c) time using an n× n R-Mesh as in Theorem 1. In this case, c is constant, (c = 4). There
are n summations to calculate, so the entire calculation requires n such R-Meshes, or n3 processing units,
to complete in O(1) time.
In step 3, each processing unit computes value Mij locally. The max value can be found using the
same technique described in Section 6.4.6 in constant time.
Similarly, step 5 is performed locally by the processing units in the R-Mesh in O(1) time. Since this
procedure terminates after n − 1 iterations, the overall run-time complexity to build a dendrogram, (or
guiding tree), for any given pair-wise distance matrix of size n× n is O(n), using O(n3) processing units.
6.5.2 Constant Run-time Sum-of-Pair Scoring Method
The third step [step (iii)] of the progressive MSA algorithm is following the dendrogram, built in the
earlier step, to perform pair-wise dynamic programming alignment on two pre-aligned groups of sequences.
The dynamic programming alignment algorithm in this step is exactly the same as the one in step (i);
however, quantifying a match between two columns of residues are no longer a simple constant look-up,
unless the hierarchical expected probability (HEP) matching scoring scheme is used [82]. Most multiple
sequence alignment algorithms use the popular sum-of-pair (SP) scoring method [15]. This quantification is
the sum of all pair-wise matching scores between the residue symbols, where each paired-score is obtained
either from a substitution matrix or from any scoring scheme discussed earlier. The alignment at the root
of the tree gets n residues for every pair of columns to be quantified. Thus, there are n(n−1)2 lookups per
column quantification, i.e. n(n−1)2 lookups for each DP matrix cell calculation. The sum-of-pair is formally
defined as:
sp(f, g) =
|f |∑
i=1
|g|∑
j=i+1
s(fi, gj) (6.1)
where f is a column from one pre-aligned group of sequences and g is a column from the other pre-
aligned group of sequences. fi and gj are residue symbols from columns f and g, respectively, and s(fi, gj)
is the matching score between these two symbols fi and gj .
For example, to calculate the sum-of-pair of the following two columns f and g:
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Column f :

A
C
T

and
Column g:

G
T
T

we will have to score 15 residue pairs:(A,C), (A,T), (A,G), (A,T), (A,T), (C,T), (C,G), (C,T), (C,T),
(T,G), (T,T), (T,T), (G,T), (G,T), (T,T). Since the matching between residue a to residue b is the same
as the matching between residue b to residue a, these pairs become (A,C), 3(A,T), (A,G), 3(C,T), (C,G),
3(G,T), 3(T,T). These redundancies occur since the set of symbols representing the residues is small (1
for gap plus 20 for protein [or 4 for DNA/RNA]). Thus, if we combine the two column symbols with their
number of occurrences, the sum-of-pair method can be transformed into a counting problem and can be
defined as:
sp(f, g) =
T∑
i=1
ni(ni − 1)
2
s(i, i) + ni
T∑
j=i+1
nj × s(i, j) (6.2)
where f, g are the two columns, T is the number of different residue symbols (T=4 for DNA/RNA
and T=20 for proteins), s(i, j) is the pair-wise matching score, or substitution score, between two residue
symbols i and j, and ni and nj are the total count of symbols i and j (i.e. the occurrences of residue
symbols i and j), respectively. Since T is constant, the summations in Equation 6.5.2 remain constant,
regardless how many sequences are involved.
Thus, the sum-of-pair score of the two columns given above will be:
3(3−1)
2 s(T,T) + [ s(A,C) + s(A,G) + 3s(A,T) + s(C,G) + 3s(C,T) + 3s(G,T)]
This scoring function can be implemented on an array of n processing units as follows. First, map
each residue symbol into a numeric value from 1 to T . Next, n residues from any two aligning columns
are assigned to n processing units. Any processing unit holding a residue sends a 1 to processing unit
pk, where k is the number represents the residue symbol it is holding. pk sums the 1’s it receives. The
sum-of-pair score can be computed between the pairs of processing units containing a sum larger than 0
calculated from previous steps. All of these steps are carried out in constant time. There are n2 possible
pair-wise column arrangements of two pre-aligned groups of sequences of length n. Thus, the sum-of-pair
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column pair-wise matching scores for two pre-aligned groups of sequences can be done in O(1) using n3
processing units.
6.5.3 Parallel Progressive MSA Algorithm and Its Complexity Analysis
Progressive multiple sequence alignment algorithm is a heuristic alignment technique that builds up
a final multiple sequence alignment by combining pair-wise alignments starting with the most similar pair
and progressing to the most distant pair. The distance between the sequences can be calculated by dynamic
programming algorithms such as Smith-Waterman’s or Needle-Wunsch’s algorithms (step i). The order in
which the sequences should be aligned are represented as a guiding and can be calculated via hierarchical
clustering algorithms similar to the one described in Section 6.5.1 (step ii). After the guiding tree is
completed, the input sequences can be pair-wise aligned following the order specified in the tree (step iii).
In the previous Sections, we have described and designed several R-Meshes to handle individual oper-
ations in the progressive multiple alignment algorithm. Finally, a progressive multiple sequence alignment
R-Mesh configuration can be constructed. First, the input sequences are pair-wise aligned using the dy-
namic programming R-Mesh described previously in Section 6.4. These n(n−1)2 pair-wise alignments can
be done in O(1) using n(n−1)2 dynamic programming R-Meshes, or in O(n) time using O(n) R-Meshes.
The latter is preferred since the dendrogram [step (ii)] and the progressive alignment [step (iii)] steps each
takes O(n) time to complete. Then, a dendrogram is built, using the parallel neighbor-joining clustering
algorithm described earlier, from all the pair-wise DP alignment scores from step (i). Lastly, [step (iii)],
for each pair of pre-aligned groups of sequences along the dendrogram, the sum-of-pair column matching
scores must be pre-calculated to initialize the DP R-Mesh before proceeding with the dynamic program-
ming alignment. There are n− 1 branches in the dendrogram leading to n− 1 pair-wise group alignments
to be performed.
In terms of complexity, the progressive multiple sequence alignment takes O(n) time using O(n) DP
R-Meshes to complete all the pair-wise sequence alignments [step (i)] - (or O(1) time using n(n−1)2 DP R-
Meshes). Its consequence step, [step (ii)], to build the sequence dendrogram takes O(n) time using O(n3)
processing units. Finally, the progressive step, [step (iii)], takes O(n) time using a DP R-Mesh. Therefore,
the overall run-time complexity of this parallel progressive multiple sequence alignment is O(n).
The number of processing units utilized in this parallel algorithm is bounded by the number of DP
R-Meshes used and their sizes. The general DP R-Mesh uses O(n4) processing units to handle all scoring
schemes with affine gap cost. And step (i) needs n of such DP R-Meshes resulting in O(n5) processing
units used.
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For alignment problems that use constant scoring schemes without affine gap cost, this parallel pro-
gressive multiple sequence alignment algorithm only needs O(n4) processing units to complete in O(n)
time.
Table 6.1 summarizes the R-Mesh size and the run-time complexity of various components in this
study, where the components with ”broadcast” run-time can finish their operations in one broadcasting
time. The ”DP” R-Mesh is designed to handle all the Needleman-wunsch’s [77], Smith-Waterman’s [107],
and Longest Common Subsequence algorithms.
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Chapter 7
WEB-SERVER FOR SEQUENCE ANALYSIS IMPLEMENTATION
In the current information age, it is beneficial to have web-services available for public and private
use, especially services in biological sequence analysis. There are many web-servers around the world have
been built both from government sponsored and private organizations and individuals. In this chapter we
are describing a new biological sequence analysis that has been built during this research. Figure 7 shows
the front page of the web-server. Most of the sequence tools are obtained from BioPHP.org and modified
to work on SeqAna server. The multiple sequence alignment software is from Ubuntu public depository
and in-house development. These services are self-explanatory.
7.1 SeqAna: A New Sequence Analysis Web-Server
SeqAna is a web-server that provides many state of the arts protein/DNA/RNA sequence analysis tools
such as sequence search, (Blast, FASTA), paiwise sequence alignment (Needle-Wunsch, Smith-Waterman),
multiple sequence alignment (MSA) such as ClustalW, MAFFT, ProbCons, Poa, etc. SeqAna provides
many unique and helpful features that none of the existing sequence analysis servers ever provide. For
example, SeqAna provides a multiple sequence alignment scoring and ranking service. This service is the
only of its kind that allows users to perform multiple sequence alignment (MSA) via many alignment tools
and rank the results of these alignments. With this service, users are able to identify which alignment tools
are more appropriate for their specific set of sequences. SeqAna’s users can provide a reference alignment
in many format such as Fasta, MSF, PILEUP, etc for ranking and scoring their alignment results. If
Figure 7.1. Front page of SeqAna Web-Server
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an alignment reference is not available, the users can obtain an alignment by using one of the alignment
services provided by SeqAna web-server, edit the alignment result to fit their expectation, and use it
as a reference alignment. SeqAna also has a built-in feature to automatically select the best applicable
MSA algorithms to align any given set of input sequences. With this service, scientists are guaranteed
to get the best multiple sequence alignment results without spending days, or even weeks, to try many
different MSA tools. SeqAna also has many other sequence analysis services. SeqAna is publicly available
at http://seqana.gsu.edu.
7.2 Multiple Sequence Alignment Ranking
SeqAna provides a multiple sequence alignment scoring and ranking services. SeqAna multiple se-
quence alignment ranking web-service is very unique, where its users can perform multiple sequence align-
ment (MSA) using many alignment tools and rank the results of these alignments. With this service, the
users are able to identify which alignment tools are the most appropriate for their specific set of sequences.
By default, the ranking is either automatic or by comparing the results with a reference alignment. The
closest service to SeqAna’s multiple sequence alignment ranking is provided by the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) on a super-computer at http://helixweb.nih.gov/multi-align/. NIH web-service that allows
its users to align a set of sequences by varies multiple alignment methods at once; however, the users have
to sort through the outputs to identify the best one. In contrary, SeqAna will rank these results and show
the users the best alignment result among those that are returned from many different alignment tools.
Figure 7.2 shows a web-interface of SeqAna multiple sequence alignment ranking service. The ranking
service has two modes: (a) user-selected and (b) best-predicted. In the user-selected mode, the users can
select the alignment tools they want to perform on their input sequences. The system will invoke these
tools one by one and then score and rank their result based on best performance first. In the best-predicted
mode, the server will randomly choose a small sample set of input sequences and invoke all available mul-
tiple sequence alignment tools on the sample sequences. For alignment jobs with a few input sequences,
the entire input data set will be used. The alignment results will be ranked to identify the best result. The
alignment tool with corresponding best result will be chosen to perform alignment service on the entire
input sequences.
By default, the ranking on peptide sequences utilizes Hierarchical Expected matching Probability
(HEP) scoring function as described in Section 3.9 and Sum-of-Pair (SP) as described in Section 3.4.1. If
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Figure 7.2. Multiple Sequence Alignment Ranking Service
the user provides a reference alignment, the server will use the Total Column score (TC), that is provided
along with BaliBASE [115] and PREFAB [30] benchmarks, to rank the alignment results.
7.3 Multiple Sequence Alignment Analysis
Currently the following multiple sequence alignment tools are available:
• AMAP
• CLUSTALW
• DIALIGN
• MAFFT
• MUSCLE
• PADT
• POA
• PROBCONS
More alignment tools will be added as more wrappers are developed. The scoring of these alignment service
is similar to those in Section 7.2. Figure 7.3 shows the web-interface of this alignment service.
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Figure 7.3. Multiple Sequence Alignment Service
Figure 7.4. Sequence Format Converting Service
7.4 Multiple Sequence Format Converter
There are many reasons to convert the sequence from one format to another. For example, one may
want to have the conservation blocks between the sequences to be clearly annotated, to use the sequences
as input for sequence analysis tools that require a specific input format, or to store the sequences with
minimal space. SeqAna format converting web-service utilizes readseq package written by D.G. Gilbert
and publicly available http://iubio.bio.indiana.edu/soft/molbio/readseq/. This web-service allows users to
either paste in or uploaded a file containing nucleic or peptide sequences in many popular formats and
convert them to any other available format as listed on the site. Figure 7.4 show the web-interface of this
sequence formatting services.
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Figure 7.5. Pair-wise Alignment Service
7.5 Pairwise Sequence Analysis
To perform pairwise alignment, the users just cut and paste their two sequences in the two given
boxes and press the alignment button. Both Needleman-Wunsch global alignment and Smith-Waterman’s
local alignment are available.
7.6 Sequence Retrieval and other services
For sequence homologous search, we installed NCBI BLAST2 on SeqAna web-server. A full BLAST
service with sequence databases of different species is available at http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi.
SeqAna’s BLAST service allows its users to perform BLAST on their own specific two sequences: the
query sequence and the database sequence without the need of setting up the database and the BLAST
installation. SeqAna’s BLAST web-interface is shown in Figure 7.6.
Due to SeqAna physical constraints, biological sequence databases are not made available to public
until the SeqAna is moved onto a more capable machine.
SeqAna will send an email containing the output of the job to its user’s email, if provided. This is a
preferred method for jobs with large input sequences.
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Figure 7.6. BLAST Service
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION
Multiple sequence alignment is a very fundamental activity in sequence analysis. With the current
advancement of sequencing techniques and available biological sequence information, it is expected that
multiple sequence alignment can handle large number of sequences and produce reliable and biologically
meaningful results. However, multiple sequence alignment is an NP-Complete problem thus it cannot
handle large amount of data and resolve the problem in practical amount of time. In this study, we have
investigated many techniques that have been designed and developed to overcome these issues. As a result,
we are able to contribute a significant improvement to the biological sequence analysis, especially in the
aspect of multiple sequence alignment. In summary, our contributions include:
• A rigorous scoring function for multiple sequence alignment based on residue matching probability
and amino acid class covering hierarchy (see Section 3.9).
• An overlapping clustering algorithm that can be utilized in multiple sequence alignment (see Sec-
tion 4.3).
• Three new multiple sequence alignment algorithms: dynamic guiding tree, knowledge-based, and
consistency-based algorithms (see Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2).
• Three different pair-wise alignment algorithms (Smith-Waterman’s, Needle-Wunsch’s, and LSC) via
dynamic programming on reconfigurable mesh (see Section 6.4).
• A parallel progressive multiple sequence alignment on reconfigurable mesh (see Section 6.5).
• An implementation of a web-server for sequence analysis (see Chapter 7).
Throughout many years we have worked on this research, we have noticed that multiple biological
sequence alignment problem have been well-studied and developed. The current and future tasks would be
to improve and apply multiple sequence alignment techniques to large datasets. Since most of the practical
solutions to alignment problem are heuristic, it is best to incorporate sequence knowledge database into
the algorithms to derive more biological meaningful results. And that is the direction we are heading. We
are going to develop a complete sequence analysis framework that utilized multiple sequence alignment and
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sequence clustering to characterize and combine current sequence databases into a homologous hierarchical
structure. This structure will allow us to perform homologous searches, multiple sequence alignments and
phylogeny tree constructions effectively and efficiently by targeting groups of sequences that are homologous
and meaningful to the sequences being analyzed.
We are planning to define a new scoring function based on biological structure and motif for multiple
sequence alignment. Using this biological scoring function we can assess the actual biological reliability of
an alignment result.
The development of this biological structure and motif scoring function will lead to different multiple
sequence alignment models and techniques, where sequence structures and motifs are primary factors in
sequence alignment.
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